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THE ROBUST STABILITY OF ITERATIVE LEARNING CONTROL
by Richard Stephen Bradley
This thesis examines the notion of the long term robust stability of iterative learning
control (ILC) systems engaged in trajectory tracking, using a robust stability theorem
based on a biased version of the nonlinear gap metric. This is achieved through two
main results:
The rst concerns the establishment of a nonlinear robust stability theorem, where
signals are measured relative to a given trajectory. Although primarily motivated by
ILC, the theorem provided is applicable to a wider range of problems. This is due to
its development being made independently of any particular signal space, provided the
space is furnished with a denition of causality. The theorem's formulation therefore
permits its implementation on single- or multi-dimensional problems in a variety of
dierent settings. Necessitated by an ILC constraint concerning reference signals, the
trajectory that stability is measured relative to must often lie outside the signal space
that is chosen. The robust stability theorem is therefore devised to address signals
that lie in extended signal spaces throughout. Additionally, the theorem is applicable to
nonlinear systems, and it is shown that the biased gap measure collapses to the standard
nonlinear gap measure when the bias is set to zero. It is also shown to collapse to the
classical linear gap when restricting the analysis to certain linear systems.
The second result applies the robust stability theorem to ILC using a 2D signal space.
Initially the subject of ILC is reviewed and some of the problems associated with con-
trollers are described; in particular the issues of long-term stability and the criteria for
convergence. ILC algorithms expressed in the `lifted system' or `supervector' formula-
tion are discussed and then analysed using the biased robust stability theorem. Results
are presented regarding the use of ltering in ILC algorithms to aid robustness, and also
the robustness of inverse model-based techniques. The robust stability tool applied to
ILC in this thesis is not restricted in its analysis to algorithms which are `causal' (in
an ILC sense); and is based on a general unstructured uncertainty model in contrast
to the existing literature, whereby uncertainties are typically constrained to additive,
multiplicative or parametric models.Contents
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In tracking tasks, controllers are developed such that the output of a plant can closely
follow a given trajectory. A controller will be designed to produce the input signals
required for the plant to give this correct output signal. The controller may also attempt
to minimise other properties such as the magnitude of actuator signals, the time taken
for the output to reach its desired value or the eect of disturbances.
Classical control is based on the principle of feedback, where output errors are fed,
through a controller, back to the input. This allows more accurate control of the output
signal and a greater ability to reduce the eects of unwanted disturbances and plant
uncertainty. The cost of this feedback is the possibility of causing instability, where
bounded inputs to the system are able to produce unbounded outputs, even for a priori
stable systems.
Within classical control, once a controller is implemented on a deterministic, disturbance
free plant the closed-loop system is xed and deterministic (assuming time invariant
system dynamics) | the same signal applied to the system in the same initial state will
result in the same output. When a process is repeated it always leads to identical errors
being present at the output.
Intelligent controllers attempt to improve this error prole by adapting as they are
running; the controller adjusting itself in order to improve system performance. If a
classical controller always produces the same error when a process is performed, can
learning this error and adapting the control reduce it?
The work of Wiener on cybernetics and Turing on articial intelligence in the 1940s
developed the idea of machines mimicking man's ability to learn. Following this, Rosen-
blatt's invention of the perceptron led to the development of adaptive control in the
mid-1950s; the original aim being the solution of problems such as the changing dy-
namics of aircraft in ight ( Astr om and Wittenmark, 1989). With adaptive control, the
control scheme is adjusted to maintain stability as the plant changes.
1Chapter 1 Introduction 2
This led to other control strategies with dierent goals and plants in mind. Repetitive
control (born in the early-1980s) had the aim of controlling systems such as power
supplies and hard disks, where disturbances and reference signals are periodic. By
adding an extra constraint | that the plant is returned to the same state at the start
of each period | iterative learning control is characterised.
1.1 Iterative Learning Control
Humans acquire skills by repeating tasks and learning from mistakes. Iterative learning
control (ILC) attempts to employ this approach to improve a system's performance as
it repeats a task. The system is provided with an input signal in an attempt to follow
a given trajectory, and the resulting error is measured. After a nite period of time the
system is reset and an `improved' input signal is calculated using data from the previous
trial. The system then attempts the same task using the new input signal, the error is
again measured, and the process continues. This update at each iteration aims to reduce
the error at the output.
ILC is distinct from other learning controllers in the way that algorithms exploit repet-
itiveness. The classical ILC requirements are that the desired reference trajectory is
identical for each iteration, that the system state is always returned to the same point
for the start of the next iteration, and that the plant dynamics do not change. At
rst these appear to heavily restrict the possible applications of ILC, but in many of
the manufacturing industries robots are required to build the same products again and
again. Improving the accuracy of these robots using ILC could reduce the amount of
time required for each product build, increasing the cost eciency of the robots. It is
also possible that similar performance could be achieved with less expensive hardware.
As an example, ILC could compensate for a lack of stiness in robot arms.
One of the theoretical demands within ILC stems from the two-dimensional attributes of
ILC systems. Within classical feedback control, all the system information is propagating
in one direction: time. As time progresses the output develops depending on the input
in a manner governed by the feedback loop. For ILC signals develop in both time and
iteration directions. The system runs for a nite period of time and resets. A separate
rule then denes how the results from that trial will aect the system along the following
trial. Two control laws are therefore entwined together, increasing the complexity of any
analysis. This also renders traditional denitions of stability insucient. As an example,
within any nite length of time a linear plant's output will remain bounded, regardless
of any conventional interpretation of its stability. Another major problem is that many
ILC systems are non-linear by their very nature and so analysis can be dicult even for
specic cases.
Learning controllers are also prone to long term stability problems: the error decreasingChapter 1 Introduction 3
for many iterations before suddenly increasing, leading to instability. Figure 1.1 shows
the error norm per iteration for a simulated ILC system. The error starts by decreasing
but then diverges after a number of iterations. (The system in question is an inverse
model based ILC system, where there exists a small perturbation between the plant
being controlled and the model used to develop the learning controller. Further details
of the simulation are given in Chapter 6.)
This type of instability is poorly understood and so is a serious drawback of using
learning control. A theory is therefore needed to guarantee stability of this type of
controller. This thesis considers the possibility of using the gap metric as a robust
stability tool to examine this.
Figure 1.1: Output error per iteration for an ILC system suering from long term
instability. (For more detail see Chapter 6.)
1.2 Robust Stability
In order to design a controller for a plant a mathematical model of the plant is usually
derived and then a controller built to t this model. The closed-loop system given
by this model and controller will be designed to meet certain desired criteria; in this
case stability. However, no model is a perfect reproduction of its parent plant, and so
the modelled closed-loop system must be suciently robust to accept the perturbations
encountered when the controller is implemented on the real plant.
If a system is stable, a stability margin depicts the amount that the plant can dierChapter 1 Introduction 4
and still have closed-loop stability guaranteed. The gap metric introduces a method of
measuring the distance between two plants, and so provides a quantitative description
of a set of plants able to be stabilised by a robust controller.
Consider the physical plant P1 and its model P. The Controller C is developed such that
the feedback system [P;C] given in Figure 1.2 is stable. The aim is then to prove that
P can be replaced by P1 and the closed-loop [P1;C] is also stable. This is guaranteed
when the gap between P and P1 is less than the robust stability margin of [P;C].
6
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Figure 1.2: Feedback conguration [P;C]
As an example, Figure 1.3 (from Ratclie, 2005) shows the Bode plot for the x-axis of
a gantry robot discussed in Example 2.1 later. The blue line shows the gain and phase
plots generated by feeding signals of various frequencies into the plant and measuring
the corresponding output. A linear model is then tted to these results to approximate
the real plant. The red line shows the plot for a 1st order plant model. This model was
then used to develop a controller; however, any controller that performed well on the
model must be robust enough to perform well on the physical plant.
This is where the gap metric can be employed. It can be used to prove that the model
captures enough information so that any controller that works on the model will also
work on the real plant it represents. This case is examined more fully in Example 2.1
and again in Chapter 6.
Here an aliation of the gap metric and ILC seems apt. A learning controller is often
used when it is desired to control a poorly modelled plant; using the controller to com-
pensate for the user's lack of knowledge of the plant. The gap metric could be used,
with the stability margin around the modelled system, to determine whether the real
system is close enough to still be guaranteed stable.
The gap metric is well established within classical control applications. However, as
discussed, ILC has a particular 2D structure to which the standard robust stability
theorem does not apply. Therefore the gap metric requires some re-formulation in order
to link the two subjects in a meaningful way.
The aim of this thesis is therefore to present work linking the gap metric to iterative
learning control such that the robust stability of ILC algorithms engaged in trajectory
tracking can be proven in a two-dimensional setting. This is done through the use ofChapter 1 Introduction 5
Figure 1.3: Bode plot for measured system and 1st order model
a biased gap to measure the distance between two plants, a 2D biased robust stability
margin, and a robust stability theorem that brings them both together.
Once this is achieved the results are used along with an example ILC system to demon-
strate issues such as the trade-o between robustness and performance.
1.3 Thesis Overview
This thesis begins with an introduction to robust stability. This covers the preliminary
notation used within the thesis, including details on signal spaces and norms. The
motivation and concept of robust stability is then given and the small gain theorem
discussed, leading to robust stability results based on various uncertainty models, namely
additive, multiplicative, inverse multiplicative and coprime factor uncertainties.
Following this, Chapter 3 presents the subject of ILC. This begins with a brief history
of the area and an explanation of some of the algorithms. Continuous- and discrete-
time ILC is examined along with some results on stability and convergence. The lifted
system form is also introduced as it has a large bearing on the approach used later in
the thesis. The problem of the long term instability of iterative learning control schemes
is investigated including some of the possible causes and available solutions. Current
papers on robustness for ILC are then reviewed and some examples of physical ILC
implementations given.
Chapter 4 presents the gap metric. Some of the theorems pertaining to the gap metricChapter 1 Introduction 6
as a measure for robust stability are portrayed in their linear and non-linear settings,
and a theorem given for the stability of systems where a zero input does not give a zero
output. Problems that occur when the gap is applied to ILC are expounded, particularly
the problem of repeating signals being innite under certain norms. Although ILC is
not specically addressed in the chapter all of the work is generalised to enable its
application to any signal space containing a compatible denition of causality, with a
2D signal space being the main concern. The crux of the chapter is a theorem concerning
the robust stability of systems engaged in trajectory tracking, without restrictions on
linearity.
In Chapter 5 previous work is detailed relating the gap and ILC. Then the robust
stability theorem of Chapter 4 is used in a 2D setting suitable for the examination of
ILC, investigating the robustness of a generalised ILC system engaged in trajectory
tracking. The robust stability margin of ILC systems in lifted system form is calculated.
This is done in a 2D setting and related to a 2D gap measure, providing a complete 2D
robust stability theorem pertaining to lifted system ILC. This 2D gap is related back
to the standard linear gap enabling ILC robustness to be addressed in a similar way to
standard robustness problems.
Certain implications that follow from the 2D robust stability result are given in Chapter
6, including a view on inverse model based ILC and the use of ltering to increase
robustness. Examples are given based on simulations of a modelled plant. The chapter
attempts to explain in a mathematical framework some of the processes that have been
observed on physical ILC systems, including the problem of long term instability.
The thesis is then concluded and some avenues down which the work can be continued
are given.Chapter 2
An Introduction to Robust
Stability
When a controller is designed for a plant, a mathematical model of the plant is usually
rst developed. This enables the designer to ensure that the controller will be capable
of stabilising the plant before it is physically implemented. Many plants are modelled
as nite-dimensional, second order dierential equations. If the models given by these
equations are non-linear then they may also be simplied to linear time invariant models
to facilitate controller design or simulation. This then becomes the nominal plant and
a controller is built to stabilise it, leaving a nominally stable closed-loop system.
There are usually other performance requirements, beyond stability, that inuence the
design of a controller. Often the plant's output is required to follow a reference trajectory
or a certain variable is required to be minimised, and the controller is designed such that
the system achieves these objectives. This gives rise to the concept of performance: a
measurement of how well the system is capable of accomplishing the given task. In order
to quantify this performance some method of calculating the size of signals therefore
needs to be dened. This takes the form of a norm on the inputs and outputs.
One way of improving the performance of a plant is to introduce feedback. Feedback
techniques monitor the output of the plant (compare it with the desired output if re-
quired) and then transmit a signal back to the input. Hopefully this signal will then
assist in keeping the output close to its objective. The result can increase the robustness
and performance of a closed-loop system by removing some of the output's dependance
on the dynamic behaviour of the plant. The real plant should therefore be able to dier
slightly from it's nominal model without signicantly aecting the performance.
However, if the real plant and the model dier excessively then a feedback system may
become unstable, even if both the plant are controller are stable by themselves. It is
therefore desired to know in what ways they dier, and by how much.
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No matter how good a model of a plant is there will always be some mismatch between
the modelled and physical systems. These arise in a variety of dierent ways, for example:
i) a non-linear plant may be assumed to be linear within the region of operation
ii) time delays may be considered negligible and left out of the model
iii) a high order system may be represented with a lower order one to simplify calcu-
lations
iv) the plant dynamics may change over time, and this change may be left out of the
model
v) the plant may have simply been measured badly, resulting in an inaccurate model
vi) it is physically impossible to actually measure the high frequency behaviour of a
plant by identication, and hence there is always a degree of model mismatch at
higher frequencies.
These simplications of the plant may produce equations that are easier to work with
but also add uncertainty to the model which, as explained above, could compromise
stability under feedback control. It is therefore prudent to work with a plant model that
also incorporates a description of the uncertainty between it and the real plant.
Example 2.1. An example of some of the above is given here using the gantry robot
from Ratclie (2005). This robot is explained in more detail in Chapter 6 where it is
used to examine and demonstrate the gap metric work developed in Chapters 4 and 5.
When the robot was analysed it was deemed sucient to create a linear model. In
order to do this frequency response tests were undertaken for a range of frequencies from
0.628rad/s to 477rad/s. This is shown in Figure 2.1. A least-mean-square optimisation
was then used to nd an appropriate transfer function to t the results (see Ratclie,
2005, for details). Although this transfer function was 21st order it was still not exactly
equal to the results gathered (also given in Figure 2.1). This was then reduced to a
1st order model consisting of a gain, approximated from the low frequency gain of the
measured plant, and an integrator; which was then used for simulation. This model
adequately reects the real system at low frequencies but fails to capture some of the
higher frequency eects (see Figure 2.2).1
When the apparatus was disassembled and moved to a dierent location the frequency
response tests were re-run and the new Bode plot (Figure 2.3) was found to dier signif-
icantly from the old at high frequency. This is due to the interaction between the robot
and its mounting | on the new mounting the plant had dierent resonances than it did
1The derivations of both 1
st and 21
st order models are given in more detail in Chapter 6. Equation
6.1 describes the 21
st order model and equation 6.3 the 1
st order model.Chapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 9
Figure 2.1: Gantry robot measurement data and 21st order model
Figure 2.2: Gantry robot measurement data and 1st order modelChapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 10
on the old. In both cases the same mathematical model was used to describe the plant
as its low frequency behaviour was preserved. The higher frequency behaviour that is
failed to be captured by this model in each case could then be regarded as the unmodelled
dynamics.
In situations such as this it would be useful to have a notion of how far the model can
be simplied and still be an adequate enough representation, and whether or not a single
model could describe both plants. Robustness analysis attempts to address this issue.
Figure 2.3: Gantry robot measurement data after moving
One way to improve on this is to develop a description of the dierence between two
plants in some abstract sense. If this distance (referred to as a `perturbation') is small
enough then it would be hoped that both plants are able to be stabilised by a single
controller. Many dierent models exist to describe these perturbations, and some will
be described in this chapter. Before this can be done the notation used within this thesis
will be introduced.
2.1 Notation
2.1.1 An introduction to metric spaces
When dealing with signals and operators it is often important to have some measure
of their size and a notion of distance between them. For this reason, this section will
briey introduce the concept of metric and normed vector spaces.Chapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 11
A metric space is a set with a metric dened on it. This metric provides a notion
of distance between any two elements within the set. Formally a metric space is the
pair (X;), where X is the set and  the dened metric. This notation will usually be
dropped as the set and metric are generally obvious. Here : X  X ! R is a function
obeying the following axioms2:
For all x;y;z 2 X
i) (x;y)  0
ii) (x;y) = 0 , x = y
iii) (x;y) = (y;x)
iv) (x;z)  (x;y) + (y;z).
A vector space V over the eld R is a nonempty set of elements (vectors) combined with
two operations: vector addition and scalar multiplication; where addition V  V ! V
is denoted by x + y where x;y 2 V , and multiplication R  V ! V is denoted by ax
where a 2 R and x 2 V . These obey the following axioms.
For all x;y;z 2 V and a;b 2 R
i) x + y = y + x (addition is commutative)
ii) x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z (addition is associative)
iii) 90 2 V such that x + 0 = x (zero vector)
iv) 9 x 2 V such that x + ( x) = 0 (additive inverse)
v) a(x + y) = ax + ay (distributive over vector addition)
vi) (a + b)x = ax + bx (distributive over eld addition)
vii) a(bx) = (ab)x (compatability with scalar multiplication)
viii) 91 2 R such that 1x = x: (identity)
Normed vector spaces (V;k  k) are vector spaces together with the notion of `size' as
measured by a norm, denoted k  k, which obeys the following axioms:
For all x;y 2 V and  2 R
i) kxk  0
ii) kxk = 0 , x = 0
2X  X denotes a pair of points in X. If x;y 2 X then (x;y) 2 X  XChapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 12
iii) kxk = jjkxk
iv) kx + yk  kxk + kyk:
The distance between two elements is given by (x;y) = kx   yk; this forms a metric.
Where dierent normed spaces are used, subscript after the k  k or  will denote the
space or distance measure in question.
2.1.2 Lebesgue p-spaces
The spaces mainly used in this thesis are Lebesgue p-spaces of Rn valued `functions'3
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0t1
ju(t)j p = 1
(2.1)
The set of signals in the space Lp(R+) are all those for which the above norm is nite.
It is useful to dene another norm, Lp[0;T] for measuring signals u: [0;T] ! Rn over
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0tT
ju(t)j p = 1
: (2.2)
Analogous to the continuous Lp(R+) space is the discrete lp(N) space, with norm
ku()klp(N) :=
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0 < p < 1
sup
k2N
ju(k)j p = 1
: (2.3)
(In this thesis the set of natural numbers N will include 0.)
In Chapter 5, when dealing with iterative learning control, we will be using 2D signal
spaces that take account of the time and iteration nature of the systems we will be
examining.
3Formally the elements of L
p(R+) are equivalence classes of functions, where f and g lie in the same
equivalence class if they dier only on a set of measure zero (see Rudin, 1987).Chapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 13
2.1.3 Extended spaces
It will often be necessary to examine unbounded signals. Since these will not be included
in the standard signal space an extension is required (Zames, 1966). The extended
Lebesgue p-space, L
p
e(R+) is dened by
Lp
e(R+) := ff : R+ ! Rn j Tf 2 Lp(R+); 8 > 0g (2.4)





f(t) t  
0 t > 
: (2.5)
This extended space allows us to consider unstable mappings Lp ! L
p
e from bounded
signals onto signals which are potentially unbounded after innite time (the R+ is often
dropped from the notation).
A few points should be noted about extended signal spaces:




ii) A signal which lies in the extended signal space but not in the standard signal
space will have an innite norm.
iii) We can expand the denition of extended signal spaces to cover other spaces such
as lp, however signal spaces dened on a nite timespan (such as Lp[0;T] given
above) cannot have an extension.
iv) A signal's boundedness is entirely dependant on the norm used to measure it
and therefore the signal space in which it is dened. As an example, consider a
continuous signal of constant magnitude over t: this signal is bounded under L1
and so can lie within the L1 space, however its norm under L2 is innite unless
truncated at any point on t and so lies within L2
e but not L2.
v) Signals that have nite escape times are those that become pointwise unbounded
before innite time and therefore do not lie in an extended signal space with L1-
norms. An example of such a signal is the tan function under L1 as it is unbounded
at (n   0:5) for all n 2 Z.
Since this thesis makes use of the truncation denition throughout, we now dene signal
spaces as normed vector spaces provided with a denition of truncation.
Denition 2.1. A signal space is a normed vector space with a dened truncation,
which is also `truncation complete', that is for any x 2 W and any  2 dom(x) then
Tx 2 W.Chapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 14
2.1.4 Induced norms and gains
Let X and Y be normed vector spaces.
The induced norm of an operator G: Xe ! Ye is dened by equation 2.6. This can be







For operators with superlinear growth this norm will be innite and it may therefore be
more useful to use gain functions, where the gain is measured with respect to the size
of the input. g[G]: R+ ! R+ with
g[G]() := supfkGxk : kxk  g: (2.7)
2.1.5 Notation in the frequency domain
Although the bulk of the material in this thesis is based on time domain concepts,
occasionally it will be more appropriate to consider certain themes in the frequency
domain. This section will therefore introduce some of the equivalences between time
and frequency domain spaces and measures. This material is based on denitions given
in Vinnicombe (2001).
First it is required to dene a new space of functions H2 in the frequency domain. This
space consists of the Laplace transforms of all functions in L2(R+). Therefore a signal
u 2 L2(R+) if and only if its Laplace transform ^ u = L(u) 2 H2. For u and ^ u dened
in this manner Parseval's theorem states that kukL2(R+) = k^ ukH2.
Operators on H2 that map any signal in H2 to one in H2 can be considered stable since
any bounded energy input produces a bounded energy output. The space consisting
of all of these operators is a Hardy space denoted H1, with the norm of any element






Note that this H1-norm is the induced H2-norm4, and since the norm of functions in
H2 is the same as the L2-norm of their inverse Laplace transform we can also state that:





4The norm of operators in H
1 is denoted k  k1 to distinguish it from the induced norm notation
used primarily in this thesis.Chapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 15




The set of operators that are nite in this norm and are also rational are denoted RH1.
For any P 2 RH1 the supremum of equation 2.10 occurs on the boundary and so the




2.1.6 Feedback system conguration
Before demonstrating some of the methods of modelling uncertainty it is necessary to
explain some preliminary notation regarding feedback systems. The plants considered
here will be within feedback interconnections of the form shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Feedback conguration [P;C]
The closed-loop system will be denoted by [P;C], and dened as the set of equations:
P : Ue ! Ye u0 = u1 + u2
C : Ye ! Ue y0 = y1 + y2
y1 = Pu1
u2 = Cy2: (2.12)
Here U and Y are appropriate signal spaces (such as Lp(R+)), u0 2 U, y0 2 Y and
W = U  Y. The internal signals lie in extensions of U and Y as per equation 2.4 (i.e.
u1;u2 2 Ue; y1;y2 2 Ye) and We = Ue  Ye. At rst, attention will also be restricted to
the case where P0 = 0 and C0 = 0.
Denition 2.2. The system governed by the set of equations [P;C] is said to be glob-
ally well-posed if for all (u0;y0) 2 W there exists unique ((u1;y1);(u2;y2)) 2 WeWe.
For a globally well-posed closed-loop system [P;C], HP;C is dened as the mapping fromChapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 16
the external to internal signals,
















Denition 2.3. For a globally well-posed system given by the set of equations [P;C],
stability is attained when, for all (u0;y0) 2 W, HP;C(u0;y0) 2 W W (i.e. the internal
signals are bounded, ((u1;y1);(u2;y2)) 2 W W, and so no signal lies in WenW). This
can be termed bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) stability.
Denition 2.4. A system is gain stable when the induced norm of HP;C is nite:
kHP;Ck < 1: (2.14)
BIBO stability and gain stability are equivalent for nite-dimensional linear time-invariant
systems. For non-linear systems this equivalence may not hold, e.g. zero input distur-
bances could produce bounded, non-zero internal signals, giving an innite induced norm
but still possessing bounded input bounded output (BIBO) stability. We will return to
this point in Section 4.3.
2.1.7 Small gain theorem
The basis for a range of robust stability results is the small gain theorem (Zhou et al.,
1996). Introduced in Zames (1966), it provides an open-loop condition for the closed-loop
stability of a feedback loop. The paper examines the plant and controller as abstract
mathematical mappings from input to output and gives conditions on these maps that
guarantee stability. The results are not restricted to stable systems and so extended
signal spaces and truncations are used to examine signals that become unbounded after
innite time.
Theorem 2.5. (From Theorem 1 of Zames, 1966.) For the globally well-posed feedback
system given in Figure 2.4, the closed-loop system is gain stable if kPk  kCk < 1.
For proofs of these results see Zames (1966) or Zhou et al. (1996).
The small gain theorem forms the fundamental basis of latter robustness results (Vin-
nicombe, 2001; Zhou et al., 1996).
2.1.8 Robustness, stability and performance
Given a nominal plant model and a description of the model's uncertainty, we can develop
an uncertainty model set that contains the nominal model and all other possible modelsChapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 17
given that uncertainty. By that denition, this uncertainty model set will include the
real plant, although its exact description would not be known. If we can then satisfy
certain conditions on all elements of this set, we can guarantee these conditions for
the real plant. Notions of stability and performance can therefore give rise to four key
properties for a given feedback system (Zhou et al., 1996):
For an uncertainty model set P and a set of performance objectives, where P 2 P is
the nominal plant model and K is a controller,
1) Nominal stability:
If K stabilises the nominal model P then the system [P;K] is nominally stable.
2) Robust stability:
Robust stability is attained when the controller K stabilises all plants belonging
to the set P.
3) Nominal performance:
Nominal performance is achieved when the objectives are satised for the system
[P;K].
4) Robust performance:
Robust performance is achieved when the objectives are satised for the system
[Pi;K] for every Pi 2 P.
A plant is therefore modelled and a controller built to t this model. This modelled plant
and controller is nominally stable and so it is desired that the controller simultaneously
stabilises a wider set of plants around the model. With a suitable choice of uncertainty
description the original plant should lie somewhere within this set and so if robust
stability is achieved then the controller will successfully stabilise the original plant.
In practice stabilisation is not the only objective in controller design. Usually some
performance objective is desired, such as the accurate tracking of a trajectory. In this
case the controller should full this objective for all plants within the set to ensure
that the performance condition is guaranteed for the controller operating on the original
plant.
This can also take place in the opposite direction: a controller may be constructed for a
plant model in order to maximise the set of plants around it that can also be stabilised.
It would then be established whether the original plant lies within this set.
A notion of conservativeness arises when considering robustness. Given a real plant
P1 2 P and its model P 2 P, a robust controller will be designed to stabilise all
plants within P. It is conceivable that P and P1 are in fact very close and yet P is a
much larger set. In this case designing a controller for all of P may give good robustness
results but also lead to poor performance for P1. It may be wiser to shrink P to aChapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 18
more appropriate set and potentially achieve better performance results. In order to
develop the best controller for the task in mind it is therefore good practice to have an
idea of the level and form of uncertainty existing between real and modelled plants. It
is natural to assume that, given an accurate description of the dierence between the
two, the set of plants can be narrowed and conservativeness minimised. The method of
modelling the uncertainty is therefore of prime importance.
2.2 Modelling Uncertainty
In this thesis a real physical plant will be considered to consist of its mathematical
model with some form of perturbation. This section will introduce some of the methods
used to model these plant perturbations in the frequency domain. The dierent models
are useful for dierent types of model uncertainty and whether it is the sensitivity
function or complementary sensitivity function that is being analysed (Doyle et al.,
1990; Vinnicombe, 2001).
As in the previous section the uncertainty model set shall be denoted P. Fundamentally
there are two dierent types of uncertainty: structured and unstructured. Structured
uncertainties have an explicit form dening the plant model set. An example of a





  P1 =
1
s2 + as + 1
; amin  a  amax

: (2.15)
This set has a highly restrictive form. In reality, the physical plant in question would
likely be missing from P | high frequency unmodelled dynamics and any extra poles
and zeros being absent from the set. It is much more desirable for the uncertainty to
be at least partially unstructured. The following are useful tools as they provide disk-
like uncertainty around the nominal plant model. This means stability guarantees can
be expressed for any plant within a highly general perturbation framework around the
nominal plant.
2.2.1 Additive and multiplicative
Unstructured uncertainty representations are more useful as no uncertainty structure is
implied, the set of plants is simply conned to a neighbourhood of the nominal model
(Zhou et al., 1996). This allows the inclusion of perturbations such as parameter changes
or neglected high frequency dynamics.
For a nominal plant P(s) 2 R additive uncertainty is described by the set
P = fP1 2 R j P1 = P + ; kW1W2k1 < 1; ;W1;W2 2 H1 g: (2.16)Chapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 19
At frequencies where the plant is well known W1 and W2 are large, forcing  small
(Vinnicombe, 2001). Figure 2.5 shows a block diagram of this additive uncertainty
representation.
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Figure 2.5: Additive uncertainty block diagram representation
The representation is known as `disk-like uncertainty', which comes from viewing the
set on a Nyquist diagram for a single-input-single-output (SISO) system. The Nyquist
curve of any plant within P lies within the set consisting of the union of disks with
centre P(j!) and radius 1
w(j!) over all frequencies, where w = W1W2.
The small gain theorem can be used to show that the plant C stabilises all P1 2 P
provided [P;C] is stable and kW 1
2 C(I  PC) 1W 1
1 )k1 < 1. One signicant weakness
of this type of uncertainty is that it precludes a change in the number of right half plane
poles between P and P1.
Similar to additive perturbations, multiplicative perturbations take the structure of
P1 = (I + )P. This comes from the denition of the perturbation as a stable transfer





with the system diagram as Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Multiplicative uncertainty block diagram representationChapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 20
This gives us very similar results to the additive case. For the set of plants
P = fP1 2 R j P1 = (I + )P; kW1W2k1 < 1; ;W1;W2 2 H1 g (2.18)
for any P1 2 P, the closed-loop system [P1;C] is stable provided [P;C] is stable and
kW 1
2 PC(I   PC) 1W 1
1 )k1 < 1.
These models are well suited to dealing with higher frequency errors (Vinnicombe, 2001;
Zhou et al., 1996), which are generally also harder to model with structured uncertainty
methods. Example of the source of such errors from Zhou et al. (1996) are innite-
dimensional electro-mechanical resonance, time-delays and diusion processes.
Both of these models usually provide fairly coarse approximations leading to conser-
vativeness (Doyle et al., 1990), although they also provide very strong results and are
therefore useful tools for studying robustness | in ILC there are a number of recent
papers that base robust stability results on multiplicative and additive perturbations,
see Section 3.7 for some examples.
Analysis is not always restricted to unknown plant perturbations, it is often wished to
model complex non-linear elements in a simple linear fashion and use robustness results
such as conic sector non-linearity (see Zames, 1966) to prove stability.
2.2.2 Inverse multiplicative
Inverse multiplicative uncertainty is denoted by P1 = (I   ) 1P,  2 RH1 (Figure
2.7). Under the conditions that [P;C] is stable and kW 1
2 (I   PC) 1W 1
1 )k1 < 1, the
set of plants guaranteed stable in feedback with the controller C is therefore given by

P1 2 R j P1 = (I   ) 1P; kW1W2k1 < 1; ;W1;W2 2 H1 	
: (2.19)
Unlike the previous two models, here the number and location of right half plane poles
can change between plants; although they must share the same right half plane zeros
(Vinnicombe, 2001). Inverse multiplicative uncertainty is more suited to the analysis of
lower frequency perturbations such as parametric uncertainty.
2.2.3 Coprime factor
The key features of all of the above uncertainty models can be described by coprime
factor uncertainty (Georgiou and Smith, 1990; Vinnicombe, 2001; Xie, 2004; Doyle et al.,
1990). For this, the plant is rst written down as a ratio of elements N;M 2 RH1.
These elements dene a right coprime factorisation of a plant P when P = NM 1 and
there exists X;Y 2 H1 such that XM + Y N = I. This coprime factorisation is alsoChapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 21
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Figure 2.7: Inverse multiplicative uncertainty block diagram representation
considered normalised if MM + NN = I, where M denotes the conjugate transpose
of M.
In this case we will drop the weights W1 and W2. Let P = NM 1 be a normalised right





















shown by Figure 2.8 in block diagram form.
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Figure 2.8: Coprime factor uncertainty block diagram representation
Similar to previous results, [P1;C] is stable for all P1 2 P provided that [P;C] is stable
and kM 1(I   CP) 1[C  I]k1   (Vinnicombe, 2001).
2.3 Summary
This chapter has dened the notation necessary for this thesis and introduced the concept
of uncertainty modelling. Additive, multiplicative, inverse multiplicative and coprime
factor uncertainty representations have also been described.
Chapter 4 will expand the uncertainty modelling work to the gap metric. It will be
shown that the coprime factor uncertainty detailed above is a special case of the linearChapter 2 An Introduction to Robust Stability 22
gap (which is in turn a special case of the non-linear gap). For systems in R the directed
gap between the two plants in equation 2.20, can be written:






















2 H1; MM + NN = I
)
: (2.21)
The gap between two plants must be invariant to the order in which they are expressed






Before this, the following chapter will introduce the subject of iterative learning control.Chapter 3
Iterative Learning Control
In classical control theory, feedback is used to improve the performance of a plant,
and the controller's parameters are tuned to improve the way the system reacts to its
environment. The most widely used type of control in industry is PID control, where
proportional, integral and dierential terms are tuned to maximise system performance.
Iterative learning control (ILC) has a dierent feedback conguration.
Given a tracking task of nite duration in time, where it is desired to repeat this task over
many iterations, ILC can be implemented in order to improve the tracking performance.
A learning algorithm takes data from past trials and uses it to improve the tracking on
the current trial. Within traditional ILC systems the plant is run open-loop for each
iteration and the plant's input signal is calculated from the previous iteration and the
error resulting at the output from the previous iteration. The aim of the whole process
is for the output to converge to the set task over progressive trials.
Figure 3.1 shows a typical ILC set-up. It is required that the output signal yk should
repeatedly track a reference signal yref which is T seconds long, where k  0 is the
trial number. The plant may not be known exactly and so simply applying the input
signal u
k = P 1yref may not be possible. Instead an iterative learning (IL) controller is
implemented that attempts to nd the signal u
k (or a suitable approximation thereof) by
applying an input signal trial-after-trial and updating it each time based on the error at
the output. At rst an input signal u1 is chosen (this would likely be an initial guess at
u
k). This signal is applied to the plant and the plant operates open-loop. At time T the
system is reset and an ILC algorithm calculates a new input signal from a combination
of the input that was given to the plant, the reference signal and the output of the plant.
The method of generating this new signal depends on the algorithm used. Once this new
signal has been generated the whole process is started again, the new input is applied
and the results used to calculate the next. This can all happen without any explicit
knowledge of the plant characteristics.
A deterministic plant and controller will always produce the same error under classical











Figure 3.1: ILC system block diagram
control methods (neglecting disturbances). However under iterative learning control,
by the process of determining the following control input, errors are fed forward in
order to develop input signals that provide closer tracking. It is therefore possible for
an ILC implementation to achieve more accurate control than is possible with classical
techniques, often with less knowledge of the plant.
3.1 History
The rst theory of iterative learning control is regarded to have been made in Uchyama
(1978) although its publication in a Japanese journal meant that the subject did not
really gain acclaim until 1984, when three papers appeared on what is now known
as iterative learning control (Arimoto et al., 1984; Casalino and Bartolini, 1984; Craig,
1984). The aim of the papers was the same | improved control of robotic manipulators.
This section will give a brief explanation of these three papers, explain their aims,
proposed solutions, and results.
3.1.1 Three early ILC papers
Often cited as the birth of ILC, Arimoto et al. (1984) concerned the possibility of mim-
icking in robots the human ability of learning movement through repeating the same
action. A robot's operation is improved using data from the previous operation.
What is now known as the D-type algorithm was developed, the update rule shown
below. (Here the plant P maps uk to yk, and it is desired for the output yk to follow
the trajectory yref.)
uk+1(t) = uk(t) +  _ ek(t)
ek(t) = yref(t)   yk(t) (3.1)
The plant is given an input signal uk and its output, yk, is recorded. This is subtracted
from the desired trajectory to form an error trajectory which is then dierentiated,
weighted by , and added to uk to form the input for the next trajectory. If designedChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 25
properly, over successive iterations the motion should asymptotically approach the de-
sired trajectory.
The paper proves the uniform convergence of this algorithm in terms of a norm on the
error signal for a class of linear systems. In particular, the analysis concentrates on robot
manipulators consisting of a linear servomechanism with a single degree of freedom. The
`Arimoto type' algorithms are used extensively in this thesis and elsewhere in the eld
of ILC and are explained in much more detail in Section 3.2.
Casalino and Bartolini (1984) begins by explaining three methodologies for the control
of highly non-linear servomechanisms:
• Assume the system is linear
This can work well over a small operating area; however, as the demands of the
system increase, or it is required to operate in an area where the linear model is
inadequate, the approach can fail.
• Use a non-linear model
If the non-linearity inherent within the plant is conserved in the model very good
performance can be attained, although this is counter-balanced by a more costly
control system and a need for a more accurate knowledge of plant and load.
• Use adaptive techniques
This grants the use of a simple plant model and allows an intelligent controller to
compensate for the non-linear plant dynamics. Although not addressed in Casalino
and Bartolini (1984), there are often some signicant drawbacks to intelligent
control designs. Most notably there is a poor level of understanding as to the
operation of some adaptive control methodologies. ILC naturally falls into this
category and, as explained later, can suer stability issues. This instability is not
very well understood; in many cases it only becomes apparent after long periods
of apparent convergence.
Casalino and Bartolini (1984) takes greater account of the plant model than Arimoto
et al. (1984) in calculating the input for the next iteration. Also | rather than just
using the velocity error | the position, velocity and acceleration errors are all used
within the update algorithm.
The aim of Casalino and Bartolini (1984) is the control of robot manipulators of the
form
A()  + B(; _ ) + C() = M(; _ ;  ); (3.2)
 2 Rn being a vector of angular joint positions, M 2 Rn a vector of actuator torques, A
as the inertia matrix, B representing Coriolis and centrifugal forces and C gravitational
forces.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 26
The feedback law used is of the structure
M = m + Q   K    L_    P; (3.3)
where Q is a constant vector of external signals required to set the initial position for
all the trials; K, L and P are acceleration, velocity and position constants; and m is the
driving signal at the heart of the ILC algorithm. The signal m along trial j is given by
mj = mj 1   K j 1   P _ j 1   Lj 1; (3.4)
where  j 1,  _ j 1 and j 1 are acceleration, velocity and position errors along trial
j   1 (j 1 =    j 1 where  is the desired trajectory).
Bounded input bounded output stability is proven possible for this class of plants, ad-
vocating a trial and error approach to nding the gains K, P and L that provide a
sucient reduction in error.
A more in-depth look into this algorithm will not be given here, suce to say that
equation 3.4 is very similar in structure to equation 3.1 in the algorithm of Arimoto et
al. but with added position and acceleration error terms. These added terms mimic
the plant in order to make best use of available knowledge of it, allowing the learning
to compensate for the perturbations between the plant and plant model. Casalino and
Bartolini (1984) also makes the crucial point that a major downside to using this type of
control is that, once initiated, as the algorithm tunes the input signal in order to produce
the reference at the output, the whole scheme must be restarted when attempting to
follow a dierent reference trajectory.
Published in the same year, Craig (1984) describes a similar adaptive scheme. It is
proposed that the best design of controller will make use of all possible information
about the plant. Craig (1984) therefore splits the plant into two; a rigid body model,
and the remainder of the plant remaining unmodelled. Eects such as friction, being
dicult to model, are then present in the unmodelled dynamics, which an adaptive
technique attempts to learn.
The methodology given is based on the manipulator model similar to that of Casalino
and Bartolini (1984):
(; _ ;  ) = M()  + V (; _ ) + F(; _ ); (3.5)
where (; _ ;  ) is the N 1 vector of torques at the joints, M() an N N mass matrix
of the manipulator, V (; _ ) an N 1 vector of velocity and gravitational eects, F(; _ )
an N  1 vector of frictional eects, and N the number of joints.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 27
The control law is then given by
 = ^ M()
h
 d + Kv_  + Kp
i
+ ^ V (; _ ) + ^ Fk; (3.6)
where Kv and Kp are diagonal gain matrices, ^ M and ^ V are approximations of M and
V , ^ Fk is the feedforward torque after trial k, d is the desired trajectory, and  are the
servo errors  = d   .
The torque is updated from the torque of the previous trial and the error between
measured and desired signals convolved with a lter P.
^ Fk+1 = ^ Fk + ^ MP  (d   k) (3.7)
The paper shows the ability of this algorithm to follow arbitrary paths (within the limits
of the actuators). It also suggests the use of the method for verication of a plant model
| the accuracy of a plant model would be reected in the size of the feedforward torque
required to correct it.
Unlike the work of Arimoto et al. (1984), both Casalino and Bartolini (1984) and Craig
(1984) embed the iterative update into a standard feedback structure. Arimoto et al.
(1984) instead implements a feedforward technique that eectively runs the plant open-
loop and updates the input after each trial.
The main dierence between Casalino and Bartolini (1984) and Craig (1984) is that the
latter has no acceleration error term in the feedback equation 3.6 whereas the former
does (equation 3.3). This is due to its assumption that M is modelled suciently by
the rigid body model which is the only term containing acceleration. Craig (1984) also
only iteratively updates the position error; Casalino and Bartolini (1984) feeds forward
errors for position, velocity and acceleration.
3.1.2 ILC since conception
Since 1984 the eld of ILC has expanded signicantly. Much research has been done
on new algorithms, proving their stability, analysing and improving convergence rates,
reducing the overall error, applying ILC to dierent classes of plants and also on practical
implementation. The following section will describe some of the core ILC algorithms in
discrete and continuous time, and explain how these algorithms are developed into more
complex learning structures, often utilising work done within other branches of control
theory. Some studies on robustness have also been undertaken and are discussed later
in the chapter.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 28
3.2 D-type and P-type ILC in Continuous Time
Dene a plant by the convolution equation




where u(t);y(t);g(t) 2 Rr and H(t;) 2 Rrr.
As explained in Section 3.1.1, the D-type algorithm from Arimoto et al. (1984) is given
by the update rule
uk+1(t) = uk(t) +  (t)_ ek(t)
ek(t) = yref(t)   yk(t); (3.9)
where the desired trajectory is given by yref, and  (t) 2 Rrr is a function that deter-
mines the learning rate.





jei(t)jg  > 0: (3.10)
The following theorem (from Arimoto et al., 1984) provides a condition for the conver-
gence of the closed-loop system of equations 3.8 and 3.9 in this norm.
Theorem 3.1. (From Theorem 1 of Arimoto et al., 1984.) For the plant given by
equation 3.8 and controller by equation 3.9, if yref(0) = yk(0), kI   H(t;t) (t)k < 1,
and a given input u0(t) is continuous on [0;T] then there exists positive constants  and
p0 such that
k_ ek+1k  p0k_ ekk and 0  p0 < 1 (3.11)














Corollary 3.2. Given that k_ ekk ! 0 as k ! 1 then jek(t)j ! 0 for all t 2 [0;T] as
k ! 1.
Proof. Using mean value theorem, for all t 2 (0;T] and k 2 N there exists  2 (0;t] andChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 29








 = j_ ek()j
 k_ ekk1  eTk_ ekk
 ck_ ekk (3.13)
Finally, since k_ ekk ! 0 and ek(0) = 0, we observe that jek(t)j ! 0 for all t 2 (0;T], as
required.
The error is therefore not proven to decay monotonically. The constant c above can be
very large, allowing a huge error that eventually converges to zero after many iterations.
In Amann (1996) it is explained that the iterative process concentrates the learning
towards the start of the cycle, gradually pushing the reduction in error further along the
trial.
Figure 3.2 shows a simulation of the Arimoto algorithm for the (relative degree 1) plant
(s+1)=(s2 +s+1). The gure shows the convergence of the algorithm to the reference
signal. Figure 3.3 shows the L1[0;T] norm of the error for each iteration, the error
monotonically decreasing.
After the development of the D-type update rule came the P-type rule, using the error
as opposed to its derivative (Arimoto et al., 1985):
uk+1(t) = uk(t) +  (t)ek(t) (3.14)
with the error dened in the same way. Arimoto et al. (1985) explains that the class of
systems for which the P-type algorithm converges is smaller than that for the D-type.
P-type is inherently easier to implement as no dierentiation is required; dierentiation
amplies noise as noise often contains high frequency components (Kawamura et al.,
1988).
It is not immediately clear of the need to take the derivative of the error in the original
algorithm and why the D-type ILC is capable of stabilising a larger class of systems.
Sugie and Ono (1991) justies the choice between P- and D-type algorithms by explaining
that the derivative order must match the relative degree of the system. This is due to
the convergence condition's dependance on the `direct transmission term'. Consider a
relative degree one continuous time plant given by
_ x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) (3.15)
In order for the system to track a reference trajectory yref we wish to nd the input
such that y(t) approaches yref. On implementation of an IL controller the output errorChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 30
Figure 3.2: Simulation of the Arimoto algorithm
Figure 3.3: Simulation of the Arimoto algorithm | L1[0;T] norm of the output
signal at each iterationChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 31
after an iteration is given by yref   yk and is fed forward to the next iteration. Since
the input signal is integrated once by the plant before reaching the output, this must be
compensated for by once dierentiating the error before it is fed forward to the input.
This holds for higher relative degree systems also | in order to guarantee convergence
the derivative of the error must be taken repeatedly in order to propagate the rst
available Markov parameter through the system.
This demonstrates the logic behind the D-type algorithm's development before the P-
type: the control of robotic manipulators was the original aim, these being of relative
degree one required one dierentiation in order to achieve stability. The reason such
systems are generally relative degree one can be illustrated using a simple motor as an
example. A voltage will be applied to a motor which aects its velocity, however it is
standard to measure displacement which is the integral of velocity and so the resulting
system will be relative degree one.
Arimoto et al. (1985) explains convergence criteria for D- and P-type algorithms and
also a PD-type algorithm, where uk+1 is a weighted sum of P and D terms (this also
appears in Kawamura et al., 1985).
3.3 ILC in Discrete Time
ILC is more often implemented in discrete rather than continuous time. This is not
simply down to the increase in digitisation that is typical of modern control but comes
from ILC's fundamental requirement of a memory component; as it is necessary to store
trajectories somehow in order to perform calculations on them. These operations are
done by computer and so signals are stored digitally.
3.3.1 Lifted system representation
Several ILC papers use what is known as the lifted system or supervector representation
to examine discrete-time plants and controllers within ILC. Within this framework the
plant and controller are written as matrices and the problems is transferred from a 2D
(time and iteration) problem into a 1D (iteration) problem. (Phan et al., 2000; H at onen,
2004; Norrl of and Gunnarsson, 2002; H at onen et al., 2004; Norrl of, 2000b; Harte et al.,
2005; Hakvoort et al., 2008; Moore, 2001; Owens and Feng, 2003.)
Dene a discrete time plant obeying
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t); (3.16)Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 32
with u(t) 2 Rr1;y(t) 2 Rr2, x(t) 2 Rm and A, B, C and D of appropriate dimensions.
The plant is required to track a reference trajectory yref() with yref(t) 2 Rr2 and
t 2 f0;1;2;:::;Ng.

























D 0 0  0
CB D 0  0































This matrix is lower-triangular and Toeplitz and will be denoted by P, all the terms
within the matrix are the Markov parameters of the system, and terms above the major
diagonal are all zero. We are here considering a general plant description where, unlike
many ILC papers, the `D' Markov parameter is retained (for a system with relative
degree one or higher D will equal zero). The reason for its retention is mainly to
simplify notation and avoid having to explicitly state the relative degree of a system
when applying stability and robustness theorems | the relative degree of a system
plays an important part in the analysis of this thesis and this is easiest to express using
this notation.
The representation can be used in the following way, letting k 2 N denote the trial. The
trial dynamics of the plant can now be written (with P as the (N +1)(N +1) matrix







































































































where ek() = yref()   yk() and yref() is the desired trajectory. This principle of this
update rule is that L is a matrix of learning gains denoting how the error is fed back
to the next input signal, and Q is a lter used to tune the asymptotic properties of theChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 33
system. By combining both update rule and plant equations we obtain:
uk+1() = Q(I   LP)uk() + QLyref(): (3.20)
This equation can then be used to analyse various ILC strategies.
(For the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) case, where u(t) 2 Rr1 and y(t) 2 Rr2
in equation 3.16, with r1;r2 > 1, the matrices L and Q will be of the appropriate sizes.)
3.3.2 D-type and P-type ILC in discrete-time
The discrete-time equivalent of the continuous-time P-type algorithm is simple to con-
struct. Rather than a signal being multiplied by a gain we have (in the lifted system
form) a vector being multiplied by a scaled identity matrix. We can therefore dene the
algorithm using equation 3.19 with Q dened as the (N +1)(N +1) identity and L as
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In order to dene the D-type ILC algorithm in discrete-time we can choose to approxi-
mate the continuous-time dierentiation using a forward nite dierence method (Saab,





f(t + )   f(t)

; (3.22)




f(t + T)   f(t)
T
: (3.23)






























The above denition of a discrete D-type ILC algorithm is based on approximating
continuous-time dierentiation. A more intuitive approach would be to construct the al-Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 34
gorithm separately based on the discrete-time equivalent of the goals that the continuous-
time algorithm was developed for. We shall now look at the simplest continuous-time
relative degree 1 plant, an integrator 1
s, and ignore any robustness issues and noise.
Implementing the continuous D-type algorithm with a gain of 1 on such a plant we will
converge to the reference trajectory in a single iteration. In discrete-time, the simplest
relative degree 1 system consists of a time delay of one time step1. The L matrix that
allows this plant to converge in a single iteration is an (N +1)(N +1) matrix dened






0 1 0 
0 0 1 










Setting Q to the identity and substituting L and Q into equation 3.20 we see that
uk+1() = P 1yref() for all k. It could therefore be argued that this is a more appro-
priate discrete-time equivalent to the continuous D-type ILC algorithm.
Note that both the continuous D-type algorithm and the discrete D-type algorithm
of equation 3.25 have their respective plants' inverses present in their algorithms: in
continuous time the plant 1
s and controller s; and in discrete time the L matrix multiplied
by the plant matrix leaves the identity (LP = I).
This version of the discrete D-type algorithm appears in various sources including Owens
and H at onen (2005) and Moore (1993); and in Lin (2006) and Freeman (2004) is referred
to as the discrete-time version of the D-type Arimoto algorithm. It is also similar to
some other algorithms given in literature associated with anticipatory ILC (Wang, 1999,
2000), and a reference shift algorithm (Cai, 2009).
In Wang (1999) it is pointed out that D-type algorithms are harder to implement (in
continuous time) than P-type and also have problems with the noise amplication caused
by dierentiation. It is also pointed out that the same powerful convergence results that
exist for D-type are not shared by P-type algorithms. The proposed solution is an
algorithm, based on the P-type learning law, that includes an anticipatory term:
uk+1(t) = uk(t) + L()(e(t + )): (3.26)
If the algorithm was implemented in discrete-time with  equal to one time-step then
the algorithm matches the alternative D-type described above. This idea also appears
in Barton et al. (2000), where the time delay is taken to be the system's settling time;
Freeman et al. (2005c), where the delay is applied to a non-minimum phase system; and
Ma et al. (1993), where it is used with current iteration feedback (see Section 3.4.6).
1Relative degree in discrete-time can be interpreted as the delay (in time-steps) between input and
output (Jang et al., 1994).Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 35
3.3.3 Convergence in the lifted system format
Before any proofs for convergence can be related it is necessary to point out a property
of the lifted system notation used above.
In the examples above we have only examined the top left corner of the matrices. Looking
at the right-most column of the plant matrix for a non-relative degree 0 plant reveals a
column of zeros (due to the D Markov parameter being zero). It is evident from equation
3.18 that, as we are dealing with a nite trial length, if we have a relative degree n plant
then the inputs for the nal n time-steps will have no bearing on the plant's output.
With this in mind we now re-examine the update equation:
uk+1() = Q(I   LP)uk() + QLyref(): (3.27)
We construct a matrix Gn consisting of an (N + 1   n)  (N + 1   n) identity matrix







1 0 0  0
0 1 0  0























Where P denotes the lifted system matrix of a relative degree n plant, with Gn dened
above and its transpose as GT
n, it is sucient to re-write equation 3.27 in the following
form:
uk+1()jt2[0;T n] = GnQ(I   LP)GT
nuk()jt2[0;T n] + GnQLGT
nyref()jt2[0;T n]: (3.29)
Most of the ILC literature deals with this issue at the outset by a change in notation.
Rather than the plant P mapping [u(0); ;u(N)] to [y(0); ;y(N)], for a relative
degree 1 plant, it is said to map [u(0); ;u(N   1)] to [y(1); ;y(N)] and so the
equivalent lifted system matrix has the CB terms along the major diagonal and all the
lifted matrices are one element smaller in both row and column (Phan et al., 2000).
Both methods are equivalent since they lead to precisely the same update equation.
Denition 3.3. For an ILC system asymptotic stability is dened as the existence
of u 2 R such that
kuk(t)kl1  u 8t 2 f0;1;2;:::;Ng;k 2 N (3.30)Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 36
and also the existence of u1(t) 2 Rr for each t 2 [0;N] such that
u1(t) = lim
k!1
uk(t) 8t 2 f0;1;2;:::;Ng: (3.31)
Asymptotic stability on [0;N   n] is dened as the existence of u 2 R such that
kuk(t)kl1  u 8t 2 f0;1;2;:::;N   ng;k 2 N (3.32)
and also the existence of u1(t) 2 Rr for each t 2 [0;N   n] such that
u1(t) = lim
k!1
uk(t) 8t 2 f0;1;2;:::;N   ng: (3.33)
Note that this denition relates to stability and not necessarily exact convergence to
the reference signal. For that it would also be required that u1() = P 1yref(). Note
also that the second denition only requires convergence of the input for the rst N  n
time-steps for a relative degree n system. This is due to the redundancy of the last n
time-steps in calculating the output of a system with relative degree n.
Various dierent versions and adaptions of the following theorem can be found in nu-
merous ILC papers and theses including Freeman et al. (2008), Norrl of and Gunnarsson
(2002), Norrl of and Gunnarsson (2005), van de Wijdeven (2008) and H at onen (2004).
There are also resemblances in earlier functional analysis work from Edwards and Owens
(1982).
Theorem 3.4. An ILC system given by equations 3.16 to 3.20, with the plant P of
relative degree n and Gn given by equation 3.28, is asymptotically stable on [0;N  n] if
and only if ji(GnQ(I LP)GT
n)j < 1, where f0;:::;N ng is the set of all eigenvalues
of GnQ(I   LP)GT
n.
Using the eigenvalues in this way simply shows that the system converges and the in-
put signal along the way is bounded; there is nothing to guarantee that the error will
monotonically decrease, and the performance of such a system may be completely un-
acceptable. This theorem is therefore similar to Theorem 3.1 for continuous systems.
Both theorems provide necessary and sucient conditions for convergence but do not
state how well behaved this convergence is. Recall the constant c in Corollary 3.2 that
permitted a huge increase of the error (in norm) from one trial to the next, and compare
it to an example given in Longman (2000) where a discrete-time system is proven to
converge but produces mean squared errors of over 1051 along the way.
A further convergence condition is one of monotonic convergence in norm. A sucient
condition for this is given by several papers including Sugie and Ono (1991), Norrl of
and Gunnarsson (2005), van de Wijdeven (2008) H at onen (2004) and Norrl of (2000b).
Again, similar functional analysis-based results can be found in Edwards and Owens
(1982).Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 37
Theorem 3.5. Given an ILC system obeying equations 3.16 to 3.20, with the plant P
of relative degree n and Gn given by equation 3.28, the error signal ek() = yref() yk()
converges monotonically in norm (i.e. kek+1k < kekk) if kGn(Q(I   LP))GT
nk < 1.
The proof is based on viewing the system as a contraction mapping in the iteration
direction. However, convergence of the error does not necessarily guarantee convergence
of the input signal. For that the normed space must also be complete or it may not
include the input signal that is required for perfect tracking.
Note that this theorem only provides a sucient condition, however its use is widespread
within the ILC literature, and it will appear later on in this thesis to derive some
robustness results. An example where this condition is not met but the system still
converges monotonically would be where the eigenvalues are all less than one and so the
system converges, and the reference trajectory is such that it never excites the matrix in
such a way as for the error to increase from one iteration to the next. Where QL(yref)
is close enough to an eigenvector of Q(I   LP) this could clearly happen.
In Norrl of (1998) the roles of L and Q are fully discussed and a design procedure is
suggested for choosing the matrices. The best performance is clearly obtained by setting
L = P 1 and Q = I, however this generally leads to a lack of robustness (this will be
shown in Chapter 6), and so an appropriate trade-o is usually required. Here we will
briey discuss the convergence conditions when applying P- and D-type ILC.
3.3.4 Comparison of P-type and D-type ILC
Recall the condition for asymptotic stability: ji(GnQ(I   LP)GT
n)j < 1 for all i. For a
relative degree 0 plant it may be possible to achieve this criteria with a P-type algorithm
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Using this learning matrix, all that would be required to full the condition would be
that j1 Dj < 1. Therefore with a small enough  of the correct sign the condition can
always be satised. Since Q = I this convergence would also be exact to the reference
signal.
However, for a relative degree 1 plant the Ds in the above matrices drop out and we
are left with a matrix LPP that cannot be full row rank no matter what value of  we
take. Therefore, with Q = I, the convergence criteria can not be met, since the smallestChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 38
possible value that the largest eigenvalue could take would be 1. Therefore P-type ILC
cannot control a relative degree 1 plant (without the lter Q).
Returning to the D-type algorithm of equation 3.24, if we assimilate the constant 1
T into
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The diagonal of s one above the major diagonal in LD has brought the CB terms up
onto the major diagonal in LDP enabling the matrix G1LDPGT
1 to be full row rank and
therefore making it possible for the convergence criteria to be met. Now we have the
exact convergence condition of j1   CBj < 1. Note that this condition is identical for
both forms of the D-type learning law given above (equations 3.24 and 3.25).
This can therefore be likened to the continuous-time relative degree conditions given in
Section 3.2, where the number of dierentiations in the controller must equal the relative
degree of the plant. Here, in discrete-time, the plant's relative degree must match the
forward shifts in the controller.
Remark 3.6. Further in this thesis the Gn notation will be dropped as it is not strictly
necessary. As Theorem 3.5 provides only a sucient condition it will be replaced by
the stronger requirement for monotonic convergence of kQ(I  LP)k < 1. Both of these
can be regarded as essentially the same since the matrix Q can simply be chosen to
have n rows of zeros at the bottom and n columns of zeros on the right. To show this
rst take a matrix Q. Another matrix Qn can be denoted such that Qn is identical
to Q save for the last n columns and rows that are set to zero. It is easily shown that
kQn(I LP)k = kGn(Q(I LP))GT
nk and also that replacing Q with Qn in the algorithm
of equation 3.19 leads to the same sequence of signals at the output.
3.4 ILC Terminology
The following sections will detail some of the terminology used in the ILC literature,
including discussions on dierent ILC algorithms and techniques. For more detail on
dierent aspects of ILC see: the survey papers Ahn et al. (2007), Owens and H at onen
(2005) and Moore et al. (2006); a special issue of the International Journal of ControlChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 39
on iterative learning control (see Moore and Xu, 2000, for the editorial); and an article
in the IEEE Control Systems Magazine (Bristow et al., 2006).
3.4.1 Higher order algorithms
Higher order algorithms use more than just the previous iteration's error for the up-
date. As many past iterations can be summed as deemed necessary. In equation 3.37,
N previous errors are summed, each having a separate scalar factor n, allowing the
learning matrix  to be weighted dierently depending on which past error is being
considered. This method may help to reduce the eects of disturbances and changing
initial conditions as the errors are being averaged over a longer window.




Evidence has been produced arguing both for (Bien and Huh, 1989; Gunnarsson and
Norrl of, 2006; H at onen et al., 2006; Sun and Wang, 2001; Chen et al., 1998) and against
(Xu and Tan, 2001; Norrl of, 2000a; Saab, 2006) higher order algorithms. Occam's ra-
zor springs to mind, higher order algorithms adding complications to the system and
requiring more processing power, perhaps without any gain in performance.










Adaptive ILC (AILC) algorithms use adaptive techniques to change the controller, as
opposed to the previous methods that have changed the input signal (Owens and Munde,
1996; H at onen et al., 2004; French et al., 1999). Owens and Munde (2000) describes
an AILC controller for a linear time-invariant (LTI), single-input-single-output (SISO),
relative degree one, minimum phase plant with the update rule given by
uk+1(t) = uk(t) + sgn(CB)[(Kk+1ek+1(t) + (Fk+1ek)(t)]; 0  t  T (3.39)
where
Kk+1 = Kk + ckekk2; c > 0: (3.40)
In this algorithm the current error is fed back and weighted by the adapting Kk+1 term.
This means that the most recent state of the output appears at the input, unlike non-
adaptive ILC, where the plant is eectively working open-loop for the duration of the
iteration and the new open-loop input is calculated o-line between iterations. TheChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 40
algorithm is based on high-gain stabilisation, with similarities to the universal adaptive
stabilisation control law (see Ilchmann, 1991) | the idea being to create a control law
capable of stabilising any plant within a certain plant structure (LTI, SISO, relative
degree one and minimum phase).
Choi and Lee (2000) uses an adaptive technique with ILC, where \uncertain parameters
are estimated in the time domain whereas repetitive disturbances are identied and com-
pensated in the iteration domain", using the ILC to improve trial-to-trial performance
and the adaptive control to estimate uncertain parameters.
3.4.3 Model-based ILC
As is apparent from previous sections of this thesis that the ideal input trajectory is
u(t) = P 1y(t) (provided it lies within the plant's domain). Early ILC inverse model
work was based on this approach (Lee et al., 2000), using a model of the plant inverse
to update the next trajectory (Oh et al., 1988; Lucibello, 1992). If the plant is known
explicitly then this method should work perfectly; however, a model of a plant will
seldom be perfect and the plant inverse would likely be highly sensitive to inaccuracies.
Robustness to model uncertainty is therefore a key issue in inverse model ILC (Harte
et al., 2005). Also, as most plants are relative degree one or higher (in continuous time),
the inverse would have to include a dierentiator, greatly amplifying high frequency
disturbances.
In Markusson et al. (2001) the inverse of a linearised model of the plant is used and
weighted to achieve stability. As the inverse of a non-minimum phase system is unstable
the paper also suggests the use of non-causal ltering techniques (this is possible as the
ltering is carried out on data along the previous trial, see Section 3.4.5).
3.4.4 Norm optimal ILC
As the aim of ILC is to reduce the error signal, this can be deemed an optimisation
problem where an attempt is made to minimise the error signal in terms of some norm. In





If the plant is well known and is invertible the solution is simply uk = P 1yref, where
yref is the reference signal. Often the plant is not well known or not invertible, in which
case an approximation of the plant can be used to nd the solution iteratively.
For optimal ILC strategies a cost function is developed and an attempt is made to
minimise it to give an optimal input for the next trial (Amann et al., 1996b,a; Amann,Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 41
1996; Verwoerd, 2005; H at onen, 2004). This cost function can include dierent terms
to allow the system to retain certain properties. As an example Amann et al. (1996b)
and Amann et al. (1996a) both include a term that penalises large changes in the input
signal from trial-to-trial in order to maintain an appropriate step size, with the cost
function given by
Jk+1(uk+1) = kek+1k2 + kuk+1   ukk2: (3.42)
Gunnarsson and Norrl of (1999) includes a term that penalises the energy of the input
signal, constraining rather than penalising a change in error:
Jk+1 = kek+1k2 + kuk+1k2
kuk+1   ukk2  : (3.43)
Both of these also penalise the size of the error signal and propose weighting the dierent
terms in the cost functions in order to provide a trade-o between the control objectives.
Tao et al. (1994) includes a term that penalises large derivatives of the input signal; which
has the eect of preferring a smoother input, similar to the ltering techniques explained
earlier that increase robustness.
More recently, Chu and Owens (2009) provided a link between the norm optimal algo-
rithm of equation 3.42 and a successive projection algorithm given in Owens and Jones
(1978). In essence the latter shows that, for two closed convex sets K1 and K2 in a
real Hilbert space H with a non-empty intersection K1 \ K2, by iteratively projecting
a point from one set to the other the point converges to the intersection. An example
of this is depicted in Figure 3.4, where a point k0 2 H is rst projected onto K1, the
































Figure 3.4: Example sequential projection
Chu and Owens (2009) shows that this corresponds to the norm optimal algorithm of
equation 3.42 if one of the sets is taken to be the set of signals compatible with the plantChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 42
and the other as the set of signals with zero error:
K1 = f(e;u) 2 H j e = yref   Pug
K2 = f(e;u) 2 H j e = 0g: (3.44)
Clearly the intersection of these two sets consists of the input u and error e such that
both are compatible with the plant and the error is zero | the ideal solution. The norm
optimal algorithm is shown to t the successive projection theorem as demonstrated
here with the help of Figure 3.4. Recall the norm optimal algorithm of equation 3.42:
Jk+1(uk+1) = kek+1k2 + kuk+1   ukk2: (3.45)
The point (0;uk) is in K2, and ek+1 and uk+1 are compatible with the plant therefore
(ek+1;uk+1) 2 K1. Minimising Jk+1(uk+1) can clearly be viewed as a projection of
(0;uk) onto K1. The projection of the result back on to K2 is achieved simply by
setting ek+1 = 0. We now have the point (0;uk+1) 2 K2. We can now repeat the
process by projecting this back on to K1 by minimising Jk+2(uk+2). For a full rigorous
mathematical explanation see Chu and Owens (2009).
The link between norm optimal and successive projection also allows the implementation
of an accelerated algorithm from Owens and Jones (1978) for norm optimal ILC.
For more on norm-optimal ILC and explanations of various cost functions and their
properties see H at onen (2004).
3.4.5 Causality
In an iterative learning context, causality is a property of the two-dimensional nature
described previously. At time t on iteration k the controller can have access to all
information along t for any iteration < k. This has wide implications: data from an
entire trial can be processed by an algorithm and ltered at will, and any delays caused
can be removed before the new signal is applied to the system.
For ILC, non-causal is a label applied to algorithms that exploit data from after the
current time along previous iterations.
Using the lifted system framework described in Section 3.3.1 this would be equivalent
to an update rule where non-zero terms exist in L above the major diagonal. D-type
ILC in discrete time is therefore non-causal as the learning matrix is empty save for the
major diagonal and the one above it (or simply the diagonal directly above the major
diagonal depending on which D-type representation is used | see Section 3.3.2). Within
traditional feedback control of continuous systems derivative control is fundamentally
non-proper due to a transfer function with more zeros than poles and so has to beChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 43
approximated. This problem can be resolved in ILC as a non-causal controller is able to
dierentiate an entire trajectory; although problems relating to noise amplication by
dierential operations still remain.
Several papers including Norrl of and Gunnarsson (2005), Verwoerd et al. (2002) and
Phan et al. (2000) show that (in general) non-causal ILC algorithms are required to
full monotone convergence criteria and enable the error to decay to zero. This is
supported by results in Section 3.3.2, where it is shown that a non-causal algorithm
would be required for a relative degree 1 system to to follow a reference trajectory
exactly, although a causal algorithm could lead to convergence to a non-zero error by
including the lter Q.
In Verwoerd (2005) it is shown that \to each element in the set of causal iterations there
corresponds a particular causal feedback map...which delivers the exact same perfor-
mance as the ILC scheme, yet without the need to iterate." The used of non-causal ILC
is advocated, particularly for the control of non-minimum phase systems and systems
with relative degree higher than one. Goldsmith (2001, 2002) makes the strong state-
ment that there is no reason to implement causal ILC, and that non-causal is the \only
viable route for ILC."
3.4.6 Other assorted ILC terminology
Terminal ILC considers the case where instead of attempting to follow a reference tra-
jectory, the system is designed to simply reach a certain output by the end of the trial
(see Chen et al., 1997; Gauthier and Boulet, 2005). Such tasks can be found in rapid
thermal processing (Xu et al., 1999).
Set-point regulation is a type of ILC implementation where the output is attempting to
remain constant over repeated trials in the face of a repeating disturbance. A building's
central heating/air conditioning system could be tted to this model: the outside air
temperature could be regarded as a periodic disturbance, and the aim of the system
would be to maintain a constant temperature inside.
Most of the algorithms considered so far have used the error along previous trials to
determine an appropriate input signal for the next trial. `Current iteration tracking
error' (CITE) algorithms also make use of the error along the current trial when deter-
mining the input signal (Owens, 1992; Chen et al., 1996; Chin et al., 2004; Norrl of and
Gunnarsson, 2005; Ma et al., 1993; Amann et al., 1994). This could be considered as
a standard ILC implementation with an added time-domain feedback controller. The
adaptive ILC algorithm in Section 3.4.2 uses CITE together with high gain feedback for
plant stabilisation.
Hybrid controllers involve implementing more than one controller on the same plant.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 44
This usually consists of wrapping a feedback controller around a plant before adding the
ILC loop. This could be done to reduce the eect of non-repeating disturbances or simply
to change the properties of the system that the IL controller has to control. This can be
also be used to stabilise a plant before adding an IL controller to minimise instability
issues as explained later in Section 3.6.4. Examples of hybrid ILC systems include Tayebi
and Islam (2006), where an adaptive ILC controller is implemented together with a PD
controller on a robot manipulator; and Barton et al. (2000), which combines the plant in
feedback with a PID controller and then applies the ILC around the entire closed-loop.
3.5 Relaxing of Restrictions
Some of the restrictions of ILC described in the introduction can be relaxed under certain
circumstances.
3.5.1 Allowing some error
Sometimes it may not be possible for an ILC algorithm to completely reduce the error
signal to zero. For example, if a system is requested to follow a step input the ILC
algorithm would continue to increase the plant's input signal in order to reduce the error
(a similar example is given in Amann et al., 1996b). This could lead to a spike in the
control signal attempting to force the plant output as quickly as possible to the desired
value. Although the output signal may well converge the input would be approaching a
signal not in the plant's domain. In cases like this it would be more appropriate to allow
a small error and maintain an acceptable control signal. This example is very fabricated
but the principle is manifest. In this case ltering of the input signal could remove the
spike, achieving an acceptable input but sacricing the possibility of perfect tracking.
It may also not be possible to achieve the required robustness conditions and also deliver
perfect tracking.
3.5.2 Resetting between iterations
Most ILC algorithms' stability proofs assume that the system's initial conditions are
completely reset before commencing each iteration; in practice this may not occur and
may lead to instability (Lee and Bien, 1991). Methods for combating this problem
include accepting that the initial error may be present and developing algorithms that
are robust to it (Jiang and Unbehauen, 1999; Yong et al., 2002), or measuring this error
and using it to adjust the control signal (Chen et al., 1996, 1999; Lee and Bien, 1996).Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 45
3.5.3 Changing plant dynamics
Some ILC algorithms are designed around the problem of changing the controller as the
plant changes rather than simply reducing the error. Examples would include mechanical
systems where wear-and-tear would change the system properties over time. ILC could
be used in this context to maintain a sensible output.
Some industrial applications require the use of very accurate robot motion, this requires
expensive equipment and modelling of components in order to keep uncertainty to a
minimum. A successful implementation of ILC may result in being able to use cheaper
actuators, allowing the learning algorithm to compensate for the poor knowledge of the
system characteristics. This would shift the costs away from expensive hardware to
cheaper software.
3.6 Long Term Stability
ILC often suers from long term instability issues (Huang and Longman, 1996; Long-
man, 2000; Barton et al., 2000): the error prole appearing to converge for a number of
iterations and then suddenly diverging, driving the system unstable. Figure 3.5 (from
Cai, 2009) shows the mean squared error during an ILC experiment on a gantry robot
(see Chapter 6 for more detail on the robot). The red line shows the algorithm converg-
ing and then after approximately 120 iterations start to diverge. The experiment was
terminated after 200 iteration to prevent damage to the apparatus.
Long term instability is a potential barrier to the use of ILC in many applications as
once a controller is implemented it would be ideal to leave it running, condent that it
would perform as expected. This is especially pertinent when considering slowly time
varying systems, since it may not be possible to `switch o' the learning algorithm once
a system has converged satisfactorily. It would therefore be preferred to be in a position
to explain this instability and be able to predict and hence prevent it. There is much
discussion in the literature as to the possible causes of this phenomenon. The following
sections will review some of these ideas and describe a few of the practical solutions that
are used to avoid it.
3.6.1 Frequency domain
The instability could be a form of the waterbed eect: the ILC algorithm reducing
unwanted low frequency components of the error but in doing so increasing the high
frequencies. These high frequencies are negligible at rst but as the low frequencies
are reduced the high frequencies become more dominant (Huang and Longman, 1996).
As ILC is based on improvement using the previous iteration (which in turn used theChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 46
Figure 3.5: Long term stability simulation | error prole as a function of iteration
number
iteration before that) the error is eectively summed over all the iterations meaning that
these high frequency components may be compounded, causing the onset of instability.
This is explained in Norrl of (1998) in terms of the system's Nyquist diagram, where the
high frequency components are found to lie outside the unit circle.
3.6.2 Time domain
Iterative learning controllers typically perform all the calculations on the whole signal
o-line between iterations. With a badly chosen learning rate the ILC algorithm may
improve the tracking at the start of the iteration at a cost to the error as a whole.
The basic ILC algorithms make use of the errors at each time instance and feed these
forward for use in the next trial. The ILC algorithm is therefore basing its current plant
input on information gathered in the previous iteration. This ignores any changes that
have occurred in the current iteration. At the start of any trial the error is zero and so
this eect is negligible; towards the end of a trial though, the rest of the trial will have
evolved dierently to the previous one and so the `improvement' on the input signal at
that point may not be as successful. (This process is also explained in Ratclie, 2005.)
The result of this is that the learning is concentrated toward the beginning of each
cycle and the accuracy spreads further along with each iteration, as the smaller error is
forced further along the trial. One corollary of this is the exponentially weighted norm
in Arimoto et al. (1984) | explained in Section 3.2.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 47
Figure 3.6 illustrates this phenomenon. The error toward the start of the 100th iteration
is small, but the cost of this has been driven to the end of the iteration. If this system
were allowed to continue the error would eventually be reduced over the whole domain;
however it would take many iterations.
Figure 3.6: Long term stability simulation | graph showing an output after 1, 100
and 1000 iterations
This process is explained in several ILC papers and theses including Longman (2000)
and H at onen (2004).
3.6.3 Robustness
The instability could be caused by robustness issues. The controller may be long term
stable on the model of the plant, but some of the unmodelled dynamics may then drive
the real system to instability. Robustness could be considered to be an umbrella over
the other possible causes of the long term stability problem since, once a nominal system
is stable, the more robust it is the larger the errors it will be able to withstand without
compromising stability.
This thesis will concentrate on this issue, using robustness analysis to prove the stability
of plants within a neighbourhood of the model. Section 3.7 will therefore go into more
detail on other work that has been undertaken on robustness for ILC.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 48
3.6.4 Practical solutions
Several solutions have been developed to counter the problem of long term instability.
• Quantisation (Longman, 2003; Hsin et al., 1997).
It has been observed that the error can decrease for many iterations and reach
very low levels, however these low level signals accumulate and eventually emerge
as long term instability. Quantisation can therefore be introduced into the control
system to ensure that at high frequencies, where the Nyquist curve lies outside the
unit circle, the errors are low enough that the are simply not captured as the signals
are discretised. This does have adverse eects on the nal convergence of the ILC
system, since the introduction of quantisation will apply across all frequencies.
• Suspending the learning whilst the system's error is low (Barton et al., 2000).
Once the error has reached a given value the learning could be switched o and
the system allowed to run with no learning. Once the error has grown larger again
it could be switched back on. The advantage of this would be for plants with
changing dynamics as the learning would kick back in if the controller decided it
was necessary. The disadvantage is that the estimate of this threshold may be
too conservative; the algorithm may be capable of reducing the error further. In
order to be able to switch o the learning the plant may also need an additional,
non-ILC feedback loop wrapped around it in order to maintain stability.
• Resetting the system or stopping the learning once divergence is detected (Long-
man, 2000, 2003).
Resetting the system back to some known previous iteration where the error was
acceptable is the obvious solution but could undo some good learning that had
been done.
It could be assumed that one (or more) divergent signal(s) signies the onset of
instability and at a chosen point all learning could cease. As all systems possess
unknown disturbances, small amounts of noise could cause the error prole to
diverge and the learning to be prematurely cut short.
• Filtering of the input signal.
If the instability arises out of high frequency oscillations, as observed on the gantry
robot from Ratclie (2005), then one solution could be to add a low-pass lter.
Figure 3.5 shows an ILC implementation with and without a low-pass ltering of
the signal.
In the algorithm given in Section 3.3.1, the Q is often implemented as a lter in
order to remove some of the unwanted frequency components; however a reduction
of Q (from Q = I) leads to larger tracking errors in the converged output signal.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 49
Q can therefore be tuned to approximate the identity at low frequencies in order
to provide a decent level of performance, and zero at high frequencies in order
to reject high frequency disturbances. De Roover (1996), de Roover and Bosgra
(2000) and Harte et al. (2005) suggest the use of Q as a low pass lter for this
purpose. This is returned to in Section 6.2.1.
Filtering would add phase lag; however, this can be removed by instead using non-
causal, zero-phase ltering between iterations | possible since ILC algorithms can
have access to signals along the whole time series over previous iterations (Ratclie,
2005). Ratclie et al. (2005b) compares various ltering techniques on their ability
to prevent long term instability, including band-stop, low-pass lter and zero-phase
ltering. These are then compared to an aliasing technique, where the output of
the controller is sampled at less than twice the plant's resonant frequency.
All of these practical solutions go some way to improving the situation but all require at
least some amount of user input to dene courses of action. This works fundamentally
against the ILC aim of letting the machine do the learning. Also, these `xes' often have
little or no mathematical grounding. This leads to the questions: how do they work?
and why are they required?
A much better result would explain, predict and allow prevention of this instability
mathematically, permitting the implementation of ILC algorithms knowing them to be
stable. Providing an understanding of how and why the instability occurs could lead to
more principled or ecient solutions.
3.7 Robustness for ILC
Robustness analysis for iterative learning control can be split into two groups:
• Robustness to model uncertainty.
Applicable throughout control literature and not just ILC, as explained in Chapter
2, robustness to model uncertainty is required throughout in order to guarantee
that the controller that stabilises the nominal model of a plant also stabilises the
plant itself. This will be the central theme of this thesis.
• Robustness to initial state error.
As explained in Section 3.5.2, a principal requirement of ILC is that the plant is
returned to the same initial conditions for the start of each iteration. This may not
be met in practice and so algorithms must be able to cope with these disturbances,
to a certain degree. This subject will not be covered in any more detail in this
thesis as we will concentrate on robustness to model uncertainty, for more detail
and references to relevant papers refer back to Section 3.5.2.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 50
A signicant proportion of ILC literature that concerns robustness concentrates on mul-
tiplicative and additive perturbations. Algorithms are often proven to converge under
nominal conditions and afterwards examined under multiplicative perturbations to prove
that they are robust.
De Roover (1996) and de Roover and Bosgra (2000) both consider ILC in an H1
framework for the synthesis of a robust ILC controller. Using the ILC update equa-
tion uk+1(t) = Q(uk(t) + Lek(t)) (identical to the update in equation 3.19) and the
z-transform the monotonic convergence criteria is given by kQ(z)(I  L(z)P(z))k1 < 1
where k  k1 is the induced 2-norm. In order to achieve perfect tracking Q must equal
the identity and so L(z) must approximate P(z) 1 to a certain extent (at the very least
the shifts in L must match the relative degree of P, see Section 3.3.4). Since this may
not be possible Q is used to robustify the algorithm with respect to uncertainty in P
with a loss of perfect tracking (de Roover, 1996). The papers introduce a robust design
procedure based on a multiplicative uncertainty model, where Q is chosen as a low-pass
lter and L found using a -synthesis procedure.
Moon et al. (1998) and Tayebi and Zeremba (2003) examine ILC as a method to control
a plant with an added non-iterative feedback controller. The plant and controller are
implemented in a feedback loop and then an IL controller adjusts the plant's input to
improve the trial-to-trial performance. Given a multiplicative uncertainty model, if the
plant and non-iterative controller obey the robust performance condition, the papers
state that the design of an additional IL controller around the pair, such that the whole
system is robustly stable, is simple. In Tayebi and Zeremba (2003), for the plant given
by the uncertainty set P1 = (1 + W2)P in feedback with a controller C, where S and
T are the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions, the robust performance
condition can be written as
kjW1Sj + jW2Tjk1 < 1; (3.46)
where W1 and W2 are known stable transfer functions. The ILC algorithm is given, with
update rule
Uk+1(s) = W1(Uk(s) + C(s)Ek(s)); (3.47)
where Uk and Ek are the Laplace transforms of the input and error respectively, along
trial k. The algorithm is proven to converge in L2 as k ! 1.
In van de Wijdeven and Bosgra (2007) a new ILC strategy is introduced that is robust
to additive or multiplicative uncertainty. Some of the issues with other robustness work
on ILC are discussed in the paper: the use of frequency domain techniques, which
are inherently conservative due to their assumption of innite-time horizons and ILC
implementations being fundamentally of nite-time; H1 approaches restrict to only
causal algorithms which, as discussed in Section 3.4.5, are often not appropriate; and
the wide use of ltering in ILC that lacks a theoretical basis for the frequencies to choose.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 51
The paper then suggests a method that is non-causal and utilises the nite-time aspect
of ILC to nd the learning function L that results in a system that is robust to additive
and multiplicative uncertainty.
Donkers et al. (2008b,a) are concerned with the robustness of norm optimal ILC in
terms of additive uncertainty. In Donkers et al. (2008b) a MIMO system is examined
and sucient conditions are given under which the algorithm converges robustly and
monotonically. The framework makes use of the nite-time aspects of ILC and derives
conditions using -synthesis techniques. Frequency domain results are also given for
SISO systems. Donkers et al. (2008a) discusses the design of an ILC controller based on
H1 methods; but one that permits a non-causal controller.
H at onen et al. (2003) introduces a steepest-descent algorithm for discrete ILC. The
algorithm can be made robust to multiplicative uncertainty provided the uncertainty
satises a positivity condition. Using the update equation
uk+1 = uk + k+1PTek; (3.48)
by a suciently small choice of k+1 > 0 the algorithm is monotonically convergent. It
is also shown that if the uncertainty is written P1 = PU (U denotes the multiplicative
uncertainty), then if U +UT is a positive-denite matrix there again exists an k+1 > 0
such that the system is stable. The paper also provides a method of determining k+1.
Similarly, Harte et al. (2005) describes an inverse ILC algorithm given by
uk+1 = uk + P 1ek: (3.49)
As expected, with an exact plant model, the algorithm would converge in a single iter-
ation with  = 1. Where P1 = UP (P1 is the real plant given by the modelled plant
and some form of multiplicative uncertainty U), if U +UT is positive-denite then there
exists  such that 0 <  <  ensures monotonic convergence. A sucient condition














The paper then makes three remarks concerning the result:
i) To satisfy equation 3.50 it is sucient that the Nyquist curve of U(z) lies within
a circle of radius 1
 centred at the point ( 1
;0).
ii) Since this circle expands to cover the entire right half plane as  ! 0, for any
strictly positive uncertainty U(z), robust monotonic convergence can be satised
by a suciently small .
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Although a strong result the plant uncertainty being contained within a phase shift of
90° is a restrictive assumption. As explained at the start of Chapter 2, it is physically
impossible to measure the high frequency gain of a system by identication so it is quite
possible that the condition would be violated. It would not be expected that a shift
of 90° at high frequency with a suciently small gain would make a dierence to the
stability.
Aside from multiplicative and additive uncertainty representations, ILC is examined in
Ahn et al. (2005) in terms of its robustness to parametric or interval perturbations to the
system's Markov parameters. In the uncertainty representation, the plant is expressed in
lifted system form and the Markov parameters that populate the lifted matrix are each
given upper and lower bounds. The set of `interval Markov matrices' is then dened as
the set of matrices generated by these bounds, and the nominal matrix consists of the
mid-points for each upper and lower bound. The paper then gives bounds on the radius
of interval uncertainty around this nominal model such that that all plants contained in
this radius are stable and monotonically convergent given a rst order ILC algorithm of
the following (lifted) form:
uk+1 = uk + ek: (3.51)
It is interesting to note that the maximum robustness to interval uncertainty is found
when  = 0. It is clear that in this case no learning takes place, highlighting the trade-o
that exists between robustness and performance. This will be returned to later in the
thesis when examining ILC robustness using the gap.
Ahn et al. (2006) applies a similar technique but instead looks at interval uncertainty
in the A matrix of the plant and examines bounds on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of powers of A to calculate bounds on the interval uncertainty in the Markov matrix.
These are then used to design an IL controller that is robust to this uncertainty and
monotonically convergent.
More in line with the results of this thesis, ILC and the gap metric are brought together
in French (2008), where a 2D gap metric is used to prove that there exists a non-zero
stability margin for a class of adaptive ILC algorithms. The adaptive ILC algorithm is
used to demonstrate some of the problems associated with the gap metric and ILC. The
controller is dened as a gain that increases depending on the error measured on the
previous iteration, and the plant is high-gain-stabilisible and relative degree one. If the
measured error is high the gain is increased and so ultimately the error is reduced (by
the high gain property). However; the stability margin depends on the gain, and so is
reduced as the error forces the gain higher. If the given plant is initially unstable (in a
classical sense along the trial) the traditional robust stability theory would predict zero
stability margin. To overcome this problem it was shown that it is possible to measure
the stability margin only from the point at which the system is rst stabilised, enabling
the algorithm to yield a non-zero stability margin. The paper also uses a 2D norm forChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 53
measuring the size of signals in ILC, a variant of which is used in this thesis.
3.8 ILC Implementations
Physical implementations of ILC can be separated into two broad categories. The rst
consists of work done on real industrial problems that can be solved with an ILC ap-
proach; and the second is where investigations are carried out on hardware to examine
ILC issues such as the robustness or convergence rates of dierent ILC algorithms, with
no specic industrial objectives dened. This section will detail a few examples from
each category. For a bibliography of ILC applications (up to 2004) see Ahn et al. (2007).
3.8.1 Problem-oriented ILC
ILC has been implemented alongside functional electrical stimulation (FES) as an aid
to stroke rehabilitation. A large number of individuals aected by strokes are left with
an impairment in arm functionality. In order for a patient to attempt to regain control
of the limb electrical stimulation can be applied to a muscle to move it. The aim is to
encourage Hebbian learning to aid patient recovery: in simple terms, if the patient is
attempting to move the arm and the arm is moving then this correlation should increase
the association between synapses and lead to a stronger neurological pathway between
brain and muscle. In order to achieve this for an impaired upper arm, a stroke patient's
forearm is strapped to the end of a robotic arm and a task is given to track a trajectory
on a horizontal plane. The robot assists the patient to follow the path and maintains a
natural feel to the movement. FES is then applied to the patient's triceps in order to
induce the arm to follow the given trajectory. ILC is used to develop the FES input as
the patient repeats the same task. Papers published on the work include: Freeman et al.
(2009c,d) for the design of the workstation; Freeman et al. (2009b,f) and Le et al. (2009,
2010) for identication and modelling of the muscle model when applying FES; Freeman
et al. (2008) for experimental work with an adjoint ILC algorithm; Freeman et al. (2009a,
2010) and Hughes et al. (2009b) for experimental results on a set of unimpaired subjects;
and Hughes et al. (2009a,c) for results when applied to stroke patients.
When performing lithographic printing of an IC pattern onto a silicon disk (known as
a wafer) it is required to print several layers on top of each other with processing of the
wafer in between exposures (Dijkstra, 2003). It is necessary to: maintain high accuracy
when positioning to ensure that the various layers are correctly aligned; suppress move-
ment once in position to prevent blurring during exposure; and move quickly between
exposures to maximise throughput. Dijkstra (2003) is concerned with the application
of ILC to this process on a Sire3 wafer-stage, where it is used to accurately control the
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and Bosgra (2003) on the stepping from one position to another with maximum speed
and minimal settling time using ILC for input shaping; Dijkstra and Bosgra (2002c)
on noise suppression during the process; Dijkstra and Bosgra (2002b) on an implemen-
tation of lifted system ILC; and Dijkstra and Bosgra (2002a) on a quadratic criterion
ILC algorithm. There are also several publications on the use of ILC for rapid thermal
processing, using ILC to control the temperature across a wafer during manufacture:
Cho et al. (2003) on model development and identication, sensor location and optimal
multivariable ILC; Chin et al. (2001) and Yang et al. (2003) on optimal ILC techniques;
and Choi and Do (2001) for a neural network based algorithm.
Outside of these two examples, ILC has been applied to a variety of applications as
diverse as: laser cutting using the controlled fracture technique (Tsai and Chen, 2004);
dental implants (Huang et al., 2003); the motion of an electrostrictive actuator (Hu
et al., 2004); the motion control of a camera tracking a target point in an image-plane
(Liu et al., 2002); and the control of trac levels on a freeway (Hou et al., 2008). See
Ahn et al. (2007) for a comprehensive list of other ILC applications.
3.8.2 Experimental ILC
ILC is implemented on a non-minimum phase system in Freeman (2004). The thesis
covers the construction of the facility and testing of various ILC strategies including P-,
D- and delay-type ILC algorithms. The thesis also examines a phase-lead update law
(also in Freeman et al., 2007) and the use of causal and non-causal ltering. Freeman
et al. (2005a) concludes that the phase-lead algorithm outperforms P- and D-type ILC in
this case although long term stability is not assured and so the paper advocates that the
learning law be switched o once a suitable level of error has been achieved. A discrete
implementation of a predictive optimal ILC algorithm is also implemented on the test-
bed in Freeman et al. (2005b). A second thesis (Cai, 2009) introduces a `reference shift'
algorithm which is implemented on the same experimental facility and shows signicant
improvements over previous algorithms (Cai et al., 2008b).
Dierent ILC algorithms have been implemented and compared on a multi-axis gantry
robot in two theses at the University of Southampton (Ratclie, 2005 and Cai, 2009).
The rst details the design and build of the test facility and then proceeds to examine
dierent ILC methods. P-type ILC and a norm optimal IL controller are compared with
traditional feedback control and shown to oer improved perfomance (also in Ratclie
et al., 2005a, 2006a,b). Since the P-type controller is ill-suited to non-relative-degree
zero systems a variation of the algorithm is implemented: a hybrid system consisting
of the ILC with proportional feedback controller and an aliasing module. The aliasing
module is compared with other ltering techniques in Ratclie et al. (2005b), where both
aliasing and zero-phase ltering are found to oer improvement over traditional methods
since they add no phase shift. Inverse model-based ILC is implemented in H at onen et al.Chapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 55
(2007) and an adjoint algorithm in Ratclie et al. (2008) that can be made robust to
positive multiplicative uncertainty. Cai (2009) uses the facility to investigate stochastic
ILC algorithms (seen also in Cai et al., 2008a) and examines the along-the-trial dynamics
using linear matrix inequalities (Hladowski et al., 2008, 2009). The robot is also used
for research into methods of generating the plant's initial ILC input signal in Alsubaie
et al. (2009) and Freeman et al. (in press); and the synchronisation of sub-systems whilst
implementing ILC in Freeman et al. (2009e).
3.9 Summary
In this chapter the eld of iterative learning control has been briey introduced; a few
of the dierent algorithms and terminology have been explained and some of the issues
of stability have been raised; in particular, the often observed issue of ILC's long term
instability, its eects and some of the possible causes.
The trial-to-trial aspect of ILC hinders analysis by introducing a two-dimensional el-
ement to the control structure: the time and iteration equations entwining to form a
more complex whole. The classical ideas of stability in the time domain are no longer
sucient | for any linear system the output is always bounded over nite time if the
input remains bounded | and therefore stability over successive iterations needs to be
dened, and also depends on the way that signals are measured. Typically, stability
concerns the convergence of the output signal to a given trajectory, but in practice it
is nigh-on impossible to achieve tracking with zero error and so an acceptable level of
error must be suered. In order to measure this error a norm must be used, usually L2
or l2.
The crux of this thesis is the issue of long term instability. This has been discussed
and some of the possible causes and cures mentioned. As it stands, the root of the
problem is not well understood and so it is hoped that an investigation into robustness
may shed some light onto it. Previous robustness results in the eld have been given,
mainly relating to multiplicative uncertainty descriptions; and a few implementations of
ILC on hardware have been explained, both for the solving of real industrial problems
and for the testing and benchmarking of ILC techniques.
The remainder of this thesis will introduce a notion of robust stability and apply it to
ILC. Using this to provide a mathematical basis for the stability of ILC systems could
go a long way to discovering the mechanisms that cause instability in ILC and hopefully
provide some clearer answers about how systems can be developed to better cope with
uncertainties.
For more on ILC there have been various survey papers published including Ahn et al.
(2007), Owens and H at onen (2005) and Moore et al. (2006); a special issue of theChapter 3 Iterative Learning Control 56
International Journal of Control on iterative learning control (see Moore and Xu, 2000,
for the editorial); and an article in the IEEE Control Systems Magazine (Bristow et al.,
2006).Chapter 4
The Gap Metric for Tracking
This chapter will build on the uncertainty modelling from Chapter 2 and present the
gap metric in both linear and non-linear forms. Robust stability theorems will be given
for both and the link between them will be discussed.
The non-linear gap metric will then be extended to incorporate systems with biases,
where the standard non-linear gap fails to give appropriate robustness results. The
associated `biased robust stability theorem' was published without proof in Georgiou
and Smith (1997b) and so one is given here.
In the latter part of the chapter the biased robust stability theorem is extended to
incorporate a notion of tracking. Although the overall intention of this thesis is the
stability of ILC systems, this is not directly addressed here. The work will instead take
the form of an abstract modication of the gap metric applicable to a wide range of
problems. This modication is directed towards ILC, however the link is only made
explicit in Chapter 5.
4.1 Linear Gap Metric
The linear gap metric dates back to work in Newburgh (1951), which introduced a
topology on which to measure the distance between two operators based on the Hausdor
distance. In Berkson (1963) this was compared to earlier work on `the opening' from
Krein and Krasnosel'skii (1947), showing that the opening and the Newburgh metric
were equivalent.
The gap metric was developed into a form suitable for linear systems in Zames and
El-Sakkary (1980) and in further detail in El-Sakkary (1985). The problem considered
in these papers was robustness to plant uncertainty for plants that are unstable but
stabilised via feedback.
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For the analysis of stable plants that are continuous on some normed space it is possible
to use the continuity principle (Zames and El-Sakkary, 1980; El-Sakkary, 1985) to relate
the distance between open-loop plants and the responses of these plants closed-loop. For
the unstable case however, bounded operators are no longer dened on the whole of a
space but on a proper subspace of it, consisting of the bounded signals that produce
bounded outputs. This prevents the direct use of the continuity principle.
To avoid this problem the gap metric describes the dierence between two operators via
a suitable notion of distance between their graphs. For a plant P : Ue ! Ye the graph
is dened as the set of pairs of plant input-output signals that are bounded in norm:
M = GP =
(








Similarly, the graph of the controller is given by
N = GC =
(








Note that together, when under the feedback structure of Figure 4.1, these form the
bounded signals that are compatible with the closed-loop system equations [P;C]; and
also that the graph is a linear subspace when the plant is linear. It must be stressed
that these graphs are subspaces (subsets in the non-linear case) of the bounded signal
space U Y which is, in turn, a subspace of the extended signal space Ue Ye on which
the plant and controller's input and output are dened.
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Figure 4.1: Feedback conguration [P;C]
For a plant P1 the graph will be denoted M1. El-Sakkary (1985) then denes the gap
between two closed operators as the gap between their graphs:
0(P;P1) = 0(M;M1) (4.3)
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This is required when we wish to refer to the gap as a metric since it is required to full
the metric space axiom that states (x;y) = (y;x). The directed gap is then given by:







Graphs are mainly characterised in terms of coprime factors. Recall the coprime factor
results given in Section 2.2.3:





















where P = NM 1 forms a normalised right coprime factorisation of P. Then [P1;C] is
stable for all P1 2 P provided [P;C] is stable and kM 1(I   CP) 1[C  I]k1  .
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Figure 4.2: Coprime factor uncertainty block diagram representation
Theorem 4.1. (From Proposition 1.33 of Vinnicombe, 2001.) Let G = [M;N] where
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Then this graph is given by:
GP =

Gq 2 H2  H2 j q 2 H2  H2 	
: (4.8)
Proof. Given any pair (u;y) 2 GP then y = NM 1u. If we choose q = M 1u then
(u;y) = Gq. Since N and M are right coprime there exists X 2 H1 such that XG = I.
We can therefore conclude that q = X(u;y) 2 H2. Conversely, for any q 2 H2 and
(u;y) = Gq it is clear that y = NM 1u with u;y 2 H2.
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that the graph of the above P in the time domain can be written as the inverse Laplace
transform of the graph in the frequency domain, L  1(GP). (We use GP to denote the
graph in either the time or frequency domain. The domain being considered will be
clear from the context in which it is used.)
The full extent of the relationship between the coprime factorisation perturbation work
and the gap metric appears in a large number of papers, notably in Georgiou and Smith
(1990). It is stated that robustness optimisation in the gap metric is equivalent to
robustness optimisation for coprime factor perturbations and they share the same ball
of uncertainty:
Theorem 4.2. (From Theorem 4 of Georgiou and Smith, 1990.) Consider a system
P with normalised coprime fraction P = NM 1 and a controller C which stabilises P.
Take a real number 0 < b  1. Under the assumption that [P1;C] is well-posed, the
following are equivalent:
a) [P1;C] is stable for all P1 with transfer function P1 = (N + N)(M + M) 1
where N;M 2 RH1 and k(N;M)k1 < b.
b) [P1;C] is stable for all P1 with ~ 0(P;P1) < b
Therefore b determines a neighbourhood in the given topology in which all plants in the
uncertainty set are stable. The question then arises as to the choice of b in the above
theorem. The distance between the two plants is denoted ~ 0(P;P1), and b therefore
becomes the stability margin. The stability margin applicable to this distance can be
written in terms of the nominal plant and controller as follows (Georgiou and Smith,


















if [P;C] is stable
0; otherwise
: (4.9)
To summarise in a single theorem (for example see Theorem 1 of Georgiou and Smith,
1992 or Proposition 1.1 of Vinnicombe, 1993):
Theorem 4.3. (From Theorem 1 of Georgiou and Smith, 1992.) A globally well-posed
system [P1;C] is stable (gain and BIBO stable, see Section 2.1.6) if the nominal system
[P;C] is stable and the distance between the two plants is less than the stability margin
(bP;C) of the nominal system:
~ 0(P;P1) < bP;C: (4.10)
Vinnicombe (1993, 2001) describe the `-gap' metric based on winding numbers and
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using a coprime factorisation technique that is also able to be applied to unstable plants,
which is also compared to the gap in Vidyasagar (1984) and Zhu (1989). All of these
papers are based on the same topology as the gap metric, being the coarsest topology
on which feedback stability is maintained for small neighbourhoods around the plant,
and the map from plant to closed-loop operators remains continuous (Pascoal et al.,
1993; Cantoni and Vinnicombe, 2002). Neither of these alternate gaps will be discussed
in this thesis as the work here will mainly be based on a non-linear adaption of the
gap metric of Zames and El-Sakkary discussed above; although it should be noted that
the -gap of Vinnicombe (1993) provides the tightest possible metric for linear systems
using the graph topology and is often easiest to work with as it relates directly to the
frequency response and to the familiar winding number conditions used in the Nyquist
stability criterion. In a recent paper, Lanzon and Papageorgiou (2009), winding number
conditions are used to dene a distance between two plants that is easily applicable to
a range of uncertainty representations.
4.2 Non-Linear Gap Metric
This section presents work from Georgiou and Smith (1997a) concerning the generali-
sation of the gap metric mentioned in the previous section to non-linear systems. The
theorems are not specic to any signal space, such as Lp. All that is required is that the
dened signal space has an applicable truncation denition, and so the domain of the
signal space must be totally ordered. This in turn allows denitions of extended signal
spaces, stabilisability and causality to be available.
The non-linear method from Georgiou and Smith (1997a) determines a distance between
plants based on the geometry of their graphs in the same way as its linear counterpart.
In the non-linear case, however, the graph is no longer a subspace and so appears in a
more abstract fashion. Before outlining the non-linear gap a parallel projection operator
will be introduced.
4.2.1 A parallel projection operator
In the previous section the stability margin bP;C was given in equation 4.9. It is remarked
in Doyle et al. (1992) that the elements of this margin consist of the closed-loop transfer
functions of the system: sensitivity, complementary sensitivity etc; and therefore in order
to maximise robustness these quantities must be minimised. The paper then extends
this to the non-linear case by generalising these closed-loop transfer functions to a pair of
non-linear operators which are (for a stable system) parallel projections onto the graphs
of the plant and controller. For an unstable system the operators will map to the signals
in the extended space that are compatible with the plant and controller and therefore
not the graphs, since the graphs only contain the compatible bounded signals.Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 62
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Figure 4.3: Feedback conguration [P;C]
Recall from equation 2.13 the map HP;C that maps the external signals to the internal
signals. We can now dene two parallel projections, M==N and N==M, given by





















Note that from equations 2.12, 2.13 and 4.11 we can demonstrate that the stability of
any one of the operators (HP;C, N==M and M==N) implies the stability of the others.
Also, if the closed-loop system is stable then these projections map onto the graphs of
the plant and controller respectively:
M==N : W ! GP N==M: W ! GC: (4.12)
These parallel projection operators have some signicant properties which we record
here for completeness (from e.g. Doyle et al., 1992; Georgiou and Smith, 1997a, 2000)1:
1) M==N + N==M = I
2) 2 = 
3) HP;C = (M==N;N==M)
4) (w1 + (I   )w2) = w1 8w1;w2 2 W
5) M==N is the identity on M and respectively for N==M on N and therefore the
norm of  is greater than or equal to 1
6)  induces a coordinatisation of W: any w 2 W has a unique additive decomposi-
tion w = m + n, where m 2 W and n 2 (I   )W.
For the feedback system conguration in Figure 4.3 we can now use the operator M==N
as the basis of the non-linear equivalent of the stability margin bP;C but in the time rather
than frequency domain, dening he stability margin as bP;C = kM==Nk 1.
1Where  is written here it can refer to either M==N or N==MChapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 63
To demonstrate the equivalence between time and frequency domain consider a linear
plant P : H2 ! H2 and controller C: H2 ! H2 such that the closed-loop equations
[P;C] are stable. As per Figure 4.3 the signals ^ u0; ^ y0; ^ u1; ^ y1 2 H2. The map M==N can
therefore be dened as follows:








with u0;y0;u1;y1 2 L2(R+) as the inverse Laplace transforms of the signals ^ u0; ^ y0; ^ u1; ^ y1.































The stability margins in both time and frequency domain are equal (see Section 2.1.5

















These equivalences between the time and frequency domain signals apply only in L2(R+)
and H2, however this thesis considers the more general case of Lp where such parallels
to the frequency domain are unavailable (see Section 2.1.5).
4.2.2 The non-linear gap
If we now let M1 denote the graph of the perturbed plant
M1 = GP1 =
(








and recall from equation 4.1 that M denotes the graph of the nominal plant we can
generalise the linear gap measure to the non-linear case.
In order to achieve this Georgiou and Smith (1997a) introduces a non-linear operator
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smallest such map from the identity is the directed gap between the two plants:
~ (M;M1) =
8
> > > > <
> > > > :
inffk   IjMk:  is a causal,
surjective map from M to M1
with 0 = 0g;
1 if no such operator  exists
: (4.17)
The requirement for  to be surjective arises in Theorem 4.6, which analyses the stability
of [P1;C] in terms of the signals in GP mapped using . Since all bounded, closed-loop
signals compatible with [P1;C] must be written in terms of [P;C],  must map onto all
the possible signals. The condition that 0 = 0 follows naturally from the denition of
induced norm however is included here explicitly as it will become pertinent later in the
chapter and in Chapter 5 when a bias is included in the gap denition.
As well as the equivalence of the linear and non-linear stability margins, for linear
systems in RH1, provided ~ 0(P;P1) < 1 the two measures of distance are also equal,
~ 0(P;P1) = ~ (P;P1) (Georgiou and Smith, 1997a, Appendix).
Before presenting the main non-linear gap metric theorem a few denitions are required.
Denition 4.4. A mapping Q: X ! Y is said to be causal if and only if
8x 2 X 8 2 dom(x) \ dom(Qx) : TQx = TQTx: (4.18)
Denition 4.5. A causal plant P : Ue ! Ye is stabilisable if for all T > 0 and for all
(u;y) 2 Ue  Ye satisfying y = Pu there exists (~ u; ~ y) 2 U  Y such that ~ y = P ~ u and
(~ u; ~ y)j[0;T] = (u;y)j[0;T].
The denition of stabilisability will be related to the stronger condition of behavioural
controllability in Proposition 4.16.
Theorem 4.6. (From Theorem 1 of Georgiou and Smith, 1997a.) Let U and Y be
signal spaces and W = U  Y. Consider P1: Ue ! Ye, P : Ue ! Ye and C: Ye ! Ue
with P(0) = 0 and C(0) = 0. Suppose [P;C] is gain stable on W, [P1;C] is globally
well-posed and P1 is stabilisable. If
~ (M;M1) < kM==Nk 1 := bP;C (4.19)
then the gain stability of [P1;C] is assured on W and
kM1==Nk  kM==Nk
1 +~ (M;M1)
1   kM==Nk~ (M;M1)
: (4.20)
Note that this is only a sucient condition for stability, the theorem says nothing about
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4.2.3 Other non-linear generalisations of the gap
Other than the non-linear gap of Georgiou and Smith (1997a), there are several other
non-linear generalisations of the previous gap metric work.
Anderson et al. (1998), Sontag (1989) and Verma and Hunt (1993) discuss extensions
of coprime factor robustness to cover non-linear systems. Paice and van der Schaft
(1996) uses a Kernel representation to study the stability of plant-controller pairs and
compares the results to those of coprime factorisation. The work on non-linear coprime
factor robustness was then related to the non-linear gap in Bian and French (2005, 2003)
and James et al. (2005).
Vinnicombe (1999) provides an approximate non-linear version of the -gap designed to
collapse down to the standard -gap when applied to linear systems. This gap is also
considered for non-linear operators in Anderson et al. (2002) where it is pointed out that
the tightness of the linear -gap over the linear gap may not remain for the non-linear
-gap.
Georgiou and Smith (1997a) and Bian and French (2005) also discuss the use of gain
functions for robust stability analysis. For non-linear systems the existence of a gain
function is a weaker requirement than the existence of a gain by an induced norm and
so generalises the result. This thesis concentrates on the non-linear gap metric given in
Georgiou and Smith (1997a) and so will not consider these other approaches to robust
stability, although they are mentioned in Chapter 7 as further avenues to be explored
for the iterative learning case.
4.3 Biased Norm
Georgiou and Smith (1997b) extends Georgiou and Smith (1997a) to the case where
systems include some form of bias. Consider a closed-loop system which is stable in
bounded-input-bounded-output terms (Denition 2.3) but where the map M==N does
not map the zero trajectory to zero. Such a system may be perfectly acceptable but the
induced norm of M==N would be innite and so the system would not be gain stable
(Denition 2.4). The previous robustness theorem would not give any robust stability
guarantees as the robust stability margin dened by equation 4.19 would be zero.
For systems such as this it is possible to include a bias into the induced norm denition.
This enables a measurement of the gain of an operator relative to a chosen signal. A
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where k  kW is the norm on the vector space W. Note: this biased norm relaxes to a
non-biased norm if both x0 = 0 and A0 = 0.
Consider the example above of a system with the property that M==N does not map
the zero trajectory to zero, but where we are still interested in the system's stability
relative to x0 = 0. In this case the biased norm kM==NkW;x0 could be nite since
the denominator in equation 4.21 approaching zero does not preclude the numerator
approaching zero. Under the standard induced norm this would clearly not be possible.
The rst four properties in the following proposition demonstrate that this biased norm
obeys the axioms required for it to be labelled a norm. The nal property shows that
the norm is submultiplicative.
Proposition 4.7. For a signal space W, let X1;X2;X3  W. Then for all causal
operators A;B: X1 ! X2, C: X1 ! X3 and D: X3 ! X2 and for x0 2 W,
i) kAkW;x0  0
ii) kAkW;x0 = 0 , Ax = Ax0 8x
iii) kAkW;x0 = jjkAkW;x0 8 2 R
iv) kA + BkW;x0  kAkW;x0 + kBkW;x0
v) kDCkW;x0  kDkW;Cx0  kCkW;x0
Proof. Only the proof of property v) is given here since the proofs for the remaining







In splitting up the operators C and D it is required to add an extra constraint into the
supremum: that kT(Cx1 Cx0)kW 6= 0. In order to do this it must therefore be shown
that the inequality still holds if this condition is not met. This condition will therefore
be added in the following way.
kDCkW;x0  max
8
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Suppose kT(Cx1   Cx0)kW = 0, then it follows that TCx1 = TCx0. Consequently,
by the causality of D,
kT(DCx1   DCx0)kW = kT(DTCx1   DTCx0)kW









= 0  kDkW;Cx0  kCkW;x0: (4.25)




























































= kDkW;Cx0  kCkW;x0:
(4.26)
Hence by equations 4.23, 4.25 and 4.26 it follows that kDCkW;x0  kDkW;Cx0 kCkW;x0.
The theorem in Georgiou and Smith (1997b) was published without proof and so one is
given here.
Theorem 4.8. (From Theorem 1 of Georgiou and Smith, 1997b.) Let U and Y be signal
spaces and W = U Y. Suppose P : Ue ! Ye, P1: Ue ! Ye and C: Ye ! Ue are causal.
Suppose that P1 is stabilisable and [P1;C] is globally well-posed.
Let M := GP and M1 := GP1 and suppose that kM==NkW;x0 < 1 for some x0 2 W.
Suppose the plant P1 is such that there exists a causal surjective map : M ! M1,
which satises k(   I)jMkW;x1 < kM==Nk 1
W;x0, where x1 = M==Nx0.Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 68
Dene g0 = (I + (   I)M==N)x0.
Then
kM1==NkW;g0  kM==NkW;x0
1 + k(   I)jMkW;x1
1   kM==NkW;x0k(   I)jMkW;x1
: (4.27)
It should be noted that the above theorem does not explicitly use the gap ~ (P;P1).








 : M ! M1 is causal and surjective

; (4.28)
then if there does exists a  such that k(   I)jMkW;x1 < kM==Nk 1
W;x0 it is clear
that the gap ~ (P;P1)  k(   I)jMkW;x1. The reason that  is utilised directly in
the theorem statement as opposed to the gap is due to it being necessary to dene the
perturbed bias g0 = (I + (   I)M==N)x0.
Before the proof of Theorem 4.8 is given it is necessary to include the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. Let X  W where W is a signal space and suppose x0 2 W. Suppose the
operator A: X ! W is causal and  := kAkW;x0 < 1.
Let  > 0 and suppose g;x;g0 2 W satisfy Tg = T(I + A)x and Tg0 = T(I + A)x0 .
Then kT(x   x0)kW 
kT(g g0)kW
1  .
Proof. Since Tg = T(I + A)x and Tg0 = T(I + A)x0 it follows that
Tg   Tg0 = T(I + A)x   T(I + A)x0; (4.29)
and hence,
(Tx   Tx0)   (Tg   Tg0) = TAx0   TAx: (4.30)
By the triangle inequality it can be shown that kT(y   z)kW  kTykW   kTzkW.
Hence from equation 4.30,
kT(Ax0   Ax)kW = kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW
= (1   )kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW + kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW
 (1   )kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW + kT(x   x0)kW   kT(g   g0)kW:
(4.31)
Since  := kAkW;x0 it follows that kT(Ax0 Ax)kW  kT(x x0)kW  0. Therefore,
by equation 4.31,




 kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW: (4.33)
It follows that
kT(x   x0)kW = kT((x   x0)   (g   g0) + (g   g0))kW




+ kT(g   g0)kW (4.34)
and therefore
kT(x   x0)kW 
1
1   
kT(g   g0)kW (4.35)
as required.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. By denition we have x1 = M==Nx0. Hence, from Proposition
4.7 property v), we have
 := k(   I)M==NkW;x0  k(   I)kW;x1kM==NkW;x0 < 1: (4.36)
Let  > 0. We rst show that for any g 2 W there exists x such that
Tg = T(I + (   I)M==N)x
= T(N==M + M==N)x: (4.37)
Since [P1;C] is globally well-posed there exist g1;g2 2 We such that the system equations
hold on [0;]:
y1 = P1u1 g1 = (u1;y1)
u2 = Cy2 g2 = (u2;y2)
Tg = Tg1 + Tg2: (4.38)
Since P1 is stabilisable we can nd g00
1 2 M1 such that Tg00
1 = Tg1. By denition of
We we can also nd g0
2 2 W such that Tg0
2 = Tg2.
As : M ! M1 is surjective there exists g0





1 = Tg1: (4.39)
We can now see that x = g0
1 + g0
2 is a solution of equation 4.37. Since this holds for any
g 2 W, then T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In order to show that T(M1==Ng0) = T(M==Nx0) recall that by denition
Tg0 = T(I + (   I)M==N)x0
= T(I   M==N)x0 + TM==Nx0
= TN==Mx0 + TM==Nx0: (4.40)
As [P1;C] and [P;C] are globally well-posed, if m is an element in the graph of the plant
and n an element in the graph of the controller then N==M(m + n) = N==M(n) = n.
Therefore, as  maps its domain to elements in the graph of P1 and N==M maps its
domain to elements in the graph of C, we can state that.
TM1==Ng0 = TM1==N(N==Mx0 + TM==Nx0)
= TM==Nx0 (4.41)
Combining both TM1==Ng = TM==Nx and TM1==Ng0 = TM==Nx0 gives
T(M1==Ng   M1==Ng0) = T(M==Nx   M==Nx0): (4.42)
So, by causality and Lemma 4.9 with A = (   I)M==N:
kT(M1==Ng   M1==Ng0)kW = kT(M==Nx   M==Nx0)kW















kI + (   I)M==NkW;x0
1   
 kM==NkW;x0
1 + k(   I)jMkW;x1
1   kM==NkW;x0k(   I)jMkW;x1
:
4.4 A Biased Gap for Tracking
The previous section detailed the biased robust stability theorem from Georgiou and
Smith (1997b). The original motivation for that paper was to extend earlier robust
stability results to include systems that contained a bias. Stability, in this case, is
relative to a bias signal. In this thesis the focus is on ILC and its robust stability whilstChapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 71
engaged in tracking tasks. It is therefore wished to include the desired trajectory in the
stability theorem as the trajectory to which the system is stable.
Previous results in this direction were published in Bradley and French (2009). The
paper examined the robust stability of ILC systems using Theorem 4.8 with the signals
lying in a 2D signal space, similar to one given in French (2008), with norm given by:
ku(;)klp(N[0;T]) =
8
> > > <














ju(i;t)j p = 1
: (4.44)
This is equivalent to taking the lp[0;T]-norm along each iteration, and applying the
lp(N)-norm to the resulting sequence of iteration `sizes'. For a more in-depth explanation
of the norm see Section 5.1.
A robust stability theorem for trajectory tracking ILC was given for signals in this 2D
space under the biased norm, with the ILC's reference signal appearing in x0. However,
Theorem 4.8 includes a fundamental constraint that the reference trajectory must lie
within the chosen signal space, x0 2 W, which causes problems with ILC.
This constraint is suitable for working within an l1-type signal space where the norm
is based on the maximum amplitude of a signal, as any reference signal with bounded
elements will be in the signal space. For other lp spaces some diculties arise. Consider
a reference signal that is bounded in lp[0;T] but is non-zero. Once this signal is repeated
over N it will be bounded in lp[0;T] along each iteration but will be innite in the above
norm as i ! 1. The signal will therefore lie in l
p
e(N  [0;T]) n lp(N  [0;T]) and so is
not an allowable x0 (since Theorem 4.8 has constrained x0 to lie in lp(N[0;T])). Since
the very signals we wish to examine in this thesis are non-zero signals that repeat over
an innite number of iterations it is required to alter the theorem in order to include
these.
In order to improve Theorem 4.8 the signal spaces will be adjusted to include the ap-
propriate references and all domains and ranges of operators altered accordingly. The
graphs of operators will therefore be dened relative to (unbounded) biases, and the
norms of these operators will all be dened relative to these biases. This section will
therefore: introduce a new set of notation in order to rigorously re-dene the notation
used previously relative to biases; prove the biased robust stability theorem under this
notation; and show some of the properties of this new theorem when the analysis is
restricted to linear systems.
The notation is split into three sections. The rst covers the signals being examined,
the second the norms and some new denitions of stability, and the third a series of
denitions and propositions necessary for the main theorem.Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 72
4.4.1 Biased signal spaces
First it is needed to redene the bias trajectories for the modelled and perturbed systems.
For the feedback systems below these will be written as follows:
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Figure 4.4: Feedback conguration denoting system biases



























Within this thesis the signals x and g are generally used for the modelled and perturbed
systems respectively. The subscript in these cases refers to where the biases lie | 0
lies around the closed-loop system, 1 around the plant and 2 the controller, in order to
match the feedback notation used previously (see equation 2.12 and Figure 2.4).
In Chapter 5 this notation will be used in an ILC context. There we wish to examine the
robust stability of an ILC system relative to a repeating reference trajectory yref dened
on lp[0;T]. This results in the 2D signal yref(;), given by yref(k;t) = yref(t) for all k.
Note that unless yref() = 0 or p = 1 then yref(;) will lie in l
p
e(N[0;T])nlp(N[0;T]).
This reference will be applied at y0ref and therefore the external bias will be given by
x0 = (0;yref).
These signals are then used to dene biased signal spaces. As before, dene the signalChapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 73
spaces U and Y and W = U  Y. Their biased counterparts are then given by
Uu0 = fu 2 Ue j u   u0 2 U g
Yy0 = fy 2 Ye j y   y0 2 Yg
W u0
y0
 = Uu0  Yy0: (4.46)
As we will generally regard signals in pairs the biased version of W given above will
be denoted using the reference trajectory notation and so will become (when measured
relative to the external biases) Wx0. Note that Uu0  Ue, Yy0  Ye and Wx0  We.
The graphs of the plants are now dened as subsets (ane sets in the linear case) of
these biased signal spaces with the bias included. For a plant P : Ue ! Ye and controller
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)
: (4.48)
The operator M==N is now given by:
M==N : Wx0 ! We: (4.49)
Note that if [P;C] is stable with respect to x0 (see Denition 4.11 below) then
M==N : Wx0 ! GP;x1  Wx1: (4.50)
Recall the biased norm given in equation 4.21, which we use to measure the gain of
operators with respect to biases in extended signal spaces. Given a signal space W, a







4.4.2 A series of denitions and propositions
The previous denitions of globally well-posedness, stability and stabilisability need to
be altered in order to support the gap theorem in its biased norm state and so further
proofs of properties and some new denitions are given here.
The rst proposition extends the notion of well-posedness (given in Denition 2.2) to
also include external signals (u0;y0) within the extended signal space. This is necessaryChapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 74
as we will now be considering signals that lie in extended spaces.
Proposition 4.10. If a system is globally well-posed, then for any (u0;y0) 2 We there
exists a unique set of signals ((u1;y1);(u2;y2)) 2 WeWe such that the set of equations
[P;C] hold on [0;] for any  > 0.
Proof. First we prove the existence of the solution. Let  > 0. For any (u0;y0) 2 We
there exists (u
0;y
0) 2 W such that T(u
0;y
0) = T(u0;y0). As the set of equations





2)) 2 We  We such that the set of equations [P;C], with input (u
0;y
0),





It is also necessary to demonstrate that this same set of signals is generated when
choosing a dierent truncation. We claim that if 1 > 2 and two sets of signals are


















and therefore this procedure denes a unique set of signals ((u1;y1);(u2;y2)) 2 We We
as required. This claim is veried by the global well-posedness of [P;C], the causality












Lastly we show that the set of signals given by the above procedure is the only possible
solution. Suppose there exist two sets of signals w = ((u1;y1);(u2;y2)) 2 We  We and
 w = (( u1;  y1);( u2;  y2)) 2 We  We such that both w and  w are compatible with (u0;y0)
on the equations [P;C] and w 6=  w for all t > 0.
As w 6=  w there exists s > 0 such that Tsw 6= Ts  w. Since both w and  w are compatible
with (u0;y0) on [P;C] over [0;s] then they must also be compatible with a some pair of
signals (~ u0; ~ y0) 2 W such that Ts(~ u0; ~ y0) = Ts(u0;y0). However, global well-posedness
and causality now imply that Tsw = Ts  w. This contradiction precludes the existence of
a second solution.
Analogous to Denition 2.3 regarding closed-loop stability:
Denition 4.11. For a globally well-posed system given by the set of equations [P;C],
stability with respect to a signal x0 is attained when for all (u0;y0) 2 Wx0 then
the internal signals ((u1;y1);(u2;y2)) 2 Wx1  Wx2 (no signals lie outside of the biased
signal spaces).Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 75
Analogous to Denition 2.4:
Denition 4.12. A system given by [P;C] is gain stable with respect to a signal
x0 when the biased induced norms of M==N : Wx0 ! We and N==M: Wx0 ! We are
nite:
kM==NkW;x0 < 1
kN==MkW;x0 < 1 (4.54)
The following proposition uses the truncation operator to show that any signal lying in
an extended signal space can be considered equal to a signal in the biased signal space
up to any time .
Proposition 4.13. For any  > 0 and any z0 2 We, then for all x 2 We there exists
y 2 Wz0 such that Ty = Tx.
Proof. Let x 2 We and  > 0. Let y = Tx + (I   T)z0. Then Ty = Tx and
y   z0 = Tx   Tz0 2 W and so y 2 Wz0.
The previous denition of stabilisability (Denition 4.5) is insucient for the following
theorem and so a new notion is required to relate stabilisability to the biased reference
trajectory given.
Denition 4.14. A system is stabilisable with respect to a given trajectory
x0 2 We if for all  > 0 and for all (u;y) 2 Ue  Ye satisfying y = Pu there exists
(~ u; ~ y) 2 Wx0 such that ~ y = P ~ u and (~ u; ~ y)j[0;] = (u;y)j[0;].
The following denition of controllability is a stronger condition than either stabilis-
ability or stabilisability with respect to a given trajectory. Since controllability is a
more standard denition Proposition 4.16 is included to convey its relative strength and
to show that controllability is a sucient condition for stabilisability. However, since
the stabilisability conditions are signicantly weaker they will be included in the nal
theorem.
In order to t with the material in this thesis we will here use a behavioural denition of
controllability that can be found in Polderman and Willems (1998). This is the only point
in this thesis where any behavioural notation is used and so only a sucient amount
of detail is given to enable controllability to be adequately dened. The `behaviour'
of a time-invariant dynamical system is denoted B, a set that contains all possible
trajectories that are compatible with the system. Therefore, from the point of view of
this thesis, the only detail required is that the graph and biased graph are both subsets of
the behaviour | GP;GP;x1  B | although the behaviour may also include the signals
compatible with the plant that are unbounded.Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 76
Denition 4.15. (From Denition 5.2.2 of Polderman and Willems, 1998.) Let B be
the behaviour of a time-invariant dynamical system. This system is called controllable






w1(t) t  0
w2(t) t  t1
: (4.55)
Note that any set of signals in the behaviour can be shifted arbitrarily in time and so
the time 0 in the above denition can be placed anywhere within the domain of elements
of the behaviour.
Proposition 4.16. If a system is controllable then it is also stabilisable with respect to
a given trajectory.
Proof. For any T > 0, any x0 2 We compatible with the plant, and all (u;y) 2 Ue  Ye
satisfying y = Pu it is necessary to nd a pair of signals (~ u; ~ y) 2 Wx0 such that ~ y = P ~ u
and (~ u; ~ y)j[0;T] = (u;y).
Let w = (u;y). By controllability there exists z and  such that
~ w(t) =
8
> > > <
> > > :
w(t) t 2 [0;T]
z(t) t 2 [T;T + ]
x0(t) t  T + 
(4.56)
with ~ w = (~ u; ~ y) satisfying ~ y = P ~ u. It is then clear that ~ w 2 Wx0 and ~ wj[0;T] = wj[0;T].
4.4.3 Biased graph robust stability theorem
The previous robust stability theorem (Theorem 4.8) will now be reestablished using
the biased graph denition and the new notation. This theorem can therefore provide
robust stability results that are applicable to systems with reference trajectories that lie
in extended signal spaces. As before the theorem is not restricted to signals in 1D and
so can be applied in an ILC setting in Chapter 5.
Theorem 4.17. Let U and Y be signal spaces and W = U  Y. Suppose P : Ue ! Ye,
P1: Ue ! Ye and C: Ye ! Ue are causal and [P1;C] is globally well-posed.
Let M = GP;x1 and N = GC;x2 where x1 = M==Nx0 and x2 = N==Mx0 for some
x0 2 We. Suppose that kM==NkW;x0 < 1.
Let g1 = M==Nx0 and suppose the plant P1 is stabilisable with respect to g1. Let
M1 := GP1;g1 and suppose there exists a causal surjective map : M ! M1 satisfying
k(   I)jMkW;x1 < kM==Nk 1
W;x0. Dene g0 = (I + (   I)M==N)x0.Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 77
Then
kM1==NkW;g0  kM==NkW;x0
1 + k(   I)jMkW;x1
1   kM==NkW;x0k(   I)jMkW;x1
: (4.57)
As before it should be noted that the above theorem does not explicitly use the gap







  : M ! M1 is causal and surjective

; (4.58)
if there does exists a  such that k( I)jMkW;x1 < kM==Nk 1
W;x0 then it is clear that
the gap ~ (P;P1)  k(   I)jMkW;x1. The reason that  is included as opposed to the
gap is due to it being necessary to dene g0 = (I + (   I)M==N)x0.
The proof rst requires the following two lemmata. Since the theorem is more involved
than Theorem 4.8 some of the detail now appears in Lemma 4.18. Lemma 4.19 is similar
to Lemma 4.9 but is now able to work with signals in extended spaces.
Lemma 4.18. Let U and Y be signal spaces and W = U  Y. Consider P : Ue ! Ye,
P1: Ue ! Ye and C: Ye ! Ue to be causal and [P1;C] to be globally well-posed.
Let M = GP;x1 and N = GC;x2 where x1 = M==Nx0 and x2 = N==Mx0 for some
x0 2 We.
Let g1 = M==Nx0 and suppose the plant P1 is stabilisable with respect to g1. Let
M1 := GP1;g1 and suppose there exists a causal surjective map : M ! M1. Dene
g0 = (I + (   I)M==N)x0.
Then for any g 2 Wg0 there exists x 2 Wx0 such that for all  > 0:
Tg = T(I + (   I)M==N)x
= T(N==M + M==N)x; (4.59)
and
T(M1==Ng) = T(M==Nx)
T(M1==Ng0) = T(M==Nx0): (4.60)
Proof. Since [P1;C] is globally well-posed and by Proposition 4.10 it follows that for all
w0 2 Wg0 there exists w1;w2 2 We such that the system equations hold on [0;]:
y1 = P1u1 w1 = (u1;y1)
u2 = Cy2 w2 = (u2;y2)
Tw0 = Tw1 + Tw2: (4.61)Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 78
Since P1 is stabilisable with respect to g1 we can nd w00
1 2 M1 such that Tw00
1 = Tw1.
By Proposition 4.13 we can also nd w0
2 2 Wx2 such that Tw0
2 = Tw2.
As : M ! M1 is surjective there exists w0





1 = Tw1: (4.62)
We can now see that x = w0
1 + w0
2 is a solution of equation 4.59. As this holds for any
w0 2 Wg0 we can substitute w0 = g and state that T(M1==Ng) = T(M==Nx), and
T(M1==Ng0) = T(M==Nx0) from the denition of g0.
Lemma 4.19. Let W be a signal space and suppose x0;g0 2 We. Suppose the operator
A: Wx0 ! Wx1 [ Wg1 is causal with Tg0 = T(I + A)x0 and  := kAkW;x0 < 1.
Suppose g 2 Wg0, x 2 Wx0 satisfy Tg = T(I + A)x.
Then kT(x   x0)kW 
kT(g g0)kW
1  .
Proof. Since Tg = T(I + A)x and Tg0 = T(I + A)x0 it follows that
Tg   Tg0 = T(I + A)x   T(I + A)x0; (4.63)
and hence,
(Tx   Tx0)   (Tg   Tg0) = TAx0   TAx: (4.64)
By the triangle inequality it follows that kT(a b)kW  kTakW  kTbkW. Hence from
equation 4.64,
kT(Ax0   Ax)kW = kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW
= (1   )kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW + kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW
 (1   )kT((x   x0)   (g   g0))kW + kT(x   x0)kW   kT(g   g0)kW:
(4.65)
Now, kT(Ax0 Ax)kW  kT(x x0)kW  0 by denition of  := kAkW;x0. Therefore




 kT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It follows that
kT(x   x0)kW = kT((x   x0)   (g   g0) + (g   g0))kW




+ kT(g   g0)kW (4.68)
and therefore
kT(x   x0)kW 
1
1   
kT(g   g0)kW (4.69)
as required.
We now give the proof of the main result:
Proof of Theorem 4.17. From Proposition 4.7, property v) and from the assumption
that k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1 < kM==Nk 1
W;x0 let
 := k(   I)M==NkW;xo  k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1kM==NkW;xo < 1: (4.70)
From Lemma 4.18 we can state that T(M1==Ng) = T(M==Nx) and also that
T(M1==Ng0) = T(M==Nx0). Combining the two we arrive at
T(M1==Ng   M1==Ng0) = T(M==Nx   M==Nx0): (4.71)
So, by causality and Lemma 4.19 with A = (   I)M==N:
kT(M1==Ng   M1==Ng0)kW = kT(M==Nx   M==Nx0)kW















kI + (   I)M==NkW;x0
1   
 kM==NkW;x0
1 + k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1
1   kM==NkW;x0k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1
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4.4.4 Where do g0 and g1 lie?
Theorem 4.17 only shows that the gain of the system P1 is bounded relative to a reference
signal g0 = (I+( I)M==N)x0. It therefore becomes necessary to bound this reference
signal to show that this calculation is worthwhile. The following proposition provides
this bound for the general case and also a neater bound applicable when the set of
plants is restricted to those where ( I)M==N0 = 0. (In order to formally match the
domain of the operators this condition will be written as T( I)M==N(I T)x0 = 0
for any  > 0.) This condition is satised by linear plants due to the property that
P0 = C0 = 0. The theorem also provides an approximation for the case where this
condition is not met.2
Proposition 4.20. Let  > 0, x0 2 W and g0 = (I + (   I)M==N)x0. Dene
(   I)M==N to be causal where  = k(   I)M==NkW;x0. Then the magnitude of g0
is bounded by
kTg0kW  (1 + )kTx0kW + kT(   I)M==N(I   T)x0kW: (4.73)
With the added condition that T(   I)M==N(I   T)x0 = 0 this bound reduces to
kTg0kW  (1 + )kTx0kW: (4.74)
Note that under the conditions of Theorem 4.17  = k(   I)M==NkW;x0 < 1.
Proof. Let x 2 Wx0 and  > 0 such that T(x x0) 6= 0. Since g0 = x0+( I)M==Nx0,
we have
x0   g0 + (   I)M==Nx = (   I)M==Nx   (   I)M==Nx0 (4.75)
and therefore
kT(x0   g0 + (   I)M==Nx)kW
kT(x   x0)kW
=
kT((   I)M==Nx   (   I)M==Nx0)kW
kT(x   x0)kW
 ; (4.76)
since  = k(   I)M==NkW;x0.
Now let x = (I  T)x0. Therefore x 2 Wx0 and kTxkW = 0 (see Proposition 4.13).
2The condition here that T(   I)M==N(I   T)x0 = 0 for any  > 0 can be easily constructed
from the condition that (   I)M==N0 = 0. Since if x0 2 We n W then the signal 0 62 dom(M==N)
we have instead chosen the signal (I  T)x0, which is equal to 0 when truncated at . As both M==N
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We can now write
kT(x0   g0 + (   I)M==Nx)kW  kT(x   x0)kW
 kTx0kW + kTxkW
 kTx0kW: (4.77)
For the alternative case where x 2 Wx0,  > 0 and T(x  x0) = 0, from equation 4.75
and by the causality of (   I)M==N we can state that:
kT(x0   g0 + (   I)M==Nx)kW = 0
 kTx0kW; (4.78)
and therefore for any x = (I  T)x0, from equations 4.77 and 4.78 we have the bound:
kTx0kW  kT(x0   g0 + (   I)M==Nx)kW
 kTg0kW   kT(x0 + (   I)M==Nx)kW; (4.79)
and therefore
kTg0kW  (1 + )kTx0kW + kT(   I)M==NxkW: (4.80)
If we restrict the set of systems to those that full T(   I)M==Nx = 0 then this
collapses to
kTg0kW  (1 + )kTx0kW
This bound exhibits some unfortunate side eects when applied to any signal space not
based on an l1-type norm, due to the inclusion of the truncation operator. Under l1
the truncation can be removed as the reference signals lie within the un-extended signal
space. Clearly this results in the maximum magnitude of g0 being less than twice the
maximum magnitude of x0.
Under other signal spaces the norm may not be as well behaved. Consider a constant
x0 and the l1-norm. As  increases the norm kTx0kW increases in a linear fashion.
The bound on kTg0kW therefore increases. However, this does not imply that g0 is a
constant. The signal g0 could remain small for t <    and then `blow up' in the range
[  ;] whilst still remaining within the bound. Figure 4.5 demonstrates the potential
problem. The graph shows how kTg0kW increases as  increases. The blue area is the
region above the upper bound; the blue line shows the value that we would naturally
expect kTg0kW to take given this bound; and the red line shows a possible value that
kTg0kW could actually take. It is clear from the graph that (in the `possible' case) g0
has a sizeable magnitude for a short time but the low magnitude beforehand ensures
the norm is below the given bound. This problem could be solved by placing additionalChapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 82
restrictions such as a bound on the dierential of g0.
Figure 4.5: Demonstration of the bound on g0
Recall that the bias around the perturbed plant is denoted g1 and is dened by the
equation g1 = M==Nx0 = M1==Ng0. This is therefore the signal that a stable
[P1;C] will converge to, given the input g0, and so it is of primary importance that this
signal is appropriate. As all of the operators in Theorem 4.17 are measured using biased
norms this is non-trivial, since the signal g0 may be bounded appropriately but g1 may
not. As an example: the biased norm of a map A: Ww0 ! Ww1 may equal zero, however
this simply means that Aw = w1 for all w 2 Ww0; this does not mean that w1 is bounded
or convergent. It is therefore necessary to develop a bound on g1 similar to the above
bound on g0. This time we will restrict to the case where T( I)M==N(I T)x0 = 0
from the outset (although a similar proof could be developed for the case where this is
not met).
Proposition 4.21. Let  > 0, x0 2 W, T(   I)M==N(I   T)x0 = 0 and dene
 = k(   I)M==NkW;x0. Let g1 = M==Nx0 and let the maps  and M==N be
causal. Then the magnitude of g1 is bounded by
kTg1kW  kTx0kW + kTM==Nx0kW: (4.81)
Proof. Start with the denition:
g1 = M==Nx0
= (   I)M==Nx0   M==Nx0: (4.82)Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 83
Suppose Tx0 6= 0. Observe that taking x = (I   T)x0 gives T(   I)M==Nx = 0
by the causality of  and M==N, and T(x  x0) = T((I T)x0 x0) = 0. Therefore:




kT0((   I)M==Nx   (   I)M==Nx0)kW
kT0(x   x0)kW







and so kT((   I)M==Nx0)kW  kTx0kW. If Tx0 = 0 then this inequality holds
trivially. Therefore:
kTg1kW = kT((   I)M==Nx0   M==Nx0)kW
 kT((   I)M==Nx0kW + kTM==Nx0kW
 kTx0kW + kTM==Nx0kW:
Note that the bound given above suers from the same problem as that given for g0
when dealing with signal spaces other than l1 due to the truncation.
Note also that the second term in the nal line contains the operator M==N. Recall
that this is the map from external signals around the closed-loop system to internal
signals around the plant for the nominal system and therefore is known. This operator
should also be well behaved since the nominal system is stable and its performance
has been deemed acceptable. The exact nature of kM==Nk will depend on the system
being implemented, the domain in which it lies and the norms used to measure it. In
the following chapter we will examine this in the ILC case. Proposition 5.13 in Section
5.5 will provide a bound on kM==Nk in 2D for a monotonically convergent ILC system,
where the monotonicity is used to provide a bound on kM==Nk.
4.4.5 A note on linearity
For the case of linear systems, Theorem 4.17 collapses onto the unbiased gap theorem
from Georgiou and Smith (1997a). The gap is then equivalent to the linear gap. This
section will present a simple proof to show this.
Lemma 4.22. Let P and P1 be linear and let x1 2 We and g1 = x1. Then for every
biased map : GP;x1 ! GP1;g1 there exists a non-biased map ~ : GP ! GP1 such that
k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1 = k(~    I)jGPkW: (4.84)Chapter 4 The Gap Metric for Tracking 84
Proof. Let y 2 GP. Dene ~ : GP ! GP1 such that ~ (y) = (y + x1) + (x1). Let
x 2 GP;x1.
Since x 2 GP;x1  Wx1 it follows that x   x1 2 W. Since both x and x1 are compatible
with the plant and since the plant is linear it follows that (x   x1) is also compatible
with the plant, hence x   x1 2 GP. Then ~ (x   x1) = (x)   (x1) and
k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1 = sup
x2GP;x1; >0
kT(x x1)kW6=0










kT[~ (x   x1)   x + x1]kW
kT(x   x1)kW
= k(~    I)jGPkW (4.85)
4.5 Summary
This chapter has extended the material of Chapter 2 on robust stability. The subject
of the linear and non-linear gap metrics have been introduced and some of their appli-
cations explained. Sucient conditions for the stability of a system in the face of plant
perturbations have then been proven in terms of the gain of a system.
The theory of robust stability with biases, which was outlined in Georgiou and Smith
(1997b), has been given along with a detailed proof. This has then be extended using a
notion of biased signal spaces, operators and norms in order to permit biases that lie in
extended signal spaces. This led to the establishment of a biased norm robust stability
theorem that can be applied to a variety of problems but was primarily developed to
deal with the robust stability of trajectory tracking with iterative learning control.
The following chapter will apply this theorem in an ILC context.Chapter 5
A Robust Stability Framework
for ILC
The previous chapter introduced the gap metric in a biased fashion. As explained at the
start of that chapter, the subject of ILC was not directly addressed and the theorems
provided are therefore able to deal with a multitude of situations. This chapter will now
demonstrate the applicability of the biased graph robust stability theorem (Theorem
4.17) to iterative learning control.
The chapter will begin by detailing some of the research carried out on bringing ILC and
the gap metric together in French (2008) and Bradley and French (2009). Work from
the latter will then be extended to incorporate the biased graph robust stability theorem
from the previous chapter; providing a 2D robust stability margin and robustness results
for ILC. The 2D gap used within this theorem will then be examined and related to the
standard 1D gap, and a nal theorem given that enables an ILC system to be examined
with the traditional linear gap metric. This allows the 2D ILC problem to be provided
with robustness guarantees based on 1D gap measurements. During these discussions
surrounding issues of linearity, causality and surjectivity will be studied in order to
provide a clear picture of the results in terms of their applicability, relation to previous
work and required constraints.
5.1 An Overview of Previous ILC Gap Metric Work
As explained in Sections 3.7 and 4.4, ILC and the theory of the gap metric are brought
together in French (2008), where a gap metric approach is used to prove that there
exists a non-zero stability margin for a class of adaptive ILC algorithms. The paper
concentrates on the simpler setting of disturbance attenuation rather than the more
general issue of non-zero trajectory tracking, which will be our concern in this chapter.
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As explained in Section 3.7, in French (2008) an adaptive ILC controller is dened via a
feedback gain that increases depending on the error measured on the previous iteration.
Robust stability guarantees are then given for high-gain-stabilisable plants of relative
degree one. Whilst the error is high the gain increases and so reduces the error (by the
high gain property). However, as has been relayed throughout this thesis, a high gain
leads to a low stability margin.
In order to measure the size of signals in an ILC setting a 2D norm is dened in French
(2008). The norm eectively wraps the real line up into segments of length T, forming
a product space from the Lp[0;T] norm and the natural numbers, N:
ku(;)kLp(N[0;T]) =
8
> > > <














ju(k;t)j p = 1
: (5.1)
The Lp(N  [0;T]) signal space is then dened as the set of all signals that are nite
under this norm.
For the causality denition to hold (Denition 4.4) the domain of the space must be
totally ordered and so it is required to dene this ordering. For any 1;2 2 N  [0;T],
(k1;t1) = 1 < 2 = (k2;t2) if k1 < k2, or if k1 = k2 and t1 < t2. With the ordering
dened a truncation operator is available and so there exist denitions of causality and
stabilisability. (Figure 5.1 provides a graphical explanation of this ordering: the red







Figure 5.1: Signal space ordering
This provides a truncation denition as follows: where  = (~ k;~ t)
Tf(k;t) :=
8
> > > > > > <
> > > > > > :
f(k;t) k < ~ k
f(k;t) k = ~ k; t  ~ t
0 k = ~ k; t > ~ t
0 k > ~ k
: (5.2)
From Denition 4.4, a map Q: Lp(N[0;T]) ! Lp(N[0;T]) is then said to be causalChapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 87
if and only if for all x 2 Lp(N  [0;T]) and all  2 (N  [0;T]) then
TQx = TQTx: (5.3)
With causality dened in this manner it is possible to consider algorithms that are `non-
causal' in an ILC sense (see Section 3.4.5) since these algorithms use data from further
forward in time along previous iterations.
This norm is used in Bradley and French (2009) to examine the 2D robust stability
of ILC in a trajectory tracking setting. The paper provides a robust stability theorem
based on the 2D norm given above and the biased robust stability theorem of Georgiou
and Smith (1997b) (in this thesis it is shown as Theorem 4.8). The 2D gain of M==N
is then calculated for ILC systems given in the lifted framework described in Section
3.3.1. The results show the eects on robustness of implementing model-based ILC and
adding ltering.
In the previous chapter one of the problems with Theorem 4.8 was explained | that an
ILC reference signal will not be permitted to lie within the signal space unless analysis
is restricted to L1-type spaces. The work in this chapter will extend the work from
Bradley and French (2009) to include these signals. This work will instead use Theorem
4.17 with a more general 2D norm to provide improved results.
5.2 A Robust Stability Margin for ILC
5.2.1 2D biased norm
The 2D norm of equation 5.1 is now generalised to allow dierent measurements along
and up the trials. In this chapter we will be using two variants of norm: one continuous


















Lp q = 1
: (5.4)
Here we have a continuous time Lp norm along each trial and the lq norm of the results
over all iterations. This generalisation allows, for example, the use of L2 along the trial
and l1 up the trials. Such a measurement would provide the maximum energy along
all the trials. This is particularly useful when attempting to quantify specic properties
such as along-the-trial performance and trial-to-trial convergence.
As with the other spaces, the signal space Lp;q(N  [0;T]) consists of all signals that
are nite in this norm. The ordering of the space's domain is the same as that givenChapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 88
for the space with norm of equation 5.1 (and Figure 5.1): for any 1;2 2 N  [0;T],
(k1;t1) = 1 < 2 = (k2;t2) if k1 < k2, or if k1 = k2 and t1 < t2.
When examining ILC in a lifted system context we wish to use a discrete version of the
















ku(k;)klp[0;T] q = 1
: (5.5)
The norm is the same but with the `along-the-trial' magnitude determined by a discrete
time lp norm. The domain ordering is formally the same. Note that [0;T] now denotes
the discrete interval1:
[0;T] = fs 2 N j 0  s  T g: (5.6)
The normed vector spaces associated with these norms will be dened in the standard
form, consisting of all the functions for which the norm is nite. The extended spaces
are also dened in the same way as previously. It should be noted that, although the
internal norms in both cases cannot have extensions of their own since they are dened
on a nite interval (see Section 2.1.3), the external norm sums to innity and so the
extended 2D space does exist.
This 2D space can be used with the biased signal space and biased norm denition
from the previous chapter to provide a 2D biased norm. Take W = lp;q(N  [0;T]) and
x0 = (u0;y0) 2 We. Recall the biased signal space denition: for Wx0 this is given by
Uu0 = fu 2 Ue j u   u0 2 U g
Yy0 = fy 2 Ye j y   y0 2 Yg
Wx0 = Uu0  Yy0: (5.7)
Also recall the biased norm denition: for Wx0;WAx0  We the norm of the map







Theorem 4.17 was shown to hold for any signal space on which a truncation denition
was dened and therefore the theorem holds for signals lying within appropriately biased
versions of lp;q(N  [0;T]). We now therefore have the robust stability theorem and a
notion of signal sizes that we can apply to ILC.
1As previously mentioned, the set of natural numbers N here contains 0Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 89
5.2.2 ILC system
In order to implement the biased graph robust stability theorem (Theorem 4.17) it is
required to dene the plant and controller in terms of the 2D signal space given above.




e(R), of the form
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu1(t)
y1(t) = Cx(t) + Du1(t); (5.9)
with A 2 Rnn, B 2 Rn1, C 2 R1n and D 2 R (using t as the discrete-time index).
Since we will only be examining signals on [0;T] we will rewrite this plant as a map
lp[0;T] ! lp[0;T]. Also, setting the initial conditions for the state variable x(0) = 0, the
plant can be expanded as a matrix P mapping u1() to y1(), matching the lifted system





























































This plant is now dened over lp;q(N[0;T]). This is the same plant but repeated over
























































k 2 N (5.12)
For most of the analysis the signals will be examined as vectors along each trial and so





















Similarly, the other signals are written in the same way and, since yref(k) is identical for
all k, it will be written simply as yref. Using this notation the 2D plant is now denoted
P : lp;q(N  [0;T]) ! lp;q(N  [0;T]) : u1() 7! y1() dened by y1(k) = Pu1(k), k 2 N.
In order to t the lifted system representation given in Section 3.3.1 with the system
representation used in the gap work (given in Section 2.1.6) the structure in which the
plant will be presented is given by Figure 5.2:
6




u2 y2 y0 + yref   c
+
-
Figure 5.2: System diagram
The gure is shown with the reference trajectory yref inserted alongside the disturbance
y0. With this feedback structure we can match the lifted system update equation by
implementing a controller of the form:
C: u2(k + 1;) = Q(u2(k;)   Ly2(k;))
u2(0;) = 0 (5.14)
This is the same ILC controller in Section 3.3.1 but with a sign change introduced to t
with the slightly dierent feedback structure. Here L : lp[0;T] ! lp[0;T] is the learning
gain and Q : lp[0;T] ! lp[0;T] is usually a lter, as explained previously.




e(R) is written in a 2D form in the same way as the plant P.
To summarise, the two plants and the controller are dened in 2D as:
P(k;t): lp;q(N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = Pu1(k;)
P1(k;t): lp;q(N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = P1u1(k;)
C(k;t): lp;q(N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : y2 7! u2;
u2(k + 1;) = Q(u2(k;)   Ly2(k;)): (5.15)Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 91
5.2.3 A 2D biased robust stability margin
In this section the plants and controller given above will be examined with the biased
robust stability theorem in 2D. The robust stability margin will be calculated for the
feedback system [P;C], and then a 2D robust stability theorem will be stated, relating
the stability margin of [P;C] to the stability of [P1;C].
Recall the biased signal space denitions of Section 4.4.1:
Uu0 = fu 2 Ue j u   u0 2 U g
Yy0 = fy 2 Ye j y   y0 2 Yg
W u0
y0
 = Uu0  Yy0: (5.16)
In this case we wish the bias to take the form of the reference trajectory. The reference
trajectory is inserted at y0 so the bias is (u0;y0) = (0;yref).




 ! We: (5.17)
In Theorem 4.17 it is the biased induced gain of this projection that acts as the robust
stability margin and so the following theorem will calculate this gain. The calculation
is restricted to the case of q 2 f1;1g and p 2 [1;1].





Consider the closed-loop system given by Figure 5.2, and equations 5.11 and 5.14, with
the matrix P given by equation 5.10. Suppose kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] < 1. Then with the










1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]

: (5.18)
Note that the induced norms in lp[0;T] on the right hand side of equation 5.18 are always
nite.




2 We and suppose
(u0;y0)T 2 lp;q(N  [0;T]). We can derive an expression for u2(k + 1) in terms of the
disturbances and the previous control signal u2(k).
u2(k + 1) = Q(u2(k)   L(y0(k) + yref   P(u0(k)   u2(k))))
= Q(I   LP)u2(k)   QL(y0(k) + yref   Pu0(k)) (5.19)Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 92





i 1 ( QL(y0(k   i) + yref   Pu0(k   i))): (5.20)
To calculate the stability margin using the biased norm dened previously, with the bias





i 1 (QL(y0(k   i) + yref   Pu0(k   i))) + u0(k)
y1(k) = Pu1(k): (5.21)





























i 1 (QL(y0(k   i) + yref   Pu0(k   i)))
+ u0(k): (5.22)
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In both cases the gain of M==N can be bounded by examining the gains due to u0 and
































































1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]

: (5.26)
1. From equation 5.23:
Firstly set u0 = 0. By various substitutions; triangle inequalities; and rearrangement of























































































Hence, as kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] < 1 and kQ(I   LP)jklp[0;T]  kQ(I   LP)k
j
lp[0;T] for








1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]
: (5.28)




























































The term on the left is bounded using the same substitutions and method as for the















By equations 5.28, 5.30 and the property given by equation 5.25 we can derive equation
5.26.
2. Looking at equation 5.24:Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 95













































































































Hence, as kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] < 1 and kQ(I   LP)jklp[0;T]  kQ(I   LP)k
j
lp[0;T] for








1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]
: (5.32)
























































The term on the left is bounded using the same substitutions and method as for the















By equations 5.32, 5.34 and the property given by equation 5.25 we can derive equation
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In order to bound the summations in inequalities 5.28 and 5.32 we imposed the sucient
condition that kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] < 1. A similar condition arises in a host of papers
including H at onen (2004), Norrl of and Gunnarsson (2002), H at onen et al. (2004), Norrl of
(2000b) and Harte et al. (2005); where this is supplied as the sucient condition for
monotonic convergence of this algorithm (see Theorem 3.5).
Therefore, we now have a bound on bP;C = kM==Nk 1
W;x0 for W = lp;q(N[0;T]) so we
can apply the robust stability theorem (Theorem 4.17).
Theorem 5.2. Consider the closed-loop system [P;C] given by Figure 5.2, equations
5.11 and 5.14, and with the matrix P given by equation 5.10. Let q 2 f1;1g and
p 2 [1;1] Suppose kQ(I  LP)klp[0;T] < 1. Suppose [P1;C] is globally well-posed and let

















1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]
 1
: (5.35)
Suppose the plant P1, with M1 := GP1;g1 is such that there exists a causal surjective
: M ! M1, where M := GP;x1 with the plant satisfying k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1 < bP;C,
where x1 = M==Nx0.
Then the stability of [P1;C] on W with respect to g0 = (I +( I)M==N)x0 is assured
and
kM1==NkW;g0  kM==NkW;x0
1 + k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1
1   kM==NkW;x0k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1
: (5.36)
Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorems 4.8 and 5.1.
This theorem provides a 2D robust stability guarantee for a set of closed-loop linear
plants engaged in trajectory tracking within the lifted system framework, providing a
set of plants for which the controller is sucient to guarantee stability.
It should be noted that the above theorem does not explicitly use the gap ~ (P;P1).







 : M ! M1 is causal and surjective

; (5.37)
if there does exists a  such that k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1 < bP;C then it is clear that
~ (P;P1)  k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1. The reason that  is included as opposed to the gap is
due to it being necessary to de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5.3 The Relationship Between 1D and 2D Gaps
This section will show how this 2D gap can be related back to the standard 1D gap
metric in the linear case. The reason for this restriction will be made clear.
Before a theorem can be given showing this relation it is necessary to introduce some new
notation. As the theorem provides a link between the gap metric on dierent domains:
lp;q(N  [0;T]), lp[0;T] and lp[R+]; and also links the biased and non-biased gaps, the
notation is sizeable but essential. Where possible, conventions are used: for example,
the signal space in question will always appear as a superscript in graph and operator
denitions.


























As the graphs only contain bounded signals (in the appropriate sense) the biased and
non-biased graphs are likely to be dierent sets unless the bias lies in the non-extended
signal space.















P1;g1 j 9 2 OW
P;P1 such that 8x 2 GW
P;x1
	(x) = (x   x1) + 	(x1) (5.41)
and 	 is surjectiveg:












1 if no such operator 	 exists
(5.42)Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 98










1 if not such operator  exists
: (5.43)
5.3.1 Causality
Before the main theorem it is necessary to show that the causality of all operators within
QW
P;x1;P1;g1 is inherited directly from the causality (by denition) of all operators within
OW
P;P1.
Lemma 5.3. All operators in the set QW
P;x1;P1;g1 are causal.
Proof. Let 	 2 QW
P;x1;P1;g1 and  2 OW
P;P1 such that 	(x) = (x   x1) + 	(x1). Let
x;y be such that Tx = Ty for any  > 0. Then it follows from the causality of 
(Denition 4.4) that for all  > 0:
T	x = T [(x   x1) + 	(x1)]
= T(x   x1) + T	(x1)
= T(Tx   Tx1) + T	(x1)
= T(Ty   Tx1) + T	(x1)
= T(y   x1) + T	(x1)
= T [(y   x1) + 	(x1)]
= T	y; (5.44)
and therefore 	 is causal for all 	 2 QW
P;x1;P1;g1.
5.3.2 Surjectivity
It was shown in Lemma 5.3 that the causality of operators in the unbiased set OW
P;P1
implies the causality of all operators within the biased set QW
P;x1;P1;g1. Unfortunately
the same currently remains unclear for the inheritance of surjectivity. In general it is
best to remove as many unnecessary conditions on the sets of operators and therefore
removing the surjectivity condition on the set of biased operators is desirable. Also, in
Lemma 5.6 we will require that there exists an operator in the biased set Q based on the
existence of an operator in O. Without the inheritance of surjectivity from operators in
O to operators in Q this may not be possible since the resulting operator may not be
surjective and therefore may be excluded from Q.
Proposition 5.5 proves that the surjectivity (by denition) of operators within OW
P;P1
implies the surjectivity of operators within QW
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is hoped that a proof could be developed to complete the theorem for nonlinear systems
also, since this is currently the only area within the theorem that requires linearity.
Before this can be given, the following lemma is required to relate the biased and non-
biased graphs. The non-biased graph is a subspace and so possesses some additional
properties. The biased graph is not however, since for example if x0 2 We n W then
2x0 62 Wx0. In most instances the biased and non-biased graphs do not overlap, therefore
in order to compare the two it is necessary to prove the existence of elements within one
graph based on the existence of elements within the other.
In the following lemma and proposition the superscript W above the graph symbol G
has been dropped for convenience.
Lemma 5.4. Given a linear operator P : Ue ! Ye, then for any w = (u1;Pu1) 2 We
the following three properties hold:
i) For any x 2 GP there exists y 2 GP;w such that y = x + w.
ii) For any y 2 GP;w there exists x 2 GP such that x = y   w.
iii) For any y 2 GP;w then w 2 GP;y.
iv) For any y 2 GP;w then GP;y = GP;w












. We therefore have w2 = Pw1 with
w2 2 Ye and w1 2 Ue.
For the proof of property i), let x 2 GP therefore x2 = Px1 with x2 2 Y and x1 2 U.
By the linearity of P we can dene y2 = Py1 such that y2 = (x2 + w2) 2 Yw2 and
y1 = (x1 + w1) 2 Uw1.
Therefore y 2 GP;w. The proof of property ii) is trivially similar.












2 Ue  Ye

  y1 2 Uw1; y2 2 Yw2; y2 = Py1
)
:
Uw1 = fy1 2 Ue j y1   w1 2 U g
Yw2 = fy2 2 Ye j y2   w2 2 Yg (5.45)
Since U and Y are subspaces, if y1   w1 2 U then w1   y1 2 U, and if y2   w2 2 Y then
w2 y2 2 Y. Therefore if y 2 Ww then w 2 Wy. Also, since w consists of pairs of signals
compatible with the plant by denition, then w 2 GP;y. This holds for any y 2 GP;w.
Property iv) is demonstrated by considering that for all y 2 GP;w then for any x 2 GP;y
we can state that x 2 GP;w (and conversely that for all w 2 GP;y then for any x 2 GP;wChapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 100
then x 2 GP;y). To show this rst recall from property ii) that for any x 2 GP;y there
exists u 2 GP such that u = x   y. Similarly, since y 2 GP;w there exists v 2 GP such
that v = y   w. As P is linear GP forms a subspace. Therefore, since u;v 2 GP we can
state that (u   v) 2 GP and therefore (x   w) 2 GP and so x 2 GP;w. As this holds
for any x 2 GP;y, for any y 2 GP;w and this argument is symmetrical we can state that
GP;y = GP;w.
The following proposition now establishes that, when conning the analysis to linear
plants, the restriction to surjective operators can be dropped in the denition of the
set QW
P;x1;P1;g1 given in equation 5.41. This is due to the surjectivity condition being
inherited automatically from the set OW
P;P1.








P1;g1 j 9 2 OW
P;P1 such that 8x 2 GW
P;x1
	(x) = (x   x1) + 	(x1)g: (5.46)
All operators 	 2 QW
P;x1;P1;g1 are surjective.
Proof. In order to prove the surjectivity of all operators 	 2 QW
P;x1;P1;g1 it must be shown
that for all z 2 GP1;g1 there exists x 2 GP;x1 such that z = 	x.
By denition, recall that for any 	 2 QW
P;x1;P1;g1 there exists  2 OW
P;P1 such that for all
x 2 GP;x1
	(x) = (x   x1) + 	(x1): (5.47)
Now, since : GP ! GP1 is surjective, for any w 2 GP1 there exists z 2 GP such that
w = z. Let x = z + x1, then x   x1 2 GP and w = (x   x1).
Since x1 is xed and since P is linear, from property i) of Lemma 5.4 we see that since
(x   x1) 2 GP then x 2 GP;x1.
We have therefore proven that for all w 2 GP1 there exists x 2 GP;x1 such that
w = 	(x)   	(x1): (5.48)
All that therefore remains to be shown is that for any z 2 GP1;g1 there exists w 2 GP1
such that w = z 	(x1) for then, by equation 5.48, it follows that z = 	(x) as required.
In order to show this let y = 	(x1). By denition y 2 GP1;g1. Then, by property ii), for
any z 2 GP1;y we can nd a w 2 GP1 such that w = z   y. Finally, by property iv) of
Lemma 5.4 we can state that GP1;g1 = GP1;y.Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 101
To clarify: The 2D gap given obeys all of the conditions given in Theorem 4.17 and so
is permissible gap measure; as is the 1D gap measure. The above lemma shows that,
for the case of linear systems, surjectivity is not compromised in the movement between
gaps in Theorem 5.10 (given in the following section) and so the condition of surjectivity
is not required in equation 5.41. If this were proven for nonlinear systems then the result
would allow the use of the standard nonlinear gap measure on nonlinear 2D systems.
5.3.3 Relating the 1D and 2D gaps
The following three lemmata will detail the relationship between the biased 2D gap and
the equivalent unbiased 1D gap. Some of the details within the proofs are adapted from
French (2008), where they instead appeared for continuous time systems using the norm
of equation 5.1. Here we use the discrete version of the 2D norm, given in equation 5.5.
The rst lemma relates the biased and unbiased 2D gaps to each other, and is the only
one of the three that requires the plants to be linear.
Lemma 5.6. For p;q 2 [1;1] and linear plants P;P1: l
p;q




x1;g1 (P;P1) = ~ lp;q(N[0;T])(P;P1): (5.49)










































It remains to show that this claim is correct. In order to do this consider the following
two statements:Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 102
For all 	 2 Q
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;x1;P1;g1 there exists 	 2 O
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;P1 such that
k(	   I)x   (	   I)x1klp;q(N[0;T]) = k(	   I)(x   x1)klp;q(N[0;T]); (5.52)
and conversely, for all  2 O
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;P1 there exists 	 2 Q
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;x1;P1;g1 such that
k(   I)(x   x1)klp;q(N[0;T]) = k(	   I)x   (	   I)x1klp;q(N[0;T]): (5.53)
Both these follow from the denition of 	 2 QW
P;x1;P1;g1 given in equation 5.41, with the
second also requiring the surjectivity of operators in Q
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;x1;P1;g1 to be inherited from
O
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;P1 . This is established by Proposition 5.5 due to the linearity of P and P1.
(See Remark 5.7 for an explanation of this requirement.)











































































It is clear that the two inequalities are in dierent directions and therefore both inmums
must be identical in order for the two inequalities to hold.
Note that in both of the above processes (equations 5.54 and 5.55) it is required that
(x   x1) 2 G
Lp(N[0;T])
P is equivalent to x 2 G
Lp(N[0;T])
P;x1 . This is shown in Lemma 5.4,Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 103
properties i) and ii).
Remark 5.7. The requirement for the plants to be linear was necessary in the above
lemma to ensure that the statement made in equation 5.53 was legitimate. Without the
linearity restriction there may be no such operator 	 2 Q
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;x1;P1;g1 in equation 5.53
such that
k(   I)(x   x1)klp;q(N[0;T]) = k(	   I)x   (	   I)x1klp;q(N[0;T]); (5.56)
since the operator that obeys the above equation may not be surjective and so wouldn't
lie in Q
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;x1;P1;g1 . It is therefore hoped that the inheritance of surjectivity given in
Proposition 5.5 can be expanded to nonlinear systems to enable the removal of the
surjectivity condition from equation 5.41 and allow the biased and non-biased gaps to
be compared for nonlinear systems.
Using the continuous version of the proof (with appropriately dened linear plants P
and P1) it can also be shown that ~ 
Lp;q(N[0;T])
x1;g1 (P;P1) = ~ Lp;q(N[0;T])(P;P1).
The next lemma provides an inequality relating the 2D gap with the 1D gap on a nite
time interval (the largest gap between plants along one trial).






e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = Pu1(k;)
P1: lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = P1u1(k;) (5.57)
then
~ lp;q(N[0;T])(P;P1)  ~ lp[0;T](P;P1): (5.58)
Proof. Firstly, let  2 O
lp[0;T]




(	w)(k;t) = (w(k;))(t): (5.59)
We shall rst detail the proof for q < 1, which is similar to Theorem 3.1 of French





































































Since the above holds for any  2 O
lp[0;T]
P;P1 we can therefore state that for q < 1
~ lp;q(N[0;T])(P;P1)  ~ lp[0;T](P;P1): (5.61)












































Again, the above holds for any  2 O
lp[0;T]
P;P1 therefore for q = 1
~ lp;q(N[0;T])(P;P1)  ~ lp[0;T](P;P1):Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 105
As before, the lemma also holds in the continuous case (see French, 2008) and therefore
we can also state that: ~ Lp;q(N[0;T])(P;P1)  ~ Lp[0;T](P;P1).
The following lemma states that the 1D gap on a nite time interval is less than or equal
to the standard nonlinear gap on R+.




e[R+] where P is stabilisable:
~ lp[0;T](P;P1)  ~ lp[R+](P;P1): (5.63)
Proof. Again following French (2008), since P is stabilisable then for all u 2 G
lp[0;T]
P
there exists v 2 G
lp[R+]
P such that vj[0;T] = u. Additionally, for all u 2 G
lp[R+]
P there
exists v 2 G
lp[0;T]
P such that vj[0;T] = u. Therefore we can conclude that
G
lp[R+]
P j[0;T] = G
lp[0;T]
P : (5.64)
Since  is causal, for any x;y 2 G
lp[R+]
P such that xj[0;T] = yj[0;T] then TTx = TTy.
We can therefore dene T : lp[R+] ! lp[0;T] such that
Tx = (x)j[0;T] (5.65)
It then follows that













































where P is stabilisable and
P : lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = Pu1(k;)
P1: lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = P1u1(k;) (5.66)
we can state that
~ lp;q(N[0;T])
x1;g1 (P;P1) = ~ lp;q(N[0;T])(P;P1)  ~ lp[0;T](P;P1)  ~ lp[R+](P;P1): (5.67)Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 106
Proof. The proof is evident from Lemmata 5.6 to 5.9.
5.4 A Biased Robust Stability Theorem for ILC
The thesis will now culminate in this section with a theorem on robust stability for
iterative learning control. The theorem is based on the biased graph robust stability
theorem (Theorem 4.17). The stability margin used in this result is taken from Theorem
5.1. The 1D gap is utilised, with Theorem 5.10 providing the required comparison to
the 2D gap.





e[R+] and their respective 2D analogues:
P : lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = Pu1(k;)
P1: lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = P1u1(k;): (5.68)
Consider the linear closed-loop system [P;C] given by Figure 5.2, and equations 5.11
and 5.14. Suppose kQ(I  LP)klp[0;T] < 1. Let W = lp;q(N[0;T]) and suppose [P1;C]
















1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]
 1
: (5.69)
Let M := G
lp[R+]
P and M1 := G
lp[R+]









P1 j  is causal, surjective and (0) = 0
o
: (5.70)
If there exists a  2 O
lp[R+]
P;P1 such that k(   I)jMklp[R+] < bP;C, then the stability of
[P1;C] on W with respect to g0 = (I + (   I)M==N)x0 is assured.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 5.2 and 5.10.
5.5 The Convergence and Boundedness of g1
Recall Section 4.4.4 in the previous chapter regarding bounds on the biases g0 and g1,
where g0 is the external bias around the perturbed closed-loop system and g1 is the
bias around the perturbed plant. These are given by g0 = (I + (   I)M==N)x0 and
g1 = M==Nx0 = M1==Ng0. In Section 4.4.4 these bounds were only given for
the general case. Here we will exploit the structure of the ILC system described in thisChapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 107
chapter to extend this and provide a proof that the bias surrounding the perturbed plant
converges and is bounded.
5.5.1 Convergence
First we shall consider the convergence of the signal g1.





and their respective 2D analogues:
P : lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = Pu1(k;)
P1: lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = P1u1(k;): (5.71)
Consider the linear closed-loop system [P;C] given by Figure 5.2, and equations 5.11
and 5.14. Suppose kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] < 1 and  2 OP;P1 is chosen to be continuous. If
x0(k;) 2 lp[0;T] is constant from trial-to-trial, i.e. x0(k1;) = x0(k2;) for all k 2 N,
then there exists a signal g





Proof. First recall that the nominal system [P;C] is monotonically convergent since
kQ(I  LP)klp[0;T] < 1 and therefore also obeys the eigenvalue condition of convergence.
Therefore there exists an x





Therefore, since  is continuous there clearly exists a g





Note that forcing  to be continuous is not particularly restrictive. Recall that the plants
in question are linear and therefore in l2 the map  is linear (see section 4.2.2 and also
the appendix of Georgiou and Smith, 1997a). An investigation would be required to
determine how restrictive this is under other spaces.
5.5.2 Boundedness
In order to examine the boundedness of the signals g0 and g1 we will restrict our analysis
to lp;1(N  [0;T]) and linear systems. This enables the use of Propositions 4.20 andChapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 108
4.21 to give bounds on g0 and g1 by the following:
kg0kW  (1 + )kx0kW
kg1kW  kx0kW + kM==Nx0kW: (5.74)
Note that since we are now restricting to l1 the truncations have been removed (see equa-
tions 4.74 and 4.81). This also enables the ILC reference signal in the following proposi-
tion to be written as a signal in W rather than We and the operator M==N : W ! W.
The bound given for g0 in equation 5.74 is adequate since it only depends on  and
x0. The following proposition will determine a bound on the internal signals g1 using a
property of M==N for a monotonically convergent ILC system..





e[R+] and their respective 2D analogues:
P : lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = Pu1(k;)
P1: lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) ! lp;q
e (N  [0;T]) : u1 7! y1; y1(k;) = P1u1(k;): (5.75)
Consider the linear closed-loop system [P;C] given by Figure 5.2, and equations 5.11 and






















[P;C], dene g1 = M==Nx0 and let  = k(   I)M==NkW;x0.
Then















2 W. From the monotonic convergence criteria, and since
u0(0) = 0, we can state that for all k 2 N:
ky1(k + 1)   yrefklp[0;T]  ky1(k)   yrefklp[0;T]
 kyrefklp[0;T]: (5.77)
Therefore ky1(k)klp[0;T]  2kyrefklp[0;T] for all k 2 N. Also, in the same fashion:
ku1(k + 1)   P 1yrefklp[0;T] = kP 1y1(k)   P 1yrefklp[0;T]
= kP 1klp[0;T]ky1(k)   yrefklp[0;T]
 kP 1kkyrefklp[0;T]: (5.78)



























From Proposition 4.21 we have
kg1kW  kx0kW + kM==Nx0kW










Note that the requirement that the analysis is conducted in l1 is not considerably
restrictive. Firstly, the signal spaces given by lp are subsets of l1 and from this it is
trivial to also show that lp;q  lp;1. Secondly, lp;1 makes the ideal choice for examining
the size of the reference trajectories since it provides the maximum lp-norm of every
trajectory; whereas norms such as lp;2 would increase over successive iterations, blurring
the bounds on g0 and g1 (see Figure 4.5). Using l1 prevents the manifestation of long
term instability, since the divergence of signals to norms of 1051 observed in Longman
(2000) would be revealed by the supremum in lp;1.
The downside to restricting analysis to lp;1 is that it may be desirable to determine
robust stability results using Theorem 4.17 in other spaces, such as lp;2. It would then
be necessary to examine the boundedness of the reference trajectories in lp;1. The
robust stability theorem would provide a bound on  = k(   I)kkM==Nk < 1 in lp;2
due to the requirement that the gap is less than the stability margin but the bound
calculations would then require a bound on  in lp;1.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has extended work from Bradley and French (2009) concerning the applica-
tion of the gap metric to iterative learning control. The existence of a non-zero stability
margin for a broad class of ILC algorithms has also been shown.
The biased norm introduced in Section 4.3 has been used with a two-dimensional signal
space to give a bound on the stability margin of an ILC system. The set of plants
and controller for which this is applicable are those that can be explained by the lifted
system representation given in Chapter 3. This has enabled the construction of a 2D
biased graph robust stability theorem for iterative learning control.Chapter 5 A Robust Stability Framework for ILC 110
A theorem was also given showing that the one-dimensional gap measure can be used in
lieu of the two-dimensional measure when used with the 2D measure of stability margin,
but only when considering linear systems. Since the 2D measure of gap would likely be
a very dicult result to calculate, relating it back to the 1D gap is a powerful result
enabling the theorem to be used with the well-established traditional gap measure.
The justication for the restriction to linear systems lies in the necessity of the gap
operators to be surjective. This restriction to surjective operators could simply be
dened in equation 5.41, but this may then invalidate the statement in Lemma 5.6 that
there exists a 	 2 Q
lp;q(N[0;T])
P;x1;P1;g1 such that
k(   I)(x   x1)klp;q(N[0;T]) = k(	   I)x   (	   I)x1klp;q(N[0;T]); (5.81)
since the operator 	 that obeys the above equation may not be surjective. It is therefore
hoped that a proof can be developed such that Proposition 5.5 holds for nonlinear
systems. This would enable the 1D gap to be used with the 2D robust stability margin
without restricting to linearity.
Finally, Section 5.5 provided a proof that the reference signal for the perturbed system
converges provided the map  is uniformly continuous and gave bounds on both g0 and
g1 in lp;1(N  [0;T]).Chapter 6
Interpretation
This chapter will apply the results established in the previous chapter to some ILC
problems to highlight some issues within the eld. This will provide a link between
real ILC implementations and the abstract nature that makes up the majority of this
thesis. The bulk of the chapter will take the form of analyses of two dierent aspects of
iterative learning controllers with a view on robustness. The rst topic covered will be
the role of the lter Q for improving robustness of lifted system ILC and the trade-o
between robustness and performance. The second shall be the use of inverse model ILC.
Following this, a section will detail the relationship between the robust stability margin
and the eigenvalue and monotonic convergence criteria.
Examples are drawn from other papers that are concerned with ILC robustness. Some
simulations are also given in order to provide some quantitative results to back up the
qualitative reasoning. These simulations will be based on data from the gantry robot
mentioned in Section 3.8.2 (see the theses Ratclie, 2005 and Cai, 2009).
Before commencing the work on robustness the following section will introduce the
gantry robot and discuss the development of twenty-rst, rst and seventh order models
of it.
6.1 An Introduction to the Gantry Robot
The system examined in this chapter is a multi-axis gantry robot. The robot features
in a large quantity of applied ILC work | in the PhD theses Ratclie (2005) and Cai
(2009), and papers detailed in Section 3.8.2.
The robot's three axes allow an end-eector to move anywhere within a cuboid envi-
ronment; however, this thesis will only examine the x-axis. It was manufactured by
Aerotech Inc. USA and is the type of gantry robot commonly used in industry and
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therefore a good choice for the analysis of ILC algorithms. The end-eector consists
of an electromagnet to enable the machine to `pick-and-place' ferromagnetic materials.
The robot is shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: A photograph of the gantry robot
The x-axis has an eective travel of 640mm controlled by a motor. This is powered
by an amplier providing a 10 Volt control signal which determines the velocity and
direction of the motor. The plant's output is considered to be the displacement (in
metres) of the end-eector and the input is the velocity control signal (in Volts).
The plant is rst modelled and simplied using data from Ratclie (2005). It will only
be used as an example of a physical ILC system in order to apply some of the work
developed earlier. As such the control mechanism and specic features of the plant are
ignored; all that is examined is its frequency response data.
This section will start by detailing the method of modelling the system and its conversion
into state space form. It will then be described in the lifted system form to allow it to
be related to the robustness work from earlier chapters. Three dierent models of the
gantry robot will be examined. The rst is a twenty-rst order model that is a very close
approximation of the robot. The second is a rst order model that is a simplication of
the twenty-rst order model that loses some of the accuracy at high frequencies. The
nal model was derived from the plant after it was moved to a dierent location. This
model (seventh order) therefore describes the same plant but diers more substantially
from the other two. The inclusion of the seventh order model provides a cogent set of
results with regards to robustness, since algorithms can be developed based on measured
data from the other models and then implemented on the seventh order model. SinceChapter 6 Interpretation 113
they all describe the same underlying plant a robust algorithm should be able to control
all three.
6.1.1 Twenty-rst order model
The plant is treated as a `black box' structure | the internal dynamics of the plant are
ignored and the only concern is the relationship between inputs and outputs. It is also
considered to be linear, permitting the use of frequency domain analysis using transfer
functions.
In order to model the system sine waves of diering frequencies are applied at the input
and the gain and phase shift for each of these is measured at the output. The results can
then be used to construct a Bode plot which is then used to develop a transfer function
description of the plant. This was rst approximated manually and then rened using
a least-mean-square optimisation (Ratclie, 2005). Figure 6.2 shows the Bode plot for
the x-axis, as measured by frequency response tests, along with the Bode plot for a 21st
order transfer function that approximates it, given in equation 6.1. (The gure also
shows the plant model in discrete-time, which will be detailed shortly.)
Figure 6.2: 21st order Bode plot for the x-axisChapter 6 Interpretation 114
G(s)21 =
0:0000157274(s + 3:64  105)(s + 500:21)(s + 35:88  i400:76)
s(s + 69:73  i459:64)(s + 30:53  i378:98)


(s + 30:46  i336:23)(s + 27:47  i249:8)(s + 10:78  i223:56)
(s + 32:59  i297:99)(s + 21:14  i239:36)(s + 10:64  i220:02)


(s + 14:06  i195:13)(s + 10:59  i169:44)(s + 8:83  i124:71)
(s + 10:67  i192:24)(s + 10:45  i141:63)(s + 8:51  i119:75)


(s + 5:33  i106:87)(s + 3:36  i83:93)
(s + 6:05  i86:78)(s + 12:02  i79:09)
(6.1)
As is clear from the Bode plot, the frequency response of the 21st order model matches
the plant well in the frequency range 10 1 to 103 rad/s. This should therefore provide
an accurate model. However, a 21st order model is cumbersome and so the model order
is reduced to aid the design of suitable controllers. Further details of the modelling of
the plant are given in Ratclie (2005).
6.1.2 First order model
The 21st order model is now reduced to a 1st order one. This model is taken from
Ratclie (2005) and is formulated to approximate the low frequency gain of the system.
As such some of the high frequency eects are lost in the reduction. A Bode plot for
the 1st order model is given in Figure 6.3 (along with its discrete-time representation)
and the transfer function is given in equation 6.2.





This 21st order description will be regarded as the actual plant and a 1st order approxi-
mation to it will be regarded as the nominal plant model. Since the 1st order model is
a good approximation of the 21st order system it would be expected that a controller
able to control one would also be able to control the other. We can therefore examine
robustness properties by designing a controller for the 1st order model and then testing
it on the 21st order model.
The gap between the 1st and 21st order models is calculated as 0.0634. (This was
calculated using MATLAB's -Analysis and Synthesis Toolbox | see Balas et al., 1998.)
6.1.3 Seventh order model
The gantry robot has presented a useful opportunity for the examination of the robust-
ness of ILC. Between the theses Ratclie (2005) and Cai (2009) the entire apparatus was
moved to a dierent location and remodelled. This has therefore provided two dierent
sets of data for the same plant, the original 21st and 1st order models given above (from
Ratclie, 2005) and a new 7th order model (from Cai, 2009). This therefore provides
an opportunity to examine the performance of algorithms developed for the rst model
and implemented on the new one.
A Bode plot of the 7th order model of Cai (2009) along with the experimental measure-
ments is given in Figure 6.4, and the transfer function is given by:
G(s)7 =
13077183:4436(s + 113:4)
s(s2 + 61:57s + 1:125  104)


(s2 + 30:28s + 2:13  104)
(s2 + 227:9s + 5:647  104)(s2 + 466:1s + 6:142  105)
: (6.3)
The gap between the 1st and 7th order models is calculated as 0.2364. It is therefore
clear that the 1st order model is a much better description of the plant as given by the
old model than the new. This is not surprising, since it was based on a reduction of
the old model. It would therefore be expected that a controller developed using the 1st
order model would fare better on the 21st order model than it would on the 7th order
model.Chapter 6 Interpretation 116
Figure 6.4: 7th order Bode plot for the x-axis
6.1.4 Lifted plant models
As ILC requires the use of data from (at least) a previous trial the use of memory is
required for storage. This ultimately leads to a discretisation at some stage. Gener-
ally the entire ILC algorithm is operated in discrete-time leaving the plant as the only
continuous-time object being analysed. It therefore becomes appropriate to regard the
plant as a discrete mapping and transfer it into the lifted system formulation described
in Section 3.3.1. In order to do this the plant is rst discretised at a sampling rate of
1kHz using a zero-order hold. The 21st order model now becomes a 21st order discrete-
time relative degree one model in state-space form which can be easily transferred into
the lifted system representation by computing the Markov parameters and populating
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CAB CB 0 0 
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This 21st order lifted model is denoted P21, with the rst few columns and rows of the
matrix shown in equation 6.5.







0 0 0 0 
0:0318 0 0 0 
0:1034 0:0318 0 0 













The 1st order discrete-time model is also computed from the continuous time 1st order
model. The above matrix P is then populated as before, this time with all elements
CAiB = 0:5  10 4 for all i  0. This 1st order plant model matrix is denoted P1:







0 0 0 0 
0:5 0 0 0 
0:5 0:5 0 0 













Similarly, the 7th order model is given by:







0 0 0 0 
0:0047 0 0 0 
0:0588 0:0047 0 0 













The discrete-time systems for the 21st, 1st and 7th order models are also depicted in
Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 respectively.
The reference trajectory that will be examined is a single pick and place task that is 2
seconds long (shown in Figure 6.5). (The trajectory is the same as that used in Ratclie,
2005.) At the 1kHz sample rate P becomes a 2000  2000 matrix.
6.2 The Role of the Filter Q
This section covers the robustness and performance issues relating to the lter Q. It is
often not possible to achieve the performance criteria and also maintain an appropriate
level of robustness with only the learning matrix in the lifted system ILC formulation.
In order to make the algorithm more robust exact convergence may have to be sacriced.
An increase in robustness can be accomplished by implementing a lter into the learning
loop.Chapter 6 Interpretation 118
Figure 6.5: Reference trajectory for the x-axis
This section will rst demonstrate the eect that the lter has on the nal convergence
of the ILC system and on the stability margin. An example will then be drawn from
the gantry robot. This example will show an IL controller that is able to stabilise the
simple 1st order model but is not capable of stabilising the 21st order model. A lter will
then be introduced into the IL controller to illustrate it can extend the stability margin
around the 1st order plant and controller such that the 21st order system is convergent.
The same will also be shown for the 7th order model using identical controllers.
6.2.1 The trade-o between robustness and performance
Restricting ourselves to the single-input-single-output case, a plant is given by
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t); (6.8)
with u(t);y(t) 2 R, x(t) 2 Rm and A, B, C and D of appropriate dimensions. We again
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By writing out the desired reference trajectory as yref() we establish our IL controller
as
uk+1() = Q(uk() + Lek()); (6.10)
where ek() = yref()   yk(). As explained in Section 3.3.1, the learning matrix L
determines how the error is fed back to produce the following input and the lter Q is
used to tune the asymptotic properties of the system.
We will now calculate the plant's output trajectory as the number of iterations increase.
By combining the plant and controller equations we arrive at
uk+1() = Q(I   LP)uk() + QLyref(): (6.11)
From this we can derive an expression for the limit of the plant's output trajectory as








This limit can then be calculated to obtain the trajectory to which the plant converges.
Let Sk =
Pk
i=0 [Q(I   LP)]
i. Then














i   [Q(I   LP)]
i+1

= I   [Q(I   LP)]
k+1 (6.13)
Hence:
Sk = (I   Q(I   LP)) 1(I   [Q(I   LP)]
k+1) (6.14)
If we examine an asymptotically stable system where ji(Q(I   LP))j < 1, where
f0;:::;N ng is the set of all eigenvalues of Q(I   LP) (see Theorem 3.4) it follows
that [Q(I   LP)]
k+1 ! 0 as k ! 1. Substituting this into the equation for y1 gives
y1 = P(I   Q(I   LP)) 1(QLyref): (6.15)
It can be clearly seen from this that setting Q to I allows the plant's output to converge
exactly to the reference signal (y1 = yref). Using a non-zero Q can lead to a degradation
in performance since the nal output trajectory may not equal the desired trajectory.
(It should be noted that, since we have only used the eigenvalue condition here, the
matrix [Q(I   LP)]
k+1 may become very large for k < 1 as explained in Section 3.3.3.)Chapter 6 Interpretation 120
There are two drawbacks to setting Q to the identity in the controller. Firstly, assuming
that it is desired for the closed-loop system to obey the stronger condition of monotonic
convergence (Theorem 3.5), it is required that k(Q(I   LP))klp[0;T] < 1. This places
some strong constraints on the choice of L. Secondly, Q has a signicant bearing on
robustness, as can be gathered from equation 5.69 regarding the robust stability margin.
It is remarked in Ahn et al. (2005) that, in terms of interval uncertainties, the maximum
level of robustness is achieved with a learning gain of zero (this was briey discussed
in Section 3.7). The same result can be established from the approach of this thesis.












1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]
 1
: (6.16)
In order to maximise bP;C the fraction in the above equation must be minimised. It is
straightforward to observe that bP;C is minimised with respect to Q by setting Q = 0. It
is also clear that this results in no learning taking place and, assuming a rst-iteration
plant input of zero, the plant output will always be zero. This can be deduced from
equation 6.15.
These results regarding Q also echo work in Section 3.7, where de Roover (1996) and
de Roover and Bosgra (2000) were discussed with regards to robustness in the H1
framework. The condition is given that Q must equal I in order for exact convergence,
and the advocation of Q as a lter to increase robustness.
The role of Q has therefore been clearly expounded: with Q equal to the identity ex-
act convergence to the reference signal is possible, and with Q small we can gain an
improvement in robustness (see also Norrl of and Gunnarsson, 2002, Theorem 9). An
example of how to choose Q would therefore be to set it to attenuate high frequency
error components. In this case Q would approximate I at low frequencies and fall-o
at higher frequencies. This would allow the desired convergence to zero error at low
frequencies and a higher robustness at high frequencies, where the model would be more
prone to inaccuracies. The use of ltering for this purpose was discussed in Section 3.6.4.
6.2.2 Robustifying the D-type algorithm on the gantry robot
The assertion in the previous section will now be demonstrated more concretely using
the gantry robot as an example. Consider the plant to be given by the 1st order model
P1. The controller will be in the lifted system form of
uk+1() = Q(uk() + Lek()); (6.17)
with ek() = yref()   yk(). Since it represents a relative degree one plant all elements
of P1 on and above the major diagonal are zero. The appropriate controller to test rstChapter 6 Interpretation 121
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(based on equation 3.25 given earlier). A learning rate of 10 was chosen by experimen-
tation. At rst we will also set Q to the identity. Since we are examining a trajectory
of 2s at 1000kHz the matrices P1, L and Q are all 20002000.
At rst we examine the nominal plant model P1. The following two gures show this
algorithm in operation: Figure 6.6 shows the output trajectory along iterations 5, 10
and 1000 along with the reference trajectory; and Figure 6.7 shows the 2-norm of the
error along each iteration.
The algorithm clearly converges (at least for the rst 1000 iterations) and so appears to
be a good candidate to implement on the 21st order plant. In this case, however, the
result is not as satisfactory. Figure 6.8 shows the output along iterations 5, 10 and 100
| the same iterations as Figure 6.6 for the 1st order case. For iterations 5 and 10 the
21st order system appears to boast roughly the same output as the 1st order but then
carries a substantial divergence at higher iterations. What could be regarded a small
perturbation between the two models leads to a considerable dierence in result.
In order to counter this eect it is therefore necessary to make the algorithm more
robust. As has been noted earlier, Q can be used to accomplish this. We will therefore
maintain the same learning matrix and introduce a Q not equal to the identity. In order
to clearly demonstrate the convergence to a non-zero error here it is simply set to the
identity multiplied by a scalar gain.
Figure 6.10 shows the output trajectories at 5, 10 and 1000 iterations for the 21st order
plant with a D-type controller with Q reduced to 0.99. The algorithm now appears
to converge. Figure 6.11 shows the error norm per iteration, no longer exhibiting the
divergence found in the case where Q = 1.
The drawback is that the algorithm no longer converges to zero error. The robustness
has been increased such that the 21st order plant is stable based on a controller designed
for the 1st order plant, but this has come with a reduction in asymptotic performance.
The same simulations are also given for the 7th order model: Figure 6.12 shows the
plant's output along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 7th order model with the D-type
algorithm and Figure 6.13 shows the error norm per iteration; and Figures 6.14 and 6.15
show the same but with Q = 0:99.
In order to achieve near-perfect tracking and also an acceptable level of robustness it isChapter 6 Interpretation 122
Figure 6.6: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 1st order model with
a D-type algorithm. (The reference and 1000th iteration output coincide.)
Figure 6.7: Output error per iteration for the 1st order model with a D-type algorithmChapter 6 Interpretation 123
Figure 6.8: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 21st order model
with a D-type algorithm
Figure 6.9: Output error per iteration for the 21st order model with a D-type algo-
rithmChapter 6 Interpretation 124
Figure 6.10: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 21st order model
with a D-type algorithm with Q = 0:99
Figure 6.11: Output error per iteration for the 21st order model with a D-type
algorithm with Q = 0:99Chapter 6 Interpretation 125
Figure 6.12: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 7th order model
with a D-type algorithm
Figure 6.13: Output error per iteration for the 7th order model with a D-type algo-
rithmChapter 6 Interpretation 126
Figure 6.14: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 7th order model
with a D-type algorithm with Q = 0:99
Figure 6.15: Output error per iteration for the 7th order model with a D-type algo-
rithm with Q = 0:99Chapter 6 Interpretation 127
here necessary to implement Q as a lter rather than a constant. In this case a low-pass
lter would enable the algorithm to maintain tracking at low frequencies and increase the
robustness at higher frequencies. In order not to add phase shift `non-causal' ltering
can be used. This is possible with ILC applications since the entire signal along the
previous trial is available. (See Ratclie et al., 2005b.)
Here we will examine the case where Q is based on a second order Butterworth lter.
In order to cancel the shifts in phase this lter will be operated twice on each iteration.
The rst will run forwards in the standard fashion; and the second will be reversed in
order to cancel the shift in phase. Here a cut o frequency of 80rad/s has been chosen
by examining the Bode plot of Figure 6.3, since at this frequency the phase dierence
between the 1st order model and the experimental results is approaching 180°. A Bode
plot showing the response of this second order Butterworth lter is shown in Figure 6.16.
Figure 6.16: Butterworth lter Bode plot
This lter is rst discretised and then a lifted system matrix  Q is generated from its
Markov parameters. A matrix Ir is also dened that is an identity matrix that has been
reected horizontally. This matrix serves to reverse a vector that it is applied to. The
matrix Q is then given by Q = Ir  QIr  Q. This matrix Q can therefore be likened to two
second order Butterworth lters with zero phase shift.
Figure 6.17 shows a simulation of the 21st order plant model with a the D-type algorithm,
using this lter Q and the same learning gain of 10 used previously. Figure 6.18 shows
the error norm per iteration. Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the same for the 7th order
plant model.Chapter 6 Interpretation 128
Figure 6.17: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 21st order model
with a D-type algorithm with Q as a zero-phase-shift Butterworth lter. (The reference
and 1000th iteration output coincide.)
Figure 6.18: Output error per iteration for the 21st order model with a D-type
algorithm with Q as a zero-phase-shift Butterworth lterChapter 6 Interpretation 129
Figure 6.19: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 7th order model
with a D-type algorithm with Q as a zero-phase-shift Butterworth lter. (The reference
and 1000th iteration output coincide.)
Figure 6.20: Output error per iteration for the 7th order model with a D-type algo-
rithm with Q as a zero-phase-shift Butterworth lterChapter 6 Interpretation 130
Implementing Q as a Butterworth lter clearly provides convergence to a smaller error
than for Q = 0:99 and is more robust to plant uncertainty than the case where Q = I.
6.3 Inverse Model ILC
As detailed in Section 3.4.3, model-based ILC uses an implementation of the plant's
inverse in the controller in order to update the plant's next input trajectory, since the
ideal input trajectory for the plant to achieve the output yref is given by P 1yref. As
explained previously however, this does lead to a degradation in robustness.
Looking now at the lifted system representation again. If the learning matrix L is given
by P 1 and Q by the identity then very good results can be achieved as Q(I   LP) would
be zero. This clearly meets the monotonic convergence criteria kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] < 1.
If we assume an input of zero along the rst trial, producing zero output, the plant's
input along the second trial would be given by u2 = Q(u1 + Le1) = P 1yref | a
convergence in a single iteration.
A major weakness in this approach is demonstrated by examination of the denition
of bP;C (given again in equation 6.19). With Q as the identity, the numerator of the
fraction contains two terms: kLPklp[0;T] and kLklp[0;T]. Since we have set L = P 1
exactly, the rst term will equal one. However, the second term only contains P 1, and
it is a reasonable assumption that, in most instances, the norm of the inverse of P would












1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]
 1
(6.19)
Clearly, matching the controller too tightly to the plant can result in a severe degradation
of robustness to plant uncertainty. This leads to precisely the same conclusion that
appears when considering ltering | attaining perfect tracking (this time in a single
iteration) leads to a reduction in robustness.
Again similar results are found in other ILC robustness papers. De Roover (1996) and
de Roover and Bosgra (2000) suggest a design procedure where a frequency ! is selected,
below which the plant is accurately modelled. The learning matrix is then chosen to be
the inverse of the plant up to ! and Q as a low pass lter, acting as the identity up to
! and approximating zero beyond. The papers point out that ! should be chosen to be
as large as possible to guarantee tracking for the maximum frequency range.
Harte et al. (2005) discusses an inverse model ILC strategy, where the learning matrix
is the inverse of the plant model and Q = I. The paper then provides a condition that
the plant uncertainty must be contained within a phase shift of 90° over all frequenciesChapter 6 Interpretation 131
for the actual plant to be stabilised by this controller. This has been explained in more
detail in Section 3.7.
6.3.1 Inverse model ILC on the gantry robot
To demonstrate the lack of robustness that can be inherent in inverse model ILC this
section will again present an example based on the gantry robot. It is assumed that the
1st order model is the modelled system and the 21st order model is akin to the actual
plant. The controller will therefore be based on the 1st order nominal model.
As explained in Section 6.1.4 the plant is relative degree one and so direct computation
of the inverse (P1) 1 is not possible. In order to develop the inverse of the model matrix
we therefore remove the top line and right-most column of the plant matrix P1 and
then nd the inverse1. All elements are then shifted up one row within the matrix (by
multiplication of the D-type learning matrix of equation 3.25) to produce the inverse








 20000 20000 0 0 
0  20000 20000 0 
0 0  20000 20000 













This matrix will be regarded as the inverse of P1 since G1LPGT
1 = I, with Gn given in
equation 3.28.
Similarly to the analysis of Q in the previous section we will rst look at the nominal
case. The ILC system is therefore given by the plant P1 and the lifted system controller
of equation 6.10 with L given above and Q as the identity. A simulation of this algo-
rithm produces the expected result that exact convergence to the reference trajectory is
achieved in a single iteration (graph not given).
The monotonic convergence criteria is clearly met since kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] = 0. The
robust stability margin of equation 6.19 however reveals a problem. As explained in the
previous section, in this case the term kQLklp[0;T] in the denominator has a considerable
eect on the robustness. The l2-norm of L is given as 4  104. This results in a tiny
stability margin that can be demonstrated by implementing the same algorithm on the
21st order plant.
Figure 6.21 shows several output trajectories for the 21st order plant and inverse model
controller (still based on the inverse of the 1st order plant). Although the output after
1In order to produce a matrix L that was 20002000 as required a 20012001 matrix of the plant
P
1 was used.Chapter 6 Interpretation 132
iteration 5 appears to have already converged, by the 50th iteration the divergence of the
output is obvious. Figure 6.22 shows how the error evolves for the rst 100 iterations.
The result is a clear example of the long term instability mentioned in Section 3.6 |
for the rst few iterations convergence seems to be certain but after many trials where
the error is close to zero the system suddenly diverges.
It is apparent from the Bode plot of Figures 6.3 and 6.2 that the discrete 1st and 21st
order models dier by more than 90° and so the condition of Harte et al. (2005) that
the shift is within 90° over all frequencies is clearly not satised.
The same simulation is now carried out on the 7th order model. Figure 6.23 shows the
output for iterations 1, 5 and 15 and Figure 6.24 shows the error norm for the rst
25 iterations. As can be clearly seen in both gures the error divergence occurs much
sooner for the 7th order model and is also much faster. This is not surprising since the
1st order model on which the controller is based was derived from the 21st order model,
which diers signicantly from the 7th order. Even though all the models are based
on precisely the same plant they dier substantially, and the model-based controller is
simply not robust enough to stabilise the perturbed plants.
To demonstrate the lack of robustness aorded by this inverse model controller compare
the stability margin to the gap between the 1st and 21st order models. The gap between
the plants was given in Section 6.1.2 as 0.0634. With the gain of order 104, as in this
case, to guarantee stability using the theorem provided in this thesis would require Q
to be of the order of 10 3 (if Q were the identity multiplied by a constant).
In order to improve this we here return to the second order Butterworth lter of Section
6.2.2, with a cut-o of 80rad/s. Implementing the same inverse model algorithm, but
now with Q as the zero-phase-shift Butterworth lter provides improved results for both
the 21st and 7th order plants. Figure 6.25 shows the output trajectories along trials 5,
10 and 1000 for this algorithm. Without the lter Q the trajectories were only given for
the rst 50 iterations due to the algorithms divergence. In this case the algorithm has
eectively converged by the 5th iteration and remains converged beyond the 1000th (the
error norm per iteration is shown in Figure 6.26).
Figures 6.27 and 6.28 show the same algorithm's operation on the 7th order model.
Although the convergence is not as fast it still produces small errors by the 10th iteration
which remain small beyond the 1000th. The lter has therefore managed to dramatically
improve the robustness of the inverse model algorithm, especially considering the gap
between the 7th and 1st order models.
Compared to the D-type algorithm, the inverse model approach exhibits much faster
convergence; however, without the addition of the lter the cost of this is a large reduc-
tion of robustness. The introduction of the lter appears to provide fast convergence for
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Figure 6.21: Output trajectory along trials 1, 5 and 50 for the 21st order model with
an inverse model algorithm
Figure 6.22: Output error per iteration for the 21st order model with an inverse model
algorithmChapter 6 Interpretation 134
Figure 6.23: Output trajectory along trials 1, 5 and 15 for the 7th order model with
an inverse model algorithm
Figure 6.24: Output error per iteration for the 7th order model with an inverse model
algorithmChapter 6 Interpretation 135
Figure 6.25: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 21st order model
with an inverse model algorithm and Q as a zero-phase-shift Butterworth lter. (The
reference and 5th, 10thand 1000th iteration outputs coincide.)
Figure 6.26: Output error per iteration for the 21st order model with an inverse model
algorithm and Q as a zero-phase-shift Butterworth lterChapter 6 Interpretation 136
Figure 6.27: Output trajectory along trials 5, 10 and 1000 for the 7th order model
with an inverse model algorithm and Q as a zero-phase-shift Butterworth lter. (The
reference and 1000th iteration output coincide.)
Figure 6.28: Output error per iteration for the 7th order model with an inverse model
algorithm and Q as a zero-phase-shift Butterworth lterChapter 6 Interpretation 137
It was stated above that the norm of QL was calculated as 4  104 in the pure inverse
model case, with Q as the identity. With Q as the above lter instead this reduces to
2:15  103. This is still a high gain, and therefore would result in a very small stability
margin using this thesis' robust stability theorem. However, the simple introduction of a
lter has reduced the norm by a factor of 18, without any signicant loss of convergence.
6.4 Eigenvalues, Monotonic Convergence and Gain Stabil-
ity
This section will discuss the relationship between the robust stability margin and the
following two conditions on ILC systems:
• The eigenvalue convergence condition
Detailed in Theorem 3.4, the eigenvalue condition states that a system is asymp-
totically stable if and only if
ji(GnQ(I   LP)GT
n)j < 1; (6.21)
where f0;:::;N ng is the set of all eigenvalues of GnQ(I   LP)GT
n.
• The monotonic convergence criteria
The monotonic convergence criteria of Theorem 3.5 states that a sucient condi-
tion for the monotonic convergence of ILC systems expressed in lifted system form
is that
kGn(Q(I   LP))GT
nk < 1: (6.22)
In Chapter 5 a bound on the stability margin of lifted system ILC systems was cal-
culated. In order to do this we required the strong condition of monotonic conver-
gence to hold. This enabled the calculation of a simple bound for the summation
P1
j=0 k[Q(I   LP)]jklp[0;T]. This condition is not required in general though, since a
system may not full this condition and yet still be gain stable, with a nite M==N.
The following three examples will explain the role of the robust stability margin and de-
tail how it ts with the two convergence conditions. This will be achieved by considering
three nominal systems that follow dierent performance and convergence conditions.
i) A nominal system obeying both the monotonic and eigenvalue convergence criteria.
Consider a nominal system that obeys the stronger condition of monotonic con-
vergence. Using the robust stability theorem in this thesis we could nd a robust
stability margin for this system. While the theorem may not be able to guaran-
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ensure that its closed-loop performance is within acceptable limits since its gain
would be bounded by the following:
kM1==NkW;g0  kM==NkW;x0
1 + k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1
1   kM==NkW;x0k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1
: (6.23)
Recall also the condition given within the robust stability theorem that states
that k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1 < kM==Nk 1
W;x0. If this condition is tight then the
denominator in equation 6.23 would approach zero and so the gain of the perturbed
system could be large (although it would always remain nite). However, if we
instead take a perturbed system that obeys k( I)jGP;x1kW;x1 < 1
2kM==Nk 1
W;x0
| and so the perturbed plant is well within the robust stability margin of the
nominal system | then the bound on the gain of the perturbed system can be
simplied to
kM1==NkW;g0  2kM==NkW;x0 + 1: (6.24)
This would therefore prevent the perturbed system from exhibiting any long term
instability eects (since we can also bound g0 and g1 as per Propositions 4.20
and 5.13). This reveals that, by minimising the uncertainty between plants and
maximising the stability margin, we can improve the gain bound on the perturbed
system. Note that this is only a bound. This means that even the largest possible
gain of the most badly perturbed system may be well within this, depending on
the conservatism that is introduced by the robust stability theorem.
ii) A nominal system obeying the eigenvalue convergence criteria but demonstrating
long term instability.
As described above, a system may not obey the strong condition of monotonic
convergence and still obey the eigenvalue condition and possess a bounded induced
norm. (Note that this thesis has not provided a way of calculating the gain of a
system that is not monotonic.) However, as can be the case with systems that are
convergent but don't obey the monotonic condition, the transient performance may
be completely unacceptable. Consider again the example given in Longman (2000)
where a system is proven to converge but produces mean squared errors of over
1051 on the way. This system may be stable but the performance is unacceptable.
This begs the question: is there any validity in a robust stability theorem that
allows this system to be considered stable and guarantees the stability of another
system that is suciently close to it?
Looking more closely at the process occurring in the robust stability theorem
reveals the answer and also a better understanding as to the theorem's power.
Analysis of the system above that produces the unacceptable transient behaviour
would provide a stability margin close to zero: since the gain would be of the
order of 1051 its inverse (and hence stability margin) would be of the order of
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to guarantee stability and similar closed-loop behaviour. But why would this
calculation even be considered if the nominal system is already known to have
unacceptable performance? All that would be gained from such a result would
be a guarantee that permits the perturbed system to also exhibit unacceptable
performance.
iii) A system that has acceptable long term stability and obeys the eigenvalue condi-
tion but is non-monotonic.
Finally, consider the nominal system in-between the previous two, that only just
fails to meet the monotonic convergence criteria, but has been considered appropri-
ate for its task. Although this thesis would not be able to derive a robust stability
margin for this plant directly (since kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] 6< 1) it would be possi-
ble to derive a robust stability margin by introducing a second `nominal' system
close to it that does obey the condition and then using that to derive a bound on
kM==Nk using equation 6.23. This could then be used to attain a gain bound
for the perturbed system. An alternative would also be to nd another method of
bounding kM==Nk that doesn't require kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T] < 1.
The crux of this section is therefore that the robust stability result of this thesis provides
a exibility that complements the convergence criteria. The theorem allows a possibly
non-monotonic perturbed system but provides a bound on the gain that enables a de-
signer to ascertain whether the system's performance is acceptable. This means that
the restrictive condition of monotonic convergence, that is often required to ensure long
term stability, can be relaxed.
6.5 Summary
This chapter has provided a link between the robustness results of previous chapters and
two topics within ILC. Analysis was conducted on the use of the lter Q and inverse
model ILC, in terms of robustness. In both cases the robust stability margin given in this
thesis was shown to back up previous results within the eld. Various algorithms were
also simulated on a plant model derived from a gantry robot, showing the applicability
of these results to real situations.
The role of Q in lifted system designs was demonstrated: Q as the identity enabling
convergence to zero error; and Q less than the identity increasing the robustness. It was
then shown that implementing Q as a low-pass lter with a D-type algorithm allowed
accurate convergence and was also capable of stabilising the perturbed plants. This com-
plements work in papers such as de Roover (1996) and de Roover and Bosgra (2000),
where Q is chosen as a low pass 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quencies and maximise robustness at high frequencies, often the location of unmodelled
plant dynamics.
The robustness of inverse model ILC was examined using the 2D robust stability margin,
showing that taking an exact inverse of a plant can lead to poor robustness results. This
is due to the fact that the gain of P 1 is likely to be very large and is present in the
inverse of the robust stability margin. The same low-pass lter Q was then used with the
inverse model-based controller, demonstrating that the lter can dramatically increase
the robustness and enable the controller to stabilise the perturbed plants.
Lastly, a comparison was given between the robust stability margin and the eigenvalue
and monotonic conditions of convergence for ILC algorithms. It was shown that the
robust stability theorem only guarantees stability in terms of the nal convergence of
the ILC algorithm. This means that a system proven to be stable by the theorem
could exhibit some of the long term instability eects described in Longman (2000).
It was also shown that the availability of a bound on the perturbed system's M==N
allows a designer to guarantee that, although not necessarily monotonically convergent,
a perturbed system has suitable performance.Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
The purpose of this thesis has been the analysis of the robust stability of iterative
learning control engaged in trajectory tracking. This has been achieved by developing
a new robustness framework based on the nonlinear robust stability theory of Georgiou
and Smith (1997a).
The generalisations made to the robust stability theorem, although primarily motivated
by ILC, are ultimately applicable to a wider range of problems. Since Theorem 4.17
places no restrictions on the signal spaces used, beyond the existence of a denition
of causality, it is possible to apply it to single- or multi-dimensional problems outside
the eld of ILC. The theorem is not restricted to linear systems and stability is dened
relative to a reference trajectory so it is also capable of the examination of controllers
performing trajectory tracking. This conclusion will therefore be split into two sections:
the rst shall summarise the developments this thesis has made to the gap in a nonlinear
and biased norm setting, and the second will detail the results obtained when this
approach is applied to ILC.
7.1.1 The gap metric for tracking
This thesis began with a demonstration as to the need for controllers to be formulated
such that they are robust. The standard robustness problem stems from the lack of a
perfect mathematical description of the plant that is required to be controlled. When
it is known that there is a degree of uncertainty in the plant description it must be
established that the controller designed for the modelled (nominal) system is also capable
of stabilising the real (perturbed) one.
Structured uncertainty models restrict the dierence between nominal and perturbed
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systems to a highly uniform framework. As an example consider parametric uncertainty,
where both models may be written as transfer functions sharing the same number of
poles, the locations of which are allowed to fall anywhere within given ranges. However,
these types of model uncertainty fail to capture the majority of possible high frequency
perturbations since, by identication, it may not even be feasible to ascertain the number
of poles at high frequency, let alone their location.
Unstructured models were introduced in Chapter 2 as a method of improving the de-
scription of uncertainty. The chapter culminated in an account of the coprime factor
uncertainty representation, which allows the plant uncertainty to be captured in a much
more general form. A stability theorem was also discussed that was based on the un-
certainty measured using coprime factorisation, proving stability for a perturbed plant
provided it lies close enough to the nominal plant | a open-loop condition for closed-
loop stability. In this case the qualier `close' refers to the distance between the plants
on a given topology. This is the graph topology, the same topology that is dened by
the gap metric.
Chapter 4 detailed the linear gap and stability margin; and the associated `classical'
robust stability theorem (Theorem 4.3) was related to the coprime factor robust stability
theorem. The linear gap dened the distance between linear plants as the distance
between their graphs | linear subspaces of the signal space that contain all the signals
compatible with the plant equation. This was then extended to nonlinear systems |
where the graph is no longer a subspace and instead appears as an abstract subset of
the signal space, again compatible with the plant equations | to dene the nonlinear
gap metric of Georgiou and Smith (1997a). A robust stability theorem based on this
nonlinear gap was then given (Theorem 4.6 in this thesis and Theorem 1 of Georgiou
and Smith, 1997a).
Since the aim of this thesis was to examine the tracking problem, and the nonlinear gap
metric robust stability theorem considers stability relative to zero, a biased gap theorem
was then given. This new `biased' measurement and stability theorem was based on one
published in Georgiou and Smith (1997b); however it was published there without proof
and so a proof was developed and given here. This was done in such a way that the
only restriction on the choice of signal space is that a denition of causality is available,
therefore allowing a multi-dimensional signal space to be employed (in this thesis we
consider a 2D space applicable to ILC). A robust stability theorem was then given
concerning the robust stability of systems that contain a bias. The theorem collapses
to the standard robust stability result of Georgiou and Smith (1997a) when considering
systems where a zero input produces a zero output.
The theorem of Georgiou and Smith (1997b) restricted biases to lie within the chosen
signal space, denoted W. For spaces given by l1-type norms this is not a problem, but
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repeating signal (like that used as a reference within ILC) fails to lie within l2 despite all
elements being bounded. This can be demonstrated by truncating the signal and taking
the norm: as the length of the truncation increases the norm increases ad innitum. The
biased norm theorem therefore needed to be developed further in order to ameliorate
this.
The solution to this issue adopted in this thesis was to instead consider reference signals
to lie within extended signal spaces We. The biased robust stability theorem was then
broadened to include these signals and re-proven to t with new denitions of stability
and stabilisability with respect to given trajectories, and graphs with biases. Chapter
4 culminated in a presentation of this `biased graph robust stability theorem', which
is therefore capable of examining the robust stability of trajectory tracking control in
a wide variety of situations using single- or multi-dimensional signal spaces | ideally
suited to an examination of iterative learning control.
7.1.2 Robust stability for ILC
Chapter 3 provided an introduction to iterative learning control, describing the moti-
vation of ILC algorithms and the properties that distinguish ILC from other control
methods. The idea is that when repeating tasks it should be possible to improve their
execution based on previous `experience'. For iterative learning control, from a math-
ematical standpoint, tasks that occur for a nite period of time are repeated for an
innite number of trials and an algorithm attempts to improve the process by learning
along each.
The basic ILC algorithms were reviewed in Chapter 3 together with the lifted system or
supervector description, where a plant is written down as a matrix mapping an input
vector to an output vector; possible since ILC is usually operated in discrete-time and
each trial is of a nite duration, after which it is reset before starting again. In this
form it is easy to express the concepts of stability, performance and robustness that
were given in Section 2.1.8:
i) Nominal stability
The necessary and sucient condition for the stability of an ILC algorithm is given
by the eigenvalue condition that ji(Q(I   LP))j < 1.
ii) Nominal performance
As mentioned in Longman (2000), an ILC system fullling the eigenvalue condition
may not provide an acceptable level of performance. However, the monotonic
convergence criteria (given by kQ(I  LP)k < 1) guarantees that the ILC system's
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iii) Robust stability and performance
The stability and performance of a system containing a perturbed plant is then the
concern of this thesis. It is wished to guarantee that when the plant is perturbed
the closed-loop ILC system remains stable and that its performance is close to that
of the nominal system.
In order to provide a measure of performance Chapter 5 introduced a 2D norm and
signal space applicable to ILC. This led to a 2D stability margin result for ILC systems
expressed in the lifted system form (given again in equation 7.1). Once the 2D space is
equipped with a denition of causality, this 2D stability margin is used with the biased
gap denition of Chapter 4 in 2D to form a full robust stability theorem applicable to
ILC systems engaged in trajectory tracking.
It was shown in Section 5.3 that the 2D gap denition that arose from the biased graph
gap denition with a 2D signal space can be related back to the 1D nonlinear gap.
However, the relationship between biased and unbiased gaps is currently only applicable
to linear ILC systems. This is due to the requirement that the operator dening the size
of the gap is surjective (see section 5.3.2).
The relationship between 1D and 2D gaps for linear plants was then used to develop
the main result of this thesis: Theorem 5.11, which implemented the biased graph
robust stability theorem of Chapter 4 with a 2D measure of stability margin and the
standard 1D gap measure. The result demonstrates that if an ILC system is nominally
monotonically convergent and the plant is perturbed by a suciently small amount then
the performance of the perturbed closed-loop system will be close to that of the nominal.
The gains of operators are all measured relative to reference signals. Proposition 5.12
proved that these references converge and Proposition 5.13 provided them with a bound.
This ensures that the gain on the perturbed system is relative to an appropriate signal.
The stability margin calculated in Chapter 5 was then discussed in Chapter 6, drawing
examples through simulations on a mathematical model of a gantry robot. The chapter
demonstrated the trade-o between robustness and convergence found when varying the
lter Q in lifted system ILC and expounded the benets and costs of model-based ILC.
For ILC systems expressed in the lifted system representation setting Q to the identity
was shown to allow exact convergence to the reference trajectory. However, the stability
margin is maximised by minimising Q, as can be seen by examining the stability margin












1   kQ(I   LP)klp[0;T]
 1
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Also recall the equation denoting the trajectory that the plant converges to:
y1 = P(I   Q(I   LP)) 1(QLyref): (7.2)
From these two equations the suggestion given in Section 6.2.1 is to implement Q as a
low-pass lter (also advocated by several ILC publications including Norrl of and Gun-
narsson, 2002; de Roover, 1996; de Roover and Bosgra, 2000; Harte et al., 2005). In this
way it would resemble the identity at low frequencies, where good tracking is required,
and zero at high frequencies, where uncertainty is more likely; providing a method of
trading-o robustness against convergence. Simulations to this eect were carried out in
Section 6.3.1, where Q was designed as a second order low-pass Butterworth lter that
operates forwards and backwards to cancel the phase shift it introduces. The results
showed that the lter improved the robustness of a pure D-type controller and exhibited
superior convergence to the D-type algorithm where Q is a constant less than one.
It was shown that model-based ILC can exhibit a very low stability margin, causing a
severe lack of robustness. When L is given by P 1 convergence is achieved in a single
iteration, but the appearance of L in the numerator of equation 7.1 demonstrates that
the cost of this is borne by the stability margin. It is likely that the inverse of the plant
would be sizeable in norm. This was indicated by the inverse of the gantry robot's 1st
order model being as high as 4  104. This leads to the same conclusion as found when
examining Q: that robustness can be severely compromised when attempting to increase
performance. This situation was then improved by again including Q as a low-pass lter.
In this case the convergence was to a very low error and was achieved at a much faster
rate than with a D-type controller.
Section 6.4 returned to the stability and performance conditions for ILC described at
the start of this section, explaining how the derived robust stability theorem ts these
conditions. It was explained that, in this thesis, the bound on the stability margin re-
quired the system to full the monotonic convergence criteria, however this is restrictive
since a non-monotonic system may posses gain stability. It was also claried that the
robust stability theorem does not guarantee that the perturbed system is monotonically
convergent, though it can be used to bound the gain of M1==N by equation 7.3.
kM1==NkW;g0  kM==NkW;x0
1 + k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1
1   kM==NkW;x0k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1
(7.3)
This equation can therefore be used to demonstrate the long term stability of the per-
turbed plant-controller pair since, with a small gap, the performance of the perturbed
system is close to that of the nominal system, and g0 and M1==Ng0 are bounded by
Propositions 4.20 and 5.13.
If the condition k(   I)jGP;x1kW;x1 < kM==Nk 1
W;x0 is tight then this can lead to a
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perturbed plant, such as the 1051 mentioned in Longman (2000), although this gain
would be nite. However, if the nominal system possesses a large stability margin and
the gap between plants is small then then gains of both nominal and perturbed systems
will be similar.
The biased graph robust stability theorem in this thesis is a highly generalised result.
The analysis is not based on frequency domain techniques so is exact rather than an
approximation, since results based on Fourier transforms inherently assume an innite
trial length in order to nd the transforms of signals. However, the gap can be related
to frequency domain results when using l2 and considering linear systems. This allows
the consideration of the classical frequency domain perturbations.
The requirement that a plant and controller be causal are dened in a traditional sense
and so `non-causal' ILC algorithms (where information ahead of the current time on
previous iterations) are able to be examined. This is due to the ordering that has been
dened on the 2D space. Robustness is also calculated here with a more general uncer-
tainty model, not restricted to additive, multiplicative, parametric or interval uncertain-
ties. This allows a greater range of uncertainties to be captured; for example additive
uncertainty does not allow stable and unstable models to be compared; and parametric
does not permit changes on model order. (For references to published material on ILC's
robust stability see Section 3.7.)
7.2 Future Work
This thesis leaves a number of avenues down which the work can be extended. An
important direction would be to simultaneously continue research experimentally and
theoretically: extending it to dierent ILC algorithms; using it to achieve a greater
understanding of the causes of long term instability; and drawing the theory alongside
non-ILC theorems to provide a reliable benchmark for comparing the capabilities of
dierent algorithms both within and outside of ILC.
It is also anticipated that the analysis established here can be utilised to provide a base
for quantitative design procedures. An example of this would be the design of the lter
Q.
Some of the specic areas due for consideration are explained here. As before, this has
been split into work on extending both the biased graph robust stability theorem and
the robust stability result for ILC.Chapter 7 Conclusion 147
7.2.1 Furthering the biased graph robust stability theorem
• In this thesis we have considered the closed-loop stability with respect to distur-
bances of all magnitudes in a given space. In many situations this may not be
possible to achieve and a robust stability theorem based on a bounded set of pos-
sible signals may be more appropriate. Georgiou and Smith (1997a) provides an
example of an unstable plant with input saturation. In order to provide a stability
theorem for such a plant the set of signals considered could be modied to those










This then leads to the gap between two plants being based on the dierence be-
tween their graphs restricted to signals in Sr:
~ Sr(M;M1) =
8
> > > > > > <
> > > > > > :
inffk   IjM\Srk:  is causal,
maps M \ Sr into M1
with 0 = 0 such that
T(   I)T is compact 8 > 0g
1 if no such operator  exists
; (7.5)
and the robust stability margin also restricted to these signals:
bP;C(Sr) := kM==NjSrk 1
W : (7.6)
(Note that the gain stability of the perturbed system will be dened for signals in
some subset of M1, here denoted M1\S. In order to ensure that all the necessary
signals are included in this subset it may be necessary to make the set M\Sr quite
large in order that for all signals w 2 M1 \ S there exists an x 2 M \ Sr such
that w = x. In order for this to be guaranteed r and  may dier substantially.)
Theorem 4 of Georgiou and Smith (1997a) then provides a robust stability result
on bounded sets similar to Theorem 4.6 in this thesis (Theorem 1 of Georgiou and
Smith, 1997a).
This is also used in French (2008) to establish the bound on the stability margin of
an adaptive ILC system (see Section 3.7). Since the system's adaption is based on
the size of the error rather than the error itself, the stability margin has a heavy
dependance on the size of disturbances.
An expansion of this thesis' biased graph robust stability theorem could therefore
follow in this direction, relaxing slightly the condition of stability over the biased
signal space to one of stability to signals suciently close to the bias. Algorithms
such as the adaptive one mentioned above would require this in order for the
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ILC strategies that contain norms explicitly in their algorithms would call for this
work since the stability of the algorithm would likely depend on the disturbance
level.
• As explained in Section 2.1.4, operators with superlinear growth would not possess
a bounded induced norm and so are unable to t with the induced norm-based
robust stability theorem. However, for systems where HP;C is superlinear it is
possible to use a gain function. Theorem 6 of Georgiou and Smith (1997a) is
based on this approach. Recall the gain function given by
g[G]() := supfkGxk : kxk  g: (7.7)
Dene the set of functions K1 where all g 2 K1 are continuous, strictly increasing
functions g: [0;1) ! [0;1) such that g(0) = 0 and g(1) = 1. If HP;C is gain
function stable, then the gain function stability of HP1;C is guaranteed if there
exists a function  2 K1 such that
g[I   ]  g[M==N]()  (1   ) 1(): (7.8)
Gain function stability is also examined in Bian and French (2005), where induced
gain robust stability results are extended to weaker gain function stability. The
topology on which the gain function stability theorem rests is also discussed and
related to the graph topology since, as no metric is given, the gain function method
does not explicitly dene any topology on the uncertainty.
As with bounded set robust stability mentioned above, the work of this thesis
could be continued towards some gain function stability results. If this was to
proceed the gain function stability theorem of Georgiou and Smith (1997a) would
have to be altered to accommodate the bias present in this thesis' biased graph
robust stability theorem.
• Chapter 4 briey mentioned the -gap in both linear (Section 4.1) and nonlinear
(Section 4.2.3) settings. The linear -gap of Vinnicombe (1993, 2001), although
inducing the same `graph topology', provides a tighter bound than the gap metric.
It may therefore be worthwhile to generate similar results to this thesis using the
-gap, at least for linear systems.
For the nonlinear case the bound given by the -gap may not remain tighter than
the nonlinear gap, as explained in Anderson et al. (2002). However, the nonlinear
approximation of the -gap given in Vinnicombe (1999) remains a good candidate
for furthering this thesis' work. An expansion of the relationship between the 2D
biased gap and the standard nonlinear gap could be made to include the -gap;
making the gap calculation accessible to an audience more comfortable with the
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7.2.2 Furthering the robustness for ILC
• Recall that Theorem 5.10 related the 2D gap between plants to the standard 1D
gap. In order to achieve this Lemma 5.5 proved the inheritance of the surjectivity
property directly from the unbiased to the biased sets of maps P ! P1, but
only when restricted to linear systems. For the case of nonlinear systems there is
therefore a weakness in Theorem 5.10.
In the movement between gaps there is a natural choice of relationship between
operators that 	(x) = (x x1)+	(x1), where  is the unbiased operator and 	
is the biased operator (see equation 5.41). Since both operators must be restricted
to lying in sets of surjective operators, if surjectivity is not inherited from one set
to the other then it must be imposed. For a chosen operator , there may therefore
be no such operator 	 that is both surjective and obeys 	(x) = (x x1)+	(x1).
If it were proven that surjectivity is inherited from one set of operators to the
other then Theorem 5.10 will also hold for nonlinear systems, since this is the only
point at which linearity is required.
• The ILC algorithms discussed in this thesis are those expressed in the lifted system
form. This can be thought of as a generalisation of P- and D-type ILC. The
theorems here could therefore be extended to incorporate other algorithms such as
those that employ current iteration feedback (see Sections 3.4.6 and 3.4.2 and also
Owens and Munde, 2000). This would prompt a return to some of the adaptive
work in French (2008), requiring the biased norm gap theorem to be reproduced
for the case of bounded signals, as in the rst point in the previous section.
If the theorems were generalised to cover dierent types of ILC systems it may be
possible to use them as a benchmark for robust stability. This would then allow
the comparison of dierent algorithms side-by-side to determine the properties
of dierent controllers in dierent situations, enabling a more precise method of
choosing the correct controller for a given plant and task.
• As explained in Section 3.4.3 robustness is an important aspect of model-based
ILC. This is backed up by the robustness results given in Section 6.3, showing
the excellent performance but unacceptable robustness of a pure inverse model
approach. Further investigation could therefore be conducted on model-based ILC
methods.
Here the only model-based approach that was discussed was the simple lifted
system algorithm where L = P 1. However, the inverse of a non-minimum phase
system is unstable and so other techniques may have to be used. Markusson
et al. (2001) considers nding the inverse through non-causal ltering techniques
and Ratclie et al. (2008) instead makes use of an adjoint algorithm based on a
steepest-descent method. An in-depth investigation of these and other algorithmsChapter 7 Conclusion 150
and a comparison in terms of robustness would be a solid candidate for furthering
the work of this thesis.
• Theorem 5.1, concerning the stability margin of an ILC system, only permits the
use of Lp;q(N  [0;T]) for q = 1 and q = 1. This is due to the use of the triangle
inequality to generate the bounds. As an example see equation 5.27: in order that
the summation is moved outside the norm we use the triangle inequality. This is




































However, the proof for any value of q requires more work due to the dicult nature





















where the value given by f(N;q) increases as N and q increase. Since in this case
the external summation sums for N ! 1 this would lead to an innite measure
of gain regardless of the system in question. To demonstrate consider the simple
case of summing two elements with q = 2:
kA + Bk2  3kAk2 + 3kBk2: (7.11)
For larger values of q the situation worsens. Now consider the bound again when
splitting three terms:
kA + B + Ck2  5kAk2 + 5kBk2 + 5kCk2: (7.12)
In order to combat this a slightly dierent approach may be called for or a dierent
denition of norm used.
• Theorem 5.1 also requires the plant to be expressed in the lifted system framework
detailed previously. This theorem does have a downside, that is the need to express
the plant as a map P | mapping input to output | containing the Markov
parameters of the system. This means that if each trial is 200 time-steps long P
becomes a 200200 matrix and if an extra time-step is added the gain alters. It
would be much more prudent to produce a measure that did not require such large
matrices and was invariant to the length of a given trial.
One possibility would be to fully exploit the structure of the matrices. For a linear
time invariant plant the matrix P is Toeplitz and so eigenvalues and eigenvectorsChapter 7 Conclusion 151
obey certain properties (Gray, 1971). It is fairly intuitive | given the fact that
P only contains the matrices A,B,C and D and only in a very repetitive fashion
| that this kind of matrix should contain a large amount of redundancy. Further
investigation could reveal the possibility of making some considerable simplica-
tions.
On the existence of an alternative method that is invariant to trial length, there
is some evidence to suggest that this may not be feasible. Section 3.6.2 detailed
that the learning process is sometimes concentrated towards the start of each iter-
ation and the performance degrades as time passes, due to the algorithm evolving
dierently to the previous iteration (this should not be as much of a concern with
model-based methods since this would be compensated for automatically by the
controller). This can produce outputs of the form shown in Figure 3.6. This
clearly shows the dependance that trial length would have on the gain calculation
| the longer the trials, the longer it would take the algorithm to converge and
the stronger the possible divergence along the way.
• Testing of all these margins on a real-life system would provide some insight into
the conservativeness of the stability bounds for specic cases and would demon-
strate the practical use of the gap metric for ILC. In a similar vein to the exper-
imental work from the theses Freeman (2004), Ratclie (2005), Cai (2009) and
Norrl of (1998, 2000b), dierent algorithms could be examined on physical systems
and the robustness results compared to those derived from work in this thesis.
Chapter 6 discussed the gantry robot (of Freeman, 2004 and Cai, 2009) in terms
of the lter Q and a simple model-based algorithm. This could easily be extended
by testing the performance and robustness of these algorithms on plant models
and then implementing them on hardware. The non minimum phase testbed of
Freeman (2004) could also be examined. This would prove useful for the experi-
mentation of model-based algorithms, since the standard inverse of the plant would
be unstable.
Other ILC strategies could also be examined such as hybrid ILC, where a non-
iterative controller is implemented around the plant together with an IL controller.
Moon et al. (1998) and Tayebi and Zeremba (2003) consider the robustness of ILC
using this approach (see Section 3.7). Tayebi and Zeremba (2003) states that,
under multiplicative uncertainties, if the plant and non-iterative controller obey
the robust performance condition then the design of a convergent IL controller is
straightforward. An application of this thesis' results in this direction may yield
some interesting conclusions. If the non-iterative controller and plant are consid-
ered a separate robustness problem, under the gap-based robust stability margin
it would be ideal to minimise their associated map M==N. Clearly, minimising
this map should have a positive eect on minimising the equivalent map around
the iterative system. This thesis therefore appears to support the view given inChapter 7 Conclusion 152
Tayebi and Zeremba (2003), although more analysis in this direction is required.
• In Chapter 6 the role of the lter Q was briey expounded, however the simulations
given only implemented Q in thee forms: the identity, a constant multiplied by the
identity and a simple Butterworth lter. A more useful result would be to examine
the eect of designing Q using dierent low-pass lters and also compare these to
the aliasing method described in Section 3.6.4. Further investigation could also be
conducted on a design based on the approach of de Roover (1996) and de Roover
and Bosgra (2000), where a frequency ! is selected, up to which an inverse model
controller is accurate. Then Q can be chosen as a low-pass lter removing the
uncertainty at high frequency. Since these papers have advocated this approach
both for robustness and convergence it would also be worthwhile to fully ascertain
the eect this would have on the stability margin bP;C.
• An investigation could be carried to to discover just how conservative the results
are, providing proof as to how useful they would be in implementation. This does
not just concern the bound on stability margin but also the conservatism present
in the inequality relating 1D and 2D, biased and non-biased gaps.
• Finally, this thesis has detailed a new robust stability theorem, applied it to ILC
and provided some qualitative interpretation of the result. Following this up with
some quantitative research would be a prime concern. This would involve calcu-
lating the stability margins for ILC systems, comparing robustnesses of ILC and
non-ILC systems side-by-side, measuring the distance between two plants in 2D
and comparing it to their distance in 1D, and giving some concrete evidence of the
costs, benets and trade-os of various ILC systems.Bibliography
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